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PROJECT SUMMARY

We request funding for UNAVCO community and Facility activities supporting the acquisi-
tion, archiving, distribution, and application of high-precision Global Positioning System (GPS)
data to study solid-Earth processes and hazards. The proposed activities build on and extend
UNAVCO's key role in the dramatic maturing of GPS-related science from a specialized technol-
ogy to a mainstream branch of the Earth sciences, delivering results of broad importance on fun-
damental geophysical problems.

To support these efforts, we seek approximately level funding for the UNAVCO Facility's pri-
mary mission of support to GPS campaigns, permanent GPS station installation, operation and
monitoring, and data archiving and distribution. These activities focus on improving the quality,
timeliness and cost-effectiveness of GPS data collection and use by an ever-broadening scientific
community. We seek to continue and expand scientific interchange among multidisciplinary
investigators doing GPS-related science, via an annual community meeting, scientific working
groups, and other forums. We also seek to strengthen our already strong effort in education and
outreach by adding a position dedicated to this effort.

This proposal is the first broad community and Facility support proposal to be submitted
under the auspices of the new UNAVCO, Inc. The cost of operating UNAVCO, Inc. headquarters
is approximately equal to the cost that in the past has gone as overhead to the University Corpora-
tion for Atmospheric Research (UCAR). UNAVCO, Inc. is now directly controlled by its constit-
uent community through the elected Board of Directors. This puts UNAVCO in an excellent
position to be responsive to the needs of the research community. And it puts UNAVCO in an
excellent position to manage major new community activities.

This proposal addresses the National Science Foundation (NSF) review criteria for intellec-
tual merit. The results of investigations assisted by UNAVCO demonstrate the power of GPS
geodesy and illustrate its growing scientific potential. This maturing has been especially striking
in the area of intraplate deformation. A few years ago, GPS was being used to confirm geological
estimates of plate motion. Now, GPS is being used to unravel the motion of microplates within
plates, for example the motion of the Oregon and Sierra-Nevada-Great Valley subplates of North
America. GPS observations are also being used to examine the stability of supposedly rigid plate
interiors. GPS-derived velocity vectors are increasingly being made publicly available on the
Web, and the results of various GPS studies are often combined to produce consistent velocity
fields. These velocity fields provide a powerful tool usable by any investigator, even those not
involved with the data collection. GPS results are being integrated with other geological and geo-
physical data to investigate the kinematics and dynamics of processes such as large-scale plate
boundary zone deformation, continental mountain building, subduction zone dynamics, volcan-
ism, earthquake cycle, plate rigidity and intraplate deformation. The value of GPS data for these
purposes will increase with time, both because more data extend the time series and because their
accuracy will increase.

NSF review criteria for broad impact of the activity are also addressed in this proposal.
UNAVCO impacts thousands of educators and students outside the scientific research community
through its support of community activities and through its aggressive Web, education and out-
reach programs. UNAVCO proposes to dedicate additional resources to build upon this strong
foundation.
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Project Description

1.0   Introduction
UNAVCO, Inc. is a non-profit, membership-governed, organization that supports and pro-

motes Earth science by advancing high-precision geodetic and strain techniques such as the Glo-
bal Positioning System (GPS). UNAVCO, Inc. has more than 25 institutional members (Table 1-
1) representing scientists studying the Earth with GPS and other geodetic tools. UNAVCO’s goal
is to promote the investigation of Earth processes and hazards by aiding the community in acqui-
sition and application of high-precision geodetic instruments and in the archiving and distribution
of high-precision geodetic data.

GPS was developed by the U.S. Department of Defense to provide positions with a precision
of meters or tens of meters. Supported by UNAVCO, geoscientists have helped push the technol-
ogy to the millimeter-level and have adapted the technology for geodetic measurements with great
precision even between sites thousands of kilometers apart. Moreover, GPS studies can cover
much larger areas than was possible with traditional geodesy. This capability allows us to measure
the relative motion of two points a few meters apart on opposite sides of a fault or thousand of
kilometers apart on opposite sides of an ocean, and do it with mm precision in both cases. Thus,
we can directly measure the relative motion of tectonic plates, or measure the deformation across
an entire plate.

Although the scientific possibilities implicit in GPS are enormous, the complexity of making
these measurements has been formidable, requiring considerable effort by scientists and engi-
neers. New types of geodetic monuments, sophisticated geodetic quality GPS receivers, advanced
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analysis software, a global satellite tracking network, and large-scale data archiving have been
needed and have often been developed by the UNAVCO community. The success of these efforts
has made GPS one of the most powerful tools of the Earth sciences.

UNAVCO's mission is to assist univer-
sity investigators in using high-precision
geodesy for science around the world. Our
goal is to make GPS and related high-preci-
sion geodetic tools accessible to all investi-
gators. Many of the investigators we assist
are interested in advancing space-based
geodesy directly. Others, however, wish to
use these techniques as tools to solve geo-
logical, geophysical, and glaciological
problems.Yet a third group of investigators
may have little interest in geodesy as either
a science or a tool, but instead is only inter-
ested in using or synthesizing the results of
various studies conducted by others. We
make it possible for investigators interested
in monitoring crustal motions, tracking ice sheet flows, studying sea level change, or mapping
uplifted terraces to focus on their scientific goals rather than on the GPS technology. UNAVCO
supports peer-reviewed scientific research by assisting with the parts of investigations that scien-
tists should not have to do, and by leaving to investigators the parts that should be done by scien-
tists.

To meet these diverse needs, UNAVCO serves two roles: 1) UNAVCO is a focal point for the
broad community of Earth scientists interested in either conducting studies with GPS geodesy or
using its results; and, 2) UNAVCO provides support for NSF- and NASA-funded investigators to
carry out GPS research. UNAVCO carries out the first role through its annual meeting, through
leadership of efforts like the EarthScope/Plate Boundary Observatory (PBO), by enabling com-
munity purchases of equipment, hosting workshops, supporting scientific working groups, con-
vening science advisory panels, and coordinating education and outreach efforts. 

Most of the UNAVCO support to investigators is provided by its Facility in Boulder, CO.   As
discussed later, support is provided at various levels, depending on project needs, including GPS
equipment, field engineering, technology development, training, technology transfer, data man-
agement, and archiving. In many cases universities have their own GPS receivers are often
acquired via major equipment purchases organized under UNAVCO auspices. Projects supported
by the UNAVCO Facility include GPS campaigns, where sites are occupied for short periods, and
local and regional networks of continuously recording GPS receivers. UNAVCO also provides
technical and operational support to the permanent GPS stations in NASA's GPS Global Network
(GGN), many of which contribute data to the International GPS Service (IGS) global network.
The IGS network provides precise satellite orbits and reference stations that are critical to all
high-precision GPS applications.

A Short History of UNAVCO, Inc.

 The University NAVSTAR Consortium (UNAVCO)
was formed in 1984 in response to the challenge
of applying GPS to geosciences. UNAVCO started
as part of the Cooperative Institute for Research in
Environmental Sciences (CIRES) at the University
of Colorado. In 1992, UNAVCO moved under the
umbrella of the University Corporation for Atmo-
spheric Research (UCAR). In 2002, UNAVCO, Inc.
was created as an independent, non-profit,
[501(c)(3)] corporation. The objective of this
change was to provide the UNAVCO community
with control over UNAVCO resources and activities
with no additional cost to the community.

UNAVCO, Inc. adopted the former acronym as its
official name when it incorporated.
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 UNAVCO's funding derives primarily from
the NSF’s Division of Earth Sciences (EAR),
Instrumentation and Facilities (IF) Program, and
NASA's Solid Earth and Natural Hazards
Research (SENH) Program. Details of
UNAVCO’s funding history are provided in the
budget justification discussion. Additional fund-
ing comes from sources including the NSF
Office of Polar Programs (OPP). The NSF-EAR
and NASA funds are used in a complementary
fashion since many of the investigations involve
funding from both agencies, and because the
science often integrates both NSF-EAR and
NASA elements. For example, data from perma-
nent stations supported by various agencies are
typically combined in global or regional analy-
ses. Regional GPS programs funded by NSF
rely heavily on the primarily NASA-funded
GPS Global Network.

This proposal requests continued NSF and
NASA funding for UNAVCO activities. We first
review some examples of investigations assisted
by UNAVCO, then describe UNAVCO's activi-
ties, and conclude by discussing our future plans. We recognize that to prosper, UNAVCO must
do an excellent job of facilitating outstanding science, planned and conducted by the investigators
we support, and by the broader community of scientists who use the resulting data. We believe
this proposal demonstrates considerable success in this regard.

GPS Receivers and Surveying Modes

Geodetic quality GPS receivers are signifi-
cantly more expensive than those used for
standard applications (thousands of dollars
rather than hundreds of dollars). The
improvement to mm-level precision is
obtained by using the phase delay of the
microwave GPS carrier signal. The use of dif-
ferential signals eliminates clock errors. Com-
bining both frequencies transmitted by the
satellites removes delays caused by the pas-
sage of the GPS signal through the iono-
sphere. Tropospheric delays can be estimated
to reduce position errors and, in addition, to
provide valuable atmospheric data.

Campaign (survey) mode and continuous
GPS are both used, depending on the cost vs.
precision trade-off for the problem under
investigation. Continuous GPS (CGPS) can
provide significantly more precise data. How-
ever, the monument installation, power, com-
munication, and security requirements of a
permanent installation significantly increase
the cost over that of a single campaign obser-
vation.
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2.0   Scientific Directions

The period of the current UNAVCO grant has been an exciting one for Earth science. As GPS
technology and data analysis have matured, they have grown to become one of the principal tools
of Earth scientists, rivaling seismology in the range of applications and the number of non-spe-
cialists who take advantage of the results. The results being obtained to date demonstrate the
power of GPS geodesy and illustrate its potential. The high level of scientific productivity for
GPS research has been possible due to the availability of clean data from high quality receivers,
well-defined reference networks, high precision orbits, software tools to process data, and
archives for access to reference station data. The UNAVCO has contributed substantially to this
critical infrastructure and has provided campaign, permanent station network, and archive support
to many individual research projects over the past several years. UNAVCO community and Facil-
ity support is discussed in Section 3.0 and a comprehensive list of supported projects is given in
the Appendices.

The following sections summarize these results since the last proposal and provide detailed
discussion of a subset of the broad range of research that depend on UNAVCO support (see
Figure  2-1). Presented are highlights of representative GPS research in the areas of earthquake
processes, active magmatic systems, plate boundary zones and global geodesy, that can be selec-
tively read to provide a view of scientific achievements and summary of  Facility support.

Figure 2-1. Sample UNAVCO-supported research projects.
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Opportunities and Challenges

The success achieved by UNAVCO-supported GPS studies in the past four years is impres-
sive, but the next four years will bring a wealth of new opportunities for the UNAVCO commu-
nity. These opportunities bring with them some significant challenges. In the next year, pending
the outcome of the EarthScope initiative, the community is likely to have an opportunity to install
over 800 new continuous GPS stations, 175 new borehole strain meters, and five new long base-
line strain components. Existing networks will also have to be integrated into EarthScope. Strain
and seismic data from EarthScope will be integrated into a single data system.

UNAVCO is proposing to integrate the UCAR/UNAVCO Facility into UNAVCO, Inc. as rec-
ommended by a Facility study committee. UNAVCO also proposes to implement a formal Educa-
tion and Outreach program, to expand the member base of UNAVCO, Inc., to develop closer ties
between the University of Colorado and UNAVCO, Inc., to develop closer ties between
UNAVCO, Inc. and the Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS).

One challenge in the next few years will be to install permanent GPS stations in less accessi-
ble locations such as the interior of Alaska or Africa. Most hazardous volcanoes in the world are
not yet instrumented. GPS, strain, and seismology provide the tools to provide warnings of erup-
tions, but it will be many years before every volcano that endangers human life or aircraft routes
(ash clouds are very hazardous to commercial aircraft) is monitored. Also, the next generation of
GPS satellites will broadcast on new frequencies that will allow improvements in precision.Tak-
ing advantage of these frequencies will require development of new hardware and software.

The GPS community has developed very powerful tools for acquiring, archiving, exchanging
and processing GPS data. With the proliferation of strain instruments, a similar infrastructure will
be required for strain data. The handling of InSAR data would also benefit from a similar infra-
structure, an infrastructure that is just beginning to be developed by groups like the Western North
America InSAR Consortium (WInSAR). 

With this proposal, UNAVCO continues its efforts to assist scientists in carrying out peer-
reviewed projects to advance Earth science. We believe that UNAVCO has a critical role to play
in meeting the challenges and taking advantage of the opportunities that the next decade will
bring. The following section discusses in more detail some of the scientific applications of GPS
being supported by UNAVCO. These examples represent only a fraction of on-going research
within the UNAVCO community, and are selected to illustrate the range of activities. A complete
listing of UNAVCO-assisted programs over the past four years is provided in the Appendices. 
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2.1 Earthquake Processes

Since the middle of the 19th century, geodesy has been a tool for studying the deformation
that occurs during earthquakes. For example, George Davidson [unpub. letter to SSA, 1908]
reported angle changes produced by the 1868 earthquake on the Hayward fault near San Fran-
cisco. With the advent of accurate distance measuring instruments in the 1960s, several groups
began making geodetic measurements specifically to observe the deformation that occurs
between earthquakes. GPS is now widely used to observe all parts of the earthquake cycle includ-
ing secular deformation between earthquakes, and co-seismic and post-seismic deformation. Post-
seismic observations offer an opportunity to study the rheologic behavior of the Earth at frequen-
cies that could not be observed before the development of inexpensive, accurate, rapid surveying
methods like GPS. Continuous GPS measurements have led to the identification of earthquake-
like events that occur over periods of weeks or months, so-called slow earthquakes. Events of this
type had been previously identified in borehole strain records. But with the installation of large
numbers of continuously operating GPS instruments, we are discovering that these events may be
much more common than previously suspected. The recent Denali and Nisqually earthquakes are
discussed below, as well as a discussion of the Izmit, Turkey, earthquake in the section on plate
boundaries.

2.1.1 MW 7.9 Denali Fault Earthquake of 3 November 2002

 One of the largest recorded earthquakes to
strike the U.S. mainland struck central Alaska
on Sunday, November 3, 2002. It was pre-
ceded by a MW 6.7 foreshock in the early
morning of October 23, 2002. This earlier
earthquake and its zone of associated after-
shocks were located slightly to the west of the
main shock (Figure  2-2).

Both earthquakes resulted from slip on the
Denali fault, an arcuate strike-slip fault that
stretches over 700 km across the state of
Alaska and extends southeastward into Canada
(Figure  2-3, left). The eastern part of the fault
shows about 400 km of right-lateral strike-slip
displacement since early Tertiary time. The
November 3 earthquake is the largest seismic event recorded on the fault to date. GPS measure-
ments across the Denali fault system in central Alaska show evidence for 6-8 mm/yr of right-lat-
eral strike-slip motion. This slip is partitioned onto at least two active strands, one of which
ruptured in the November 2002 MW 7.9 earthquake [Fletcher, 2002]. The event was also notable
in that it triggered seismicity at remote locations across a wide region in western North America.
[Barberopoulou et al., 2002; Husen et al., 2002; Hill et al., 2002; Hough et al., 2002; Johnston et
al., 2002; Pankow et al., 2002].

 

Figure 2-2. Fault (red) runs east through the Alaska
Range towards the epicenters the MW 6.7 earthquake of
Oct. 23, 2002 and the Denali Fault MW 7.9 earthquake
of Nov. 3, 2002. (Wes Wallace photo).
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Several cm of postseismic deformation occurred at sites within 30 km of the Denali fault in
the first few weeks following the earthquake [Freymueller, personal comm.]. The observations of
post-seismic deformation from this event have only just begun (Figure  2-3, Right). Over the next
few years, the measurements will provide valuable constraints on the rheology of the Denali fault
zone, the lower crust, and the upper mantle in central Alaska.

 

Figure 2-3. (Left) Comparison between GPS observed (red arrows) and calculated coseismic surface displacements
(blue arrows) from a finite element model of the earthquake using a preliminary coseismic slip distribution from
seismic inversions (D. Dreger, unpub., model by A. Freed). Red squares are pre-existing continuous GPS stations,
white squares are additional continuous GPS stations installed after the earthquake to monitor postseismic defor-
mation, blue triangles are near-field campaign GPS sites surveyed after the earthquake by Univ. Alaska Fairbanks,
Geophysical Institute. This is a collaborative effort between the Geophysical Institute, Univ. Alaska Fairbanks, UC
Berkeley, and Purdue, with the technical support of UNAVCO [Figure from Calais, 2002]. (Right) North and East
components of motion at station (DNL1), located 10 km south of the surface fault trace, shows 32 mm of north-
westward motion in response to post-seismic deformation occurring over the first month after the earthquake.
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Facility Response to the November 3, 2002 M7.9 Denali Fault Earthquake

The UNAVCO Facility mounted an emergency response to the November 2002 earthquake on the
Denali Fault in the Alaska Range. Two days after the earthquake, four campaign receivers from the
UNAVCO pool were deployed by University of Alaska, Fairbanks staff
(Jeff Freymueller, PI). A UNAVCO field team also installed 10 semi-
permanent continuous stations during the first two weeks after the
earthquake. These stations used Ashtech Micro-Z and Trimble 5700
receivers, and tall antenna mounts to keep clear of snow accumula-
tion. Due to the dark northern winter, power is solely from batteries
that will be swapped during periodic service visits. Data retrieval is
from manual data downloads or memory card swap, as most sites are
in locations with no local communications infrastructure. Upon
retrieval, the data are made publicly available in the UNAVCO archive.
Further densification and power upgrades (solar and wind turbines) of existing sites will occur in
summer 2003. The Facility assisted the PI with a budget and proposal preparation that will allow
the stations to become permanent and to increase the density of stations around the post-seismic
deformation area. The emergency response is a continuation of long-term and on-going support
given by the Facility to Alaska campaign and permanent station projects.
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2.1.2 Pacific Northwest

A five-year investment in concentrating GPS resources in the Pacific Northwest has yielded
remarkable results. Three of the highlights of this effort have been: 1) a better understanding of
the deformation associated with the Cascadia subduction zone; 2) identification of slow earth-
quakes along the transition zone of the megathrust; and, 3) investigation of the 2001 Nisqually
earthquake. Highlights of these important findings are provided below.

Cascadia Deformation

Continuous and campaign measure-
ments have established a slip budget
for crustal faulting within the North
America plate and have constrained
models of subduction zone locking
[Dragert and Hyndman, 1995;
Dragert et al., 1994; Khazaradze et
al., 1999; McCaffrey et al., 2000;
Miller et al., 2001b; Murray and
Lisowski, 2000; Savage et al., 2000].

From an inversion of GPS and tilt
data from western Oregon, McCaf-
frey et al. [2000] (Figure  2-4) find a
clockwise rotation of Oregon. The
rotation is relative to North America
about a nearby pole superimposed on
ENE-directed contraction arising

from locking with the subducting Juan de Fuca plate. Their geodetic estimates of rotation and
locking are similar to those made from geologic, paleomagnetic, thermal, and uplift data. McCaf-
frey et al. [2000] suggest that deformation is driven by Basin and Range extension and not by
localized forces along western edge of the Oregon block. In contrast, Savage et al. [2000] see a
similar rotation, but conclude that it is a consequence of rigid rotation of the forearc block relative
to fixed North America. They conclude that the back arc is not participating in the rotation, but
rather it is migrating northward (at 3.6 mm yr-1) relative to fixed North America. Future GPS
measurements may be able to resolve this question.

Slow Earthquakes

Dragert et al. [2001] found that continuous GPS indicated a slow earthquake had occurred
along the transition zone of the Cascadia megathrust. Continuous GPS sites in southwestern Brit-
ish Columbia, Canada, and northwestern Washington, USA, have been moving landward as a
result of the locked state of the Cascadia subduction fault offshore. In the summer of 1999,
Dragert et al. [2001] observed that a cluster of seven sites briefly reversed their direction of
motion. No seismicity was associated with this event. They explained the sudden displacements
as resulting from ~2 centimeters of aseismic slip over a 50-kilometer-by-300-kilometer area on
the subduction interface downdip from the seismogenic zone, a rupture equivalent to an earth-
quake of MW 6.7.

Figure 2-4.  Shaded contour map of northward velocities of geodetic
sites in Oregon. Light blue: northward motion relative to North
America at 4 mm yr-1; Dark orange: 14 mm yr-1 [McCaffrey,
ees2.geo.rpi.edu/rob/www/oregon.htm].
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This event was remarkable in itself. How-
ever, stimulated by this finding, Miller et
al. [2002] examined data from PANGA
GPS stations and found evidence for eight
slow earthquakes since 1992. Fore-arc sta-
tion positions show episodic, discrete
extension events superimposed on
interseismic crustal shortening (Figure  2-
5). DRAO lies inland and is largely unaf-
fected by convergence-related contraction.
The transient reversals from secular con-
traction are consistent with southwest-
directed fore-arc motion that is both spa-
tially and temporally coherent. Each event
starts over a 3-week period and lasts 2-to-4
weeks at any one station. Propagation of
the slow earthquake across the affected
region may last for 8 weeks. The slow
earthquakes occur on average every 14.5 ±
1 months over the past 10 years and typi-
cally begin in the Puget Lowlands near the
arch in the downgoing Juan de Fuca plate.
Observations at ALBH show similar dis-
placements for each event. Yet the last
three events have well-mapped displace-
ment fields that differ across the network,
implying differences in the fault area that
failed. Modeling suggests creep of a few
cm along the plate interface at depths of 30
to 50 km. Estimated moment release

approximates a Mw = 6.7 earthquake, consistent with Dragert et al. [2001]. 

Nisqually Earthquake

On February 28, 2001, the Mw 6.8 Nisqually earthquake ruptured a fault within the Juan de
Fuca plate. The rupture occurred at some 50 km depth; CGPS recorded this earthquake despite its
great depth [Dragert et al., 2001; Miller et al., 2001a; Nabelek and McCaffrey, 2001]. The dis-
placements from the Nisqually earthquake itself were in good agreement with calculations using
fault parameters from the inversion of seismic data [Sumner and Miller, unpub. Abs.]. This earth-
quake generated sufficient interest that a member of the UNAVCO Board, Megan Miller, was
asked to testify before Congress on the use of GPS in assessing seismic hazards in the Pacific
Northwest, as noted below.

Figure 2-5. Time series for GPS stations along the Casca-
dia margin. Baseline lengths are from weekly station posi-
tions with respect to Penticton (DRAO). (Inset) Time
series shows daily positions for Friday Harbor (SC02) for
2002 in the global reference, illustrating the onset of the
latest of the slow earthquakes. (From Miller et al., 2002.)
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The February 28, 2001 Nisqually earthquake:
GPS Geodesy and quantifying seismic hazard.

Abstract of Testimony prepared for the Subcommittee on Research, The Committee on Science,
United States House of Representatives

Hearing: March 21, 2001. 2:00 PM to 4:00 PM, Rayburn House Office building

Topic: Life in the Subduction Zone: The recent Nisqually Earthquake and Federal Efforts to
Reduce Earthquake Hazards

M. Meghan Miller, Ph.D., Professor of Geological Sciences     509/963-2825
Central Washington University                                             meghan@geology.cwu.edu
Ellensburg, WA 98926-7417                                                 http://www.geodesy.cwu.edu/

Abstract

Because of dramatic growth in our understanding of seismicity in the Pacific Northwest over the last
decade or more, scientists were not surprised by the February 28, 2001, Mw = 6.8 Nisqually earth-
quake. Continued integration of scientific results into urban planning and risk mitigation requires
enhanced support for the new technologies that can help scientists map the likely locations, size
and frequency of future earthquakes on shallower faults, which pose much more serious risk to life
and property. Recent technological advances include the use of GPS to study how the planet Earth's
tectonic plates deform in real time and the millimeter level. With NSF, NASA, USGS, and Sun Micro-
systems support, the Pacific Northwest Geodetic Array (PANGA) has piloted applications of this
technology in the Pacific Northwest. PANGA has responded to the Nisqually earthquake by installing
seven new stations in the Puget Lowlands region. This has been undertaken with NSF support and
in partnership with the geodetic investigator community including the Southern California Earth-
quake Center, UNAVCO, and the U.S. Geological Survey. The scientific community is poised to dra-
matically extend our knowledge base by implementing these technologies at an unprecedented
scale in planned projects such as EarthScope, which has been approved by the National Science
Board. Through EarthScope, the scientific community will provide meaningful constraints for urban
planning and emergency response measures, in addition to advancing our basic research in the
areas of earthquake physics, the physics of deforming volcanoes, and the forces that drive plate
tectonics and mountain building within the continents.

Facility Response to the February 28, 2001 M6.8 Nisqually Earthquake

At the request of PI Meghan Miller, Facility personnel joined SCIGN and PANGA engineers in establish-
ing six permanent stations in support of the Nisqually earthquake response. The Facility effort
included loan of UNAVCO pool GPS receivers, and assistance with sta-
tion reconnaissance, permitting, installation, and extensive data down-
loading. Later, in the summer of 2002, a UNAVCO engineer visited all
the sites installed during the 2001 post earthquake activities and
replaced receivers loaned by other organizations (SCIGN, UNAVCO,
Trimble Navigation) with Ashtech Micro-Z receivers from a newly NSF-
funded earthquake response equipment pool. In addition to replacing
the receivers, the engineer augmented the solar system with additional
panels and performed maintenance visits to 15 other sites in the PANGA
network. 

Two other stations (SC00 and SC03), leveraged through the atmospheric sciences SuomiNet initiative
were installed later in the year, and have proven invaluable in assessing newly discovered slow earth-
quakes along the Cascadia margin. In November of 2001, the Facility installed another permanent
station at the Brewster, Washington VLBA station. Although funded through NASA, this site will be of
great benefit to the PANGA network as well. 
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2.1.3 Transient Events in the Guerrero Gap

A recently installed GPS network in the Guerrero Gap has
detected several episodes of transient deformation. The
Guerrero geodetic network (Figure  2-6) is a collaborative
effort between the National Autonomous University of
Mexico (UNAM) and the University of Colorado (CU).
The first station was installed in January 1997. An anom-
alous signal was observed at station CAYA in 1998
(Figure  2-7) before reliable steady-state velocities could
be estimated. Lacking other geodetic measurements in
Guerrero, it was unclear whether the signal was local to
CAYA, was indicative of receiver or antenna failure, or
represented a slip event. A larger transient event was
observed in the first five months of 2002 (Figure  2-7).

The later event was twice as large and in the same direction as the 1998 event. The temporal
length of the two events (5 months) is about the same. Whereas, the 1998 observations at CAYA
were originally considered controversial, the 2002 event has been unambiguously observed at 6
continuous GPS sites and on a long baseline tiltmeter. UNAM observers made campaign mea-
surements at 5  sites in Guerrero that will provide additional spatial understanding of the transient. 

Inversion of the GPS data, both continuous and
campaign, indicates that this slip event released
strain equivalent to a magnitude MW=7.3 earth-
quake on an approximately 200 km by 60 km por-
tion of the Guerrero megathrust. This is the largest
aseismic slip event ever reliably documented in
terms of both moment release and areal extent.
The event occurred downdip of the seismogenic
portion of the megathrust, but within a region
where the steady-state GPS velocities indicate sig-
nificant (greater than or equal to 35%) frictional
coupling of the Cocos and North American plates.
The GPS observations clearly demonstrate that the
event propagated along-strike both up and down
the coast, arriving at PINO and ZIHU at approxi-
mately the same time. The event amplitude is
slightly larger at CAYA and significantly smaller
at YAIG. IGUA, almost 175 km inland has a nearly identical signature as ACAP. Locations of ear-
lier aseismic slip events in Guerrero are less well constrained because the earlier GPS measure-
ments were campaign and predominantly near the coast but aseismic slip locations which fit the
data and have physically reasonable slip distributions overlap the most recent event, raising the
possibility that aseismic slip occurs repeatedly in Guerrero, similar to the much smaller repeating
slip events observed in Cascadia [Dragert et al., 2001; Miller et al., 2002]. 

Figure 2-6. Guerrero Coast GPS
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Figure 2-7. North component of motion of station
CAYA relative to MacDonald Observatory, Texas,
USA.
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2.2 Active Magmatic Systems

Few geophysical phenomena capture the imagination and interest of scientists and the public
as active volcanoes do.  To study active magmatic processes and better understand volcanic haz-
ards, UNAVCO investigators have deployed permanent GPS instruments and made campaign
GPS surveys at a number of volcanic centers around the globe. These centers, located in Alaska,
Hawaii, California, Wyoming, the Philippines, the Caribbean, Mexico, Equador, Costa Rica, Ant-
arctica, New Zealand, and Iceland, display a wide range of  volcano types, eruptive styles, stages
of eruptive cycle, magma composition, and local tectonic settings. It is well known that geodetic
measurements of ground deformation are sensitive to the processes associated with magmatic
activity, including magma accumulation and ascent, evolution of the volcanic plumbing system,
and eruption dynamics. Moreover, it has become clear that measureable surface deformations
often lead seismicity in signaling the beginnings of an active eruptive phase.

The 1999 UNAVCO Volcano Geodesy Workshop in Jackson Hole, WY [Stein et al., 2000],
the 2000 EarthScope/PBO workshop in Palm Springs (volcanoes.usgs.gov/pbo/), and the 2002
EarthScope Active Magmatic Systems Workshop hosted by UNAVCO and the USGS in Vancou-
ver, WA (reported in dax.geo.arizona.edu/earthscope/news/magma_workshop.html), have out-
lined the community’s scientific goals and technological needs for the future. Scientific issues
posed range from questions that are broad in scope, such as what controls magma genesis at the
plate boundary, to basic questions regarding how volcanoes work - information crucial to under-
standing magmatic processes and volcanic hazards. Increasingly, the emphasis is on the interdisci-
plinary nature of volcano research and the need to integrate geologic, petrologic, geodetic,
gravity, and seismic data in order to develop comprehensive models of magmatic systems. Instru-
mentation needs, coupled with logistical challenges, are driving technological requirements
towards integrated systems with capabilities to measure GPS, tilt, strain, short-period and broad-
band seismic signals, as well as gas and fluid chemistry and temperature changes, acoustics, and
other geophysical parameters. The UNAVCO Facility is supporting investigators who are already
engaged in, or have proposed, projects to develop and implement these new systems.

Facility Contributions to the Guerrero, Mexico, Project

The Guerrero geodetic network is a multi-institution (UNAM and CU) international collaborative
effort. The initial GPS receiver was installed at Cayaco in January 1997 by Vladimir Kostoglodov
(UNAM) and Roger Bilham (CU). The receiver itself was purchased
through funding of the UNAVCO NSF Academic Research Infrastruc-
ture (ARI) purchase in 1996.

NSF has since funded CU to install three new sites. These are sched-
uled to be installed in December 2002 or January 2003. The data will
be transmitted to UNAM and UNAVCO on a daily basis. CONACyT (the
Mexican equivalent of NSF) has funded two more sites to be installed
in the same time frame. Communications continue to be a struggle, as
the telecommunication infrastructure support in Mexico is quite different than available for large
GPS arrays in the United States, Europe, Canada, and Japan. The PIs aim to upgrade all Guerrero
GPS sites so that data can be downloaded and analyzed on a daily basis. 
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We have chosen to highlight investigations taking place at three volcanic centers. These
include the Galapagos, a mid-ocean volcanic center; the Philippines, a complex plate margin; and
Yellowstone, a continental large-scale silicic center. Though located in very different tectonic and
magmatic settings, all have shown significant,  time-dependent episodes of deformation. In each
case, investigators are employing a variety of interdisaplinary techniques to try to understand the
underlying causes of  periods of unrest.

2.2.1 Deformation of Sierra Negra Volcano, Galapagos

The Galapagos Islands are located 1200 km west of Ecuador on the equator (Figure  2-8). The
islands are an expression of hot spot activity that has created many volcanic islands and sea
mounts. The western islands of Isabela and Fernandina are large shield volcanoes with steep
slopes and deep calderas and are the youngest and most active of the group.

InSAR observations (Figure  2-9) over the last decade have shown that the calderas in the
western islands of the Galapagos have been inflating at very high rates. Sierra Negra caldera on
Isabela Island showed 30-50 cm/yr uplift. Subsequent University of Idaho campaigns in 2000-
2001 showed a decrease in the inflation rate to 7 cm/year. The high rates of time-dependent defor-
mation motivated Geist (University of Idaho, PI) to seek NSF funds for installing a continuously
monitored GPS network on Sierra Negra volcano.

Figure 2-8. (Above) Map of Galapagos. Upper right insert
shows local tectonics [http://www.cs.uoregon.edu/
research/VRV-ET/tectonics/]

Figure 2-9. (Right) Interferometric Synthetic Aperture
Radar (InSAR) results show high rates of uplift of calderas
on Isabela and Fernandina Islands between 1992 and 1998
[Amelung, et al., 2000]. 
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 Early results (Figure  2-10) from con-
tinuous GPS dual- and single-fre-
quency observations show that the
caldera floor is now subsiding at rate of
nearly 7 cm/year and is contracting.
Processing of the 2001-2002 campaign
data have confirmed this striking rever-
sal. The deformation is consistent with
a Mogi model including a chamber 2.4
km deep that is shrinking about 3 x 106

m3/yr. The shrinkage and subsidence of
the caldera is  not accompanied by
extrusion or intrusion elsewhere on the
volcano. This observation is inexplica-
ble with current paradigms of magma
ascent and intrusion. By integrating the
GPS geodetic data with petrologic
studies and concurrent gravity observa-
tions, the investigators are examining
alternative hypotheses, including that
magma goes through alternating epi-

sodes of ascent and descent or that loading by dense cumulates causes caldera subsidence [Geist,
Pers. Comm, 2003].
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Figure 2-10. GPS-derived vertical and horizontal velocities deter-
mined with respect to the edge of the caldera for the last 7 months
of 2002 plotted on a shaded topographic relief map. Results show
up to 6.7 +- 0.1 cm/yr of subsidence near the center of the caldera
and horizontal rates of up to 7.5 +- 0.1 cm/yr indicating contrac-
tion [Geist, pers. comm., 2003].

Facility Involvement in the Galapagos Volcano Project

In 2001, the University of Idaho was funded to purchase and install
a low-cost, continuously monitored GPS network on Sierra Negra
volcano in the Galapagos Islands, one of the remotest places on
Earth. PI Dennis Geist chose the UNAVCO developed single-fre-
quency (L1) GPS system for deployment.

The project involved development of streaming software by
UNAVCO, paired with off-the-shelf data accumulation software
developed by the manufacturers of the L1 GPS receiver. In February of 2002, two UNAVCO engi-
neers performed station and telemetry reconnaissance of Sierra Negra in anticipation of a May

2002 network installation.

In May and June of 2002, four NASA L1 pool receivers and two NSF-
funded dual frequency GPS receivers were installed by UNAVCO per-
sonnel in and around the Sierra Negra caldera. Data are telemetered
in real-time via radio modem to the Charles Darwin Research Station
where the data are binned into regular files and forwarded to the
UNAVCO archive using a VSAT link. After the field portion of the
project was complete, the UNAVCO Facility provided the PI with train-

ing in processing the L1 data, and the Facility continues to monitor the health of the network.
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2.2.2 Deformation at Taal Volcano, Philippines

Taal Volcano is a complex stratovolcano located
only 60 km south of Metropolitan Manila (Figure  2-
11). Taal consists of the ~5 km diameter Volcano
Island within the large (~15 x 25 km), caldera-filling
Lake Taal.  At least 33 eruptions have been recorded at
Taal since its first documented activity in 1572 [e.g.,
Punongbayan and Tilling, 1989]. The most recent
eruption sequence, from 1965-1977, began in 1965
with phreatomagmatic activity accompanied by a vio-
lent base surge that claimed 1200 lives. Recent activ-
ity, such as geysering, seismicity, deformation, and
changes in water chemistry and temperature, indicate
the presence of shallow magma beneath Taal.  Most
notably, two episodes of unrest occurred in 1992 and
1994. The episodes included intense seismicity, sud-
den ground deformation (up to 20 cm uplift deter-
mined from leveling), and changes in lake temperature
and chemistry [Gabinete, 1999]. Both crises are
believed to be related to dike intrusions and neither crisis culminated in eruption.

Indiana University (IU) and the Phil-
ippine Institute of Volcanology and
Seismology (PHIVOLCS) have moni-
tored deformation at Taal since 1998,
with three dual-frequency stations
[Lowry et al., 2001]. The network was
enhanced with a complement of sin-
gle-frequency receivers installed in
1999 [Bartel, 2002; Bartel et al.,
2003,]. The observations from this
network show nearly continuous, but
highly time-variable, volcano-wide
deformation, including two major
deflationary trends, and two major
inflationary trends with no ensuing
eruption. Unlike the 1992 and 1994
events, there was no intense seismic-
ity associated with the rapid inflation
(Figure  2-12). A period of active gey-
sering ended just prior to the onset of
the 2000 uplift event. At Taal, the pri-
mary scientific objectives are to deter-
mine the location, geometry and
dynamics of the magma system. How-

Figure 2-11. Philippine index map and Taal
Volcano in blue box [Wolfe and Self, 1983].

Figure 2-12. Comparison of observed volcanic and meteorologi-
cal parameters, June 1998-February 2001. (A) Horizontal motion
across Volcano Island. Time periods of deflation and inflation.
(B) Vertical motion near the center of deformation (C) Geysering
events from the hydrothermal vent within the Main Crater; (D)
Number of local earthquakes per day (E) Daily precipitation as
recorded at Buco, on the northern shore of Lake Taal. All ancil-
lary data were provided by PHIVOLCS.
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ever, the real possibility of a life-threatening eruption requires focusing on differentiating whether
rapid deformation indicate an impending eruption or a harmless intrusion or hydrothermal flux.
Had the rapid uplift and contraction observed in 2000 continued unabated or been accompanied
by other signs of unrest, thousands of persons living on or around Taal would have been evacu-
ated. This highlights the importance of multidisciplinary investigations for interpreting geodetic
signals at volcanoes.

The duration of each trend observed with GPS was variable (from ~4 to 9 months) with rela-
tive motions of up to 8 cm horizontal and 7 cm vertical between sites on Volcano Island (sample
in Figure  2-12). Bartel and others argued against an annual cyclicity or correlation with precipita-
tion patterns. Inflation in both cases was rapid and characterized by a nearly constant velocity
throughout the trend; deflation was less rapid and more variable. The deflationary and inflationary
trends recorded since installation of the single-frequency GPS network were modeled as Mogi
point sources centered beneath the main crater at 4.2 km and 5.2 km depth (Figure  2-13), respec-
tively, consistent with a depth of 5 km previously obtained for the source of deformation and with
depths of seismic events associated with the 1994 crisis. Source modeling for a running 4-month
time window revealed little if any migration of the source over time. Little evidence was found for
multiple sources based on a comparison of inversion results using outer vs. inner sites, an analysis
made possible by the large number of GPS stations in the network. Bartel et al. [2003] suggest
that the two periods of inflation observed at Taal represent episodic intrusions of magma into a
shallow reservoir centered beneath Volcano Island. Subsequent deflation may result from exsolu-
tion of magmatic fluids and/or gases into an overlying, unconfined hydrothermal system.

 

Figure 2-13.  Map of Taal Volcano and surrounding area, showing locations of single-frequency GPS
stations (black dots). (Left) Horizontal velocities for the period of deflation, June-Dec., 1999 (black
arrows with 95% confidence ellipses), and model velocities for an deflationary point-source located
close to the main crater (yellow dot). (Right) Horizontal velocities for the period of inflation Feb.-Nov.,
2000. Black arrow at lower right shows velocity of 50 mm/yr for reference.
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2.2.3  Yellowstone Hotspot

The Yellowstone hotspot is the only active hotspot on a continent and thus is accessible for
geodetic and seismic measurements. During its 16 Ma history, the hotspot has produced an 800
km-long track of explosive silicic volcanism across the Snake River Plain (SRP), earthquakes as
large as M 7.5, and has influenced active faulting and topography. The hotspot has caused major

Facility Contributions to Philippines Projects

UNAVCO has had extensive involvement with all aspects of the Taal project. We list the details
here as an example of the full range of community support provided.

Three station dual-frequency network at Taal Volcano. UNAVCO loaned three "retired" Trimble
4000 SSe receivers for long-term use in measuring the motions of Taal volcano. UNAVCO engi-
neers designed and installed the stations in 1998. Since then UNAVCO engineers have maintained
the stations, repaired equipment, handled the data and worked with PHIVOLCS collaborators to
conduct remote repair. UNAVCO handles all data management, computer upgrades and repairs,
archiving and distribution of data.

Twelve station single-frequency network at Taal Volcano. UNAVCO, Indiana University, and PHIV-
OLCS in 1999 installed 12 single-frequency stations at Taal (with NASA and NSF support) to den-
sify the permanent station network. UNAVCO manages the data and performs annual field
maintenance as well as remote diagnostics. The Facility also provides instrument and computer
repairs and developed the software and scripts needed to handle the data. One of the more
sophisticated GPS data communications systems in use, the network includes TDMA wireless data
streaming to a computer at Tagaytay that collects the data using UNAVCO-developed "JStream"
software. Files are then transferred on a daily basis to Manila via wireless
Internet connection on the line shared with the dual-frequency radio net-
work used to download the dual-frequency receivers.

Philippine Regional Campaigns. UNAVCO provided equipment support to
the 1998 and 1999 Indiana University regional campaigns throughout the
Philippines. UNAVCO prepared the RINEX files used in processing and
archives the data and logs.

Mayon Volcano Emergency Response. Signs of an impending eruption of
Mayon Volcano in 2001 led Indiana University to request emergency
UNAVCO support. Several receivers were shipped to the Philippines and a
UNAVCO engineer and Indiana student flew to the volcano to install
three semi-permanent stations and to conduct campaign and kine-
matic surveys of the volcano with PHIVOLCS staff. A special tempo-
rary radio system was shipped with the receivers to allow stations
installed in potentially hazardous areas to be remotely downloaded
from a vehicle at a safe distance. (see photos)

NASA GGN Station at Manila. Station PIMO, Manila, is supported by
NASA/JPL and UNAVCO and provides a critical reference station for
Philippine-wide GPS campaigns and volcano monitoring networks.

Other Services Provided. Philippine projects have utilized other UNAVCO services including:
Project planning, support with proposal budgets, purchasing, assembly of equipment, equipment
loan, shipping and working with customs, field engineering support, training of collaborators in the
field, student training in data processing and analysis, network engineering, monitoring and trou-
bleshooting, computer maintenance, upgrades and repair, software development, data manage-
ment and archiving, special training for L1-processing, and emergency response.
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modification (remelting, igneous intrusion, etc.) of the lithosphere, and has reformed large-scale
topography -- all processes active today.

An NSF Continental Dynamics project
headed by the University of Utah and the
University of Oregon has been using
GPS and broadband seismic field experi-
ments to measure the motions of the crust
and image the properties of the mantle
under the Yellowstone-Snake River Plain
(YSRP). Initial results from the Yellow-
stone GPS measurements reveal a
regional pattern of ~4 mm/yr NE-SW
extension occurring across the volcanic
system and surrounding fault zones,
slowing to ~2 mm/yr NE extension down
the eastern SRP (Figure  2-14). This
extension suggests interaction of the
southwest-moving North American plate
with the hotspot, with rates decreasing to
~2 mm/yr sub-plate motion along the
Snake River Plain and eastern Basin and
Range. The volcanic field appears to
move as a decoupled, lithospheric block.
Notably, more than one-third of the
Basin-Range extension is taken up across

the Yellowstone hotspot region. The high strain rates at Yellowstone result from extension across
the Hebgen Lake fault, ongoing caldera deformation, and regional extension. Because of higher
velocities at Yellowstone and the rotation of velocities from southwest to west, the SRP itself is
undergoing compressive strain.

The Yellowstone caldera, at the north-
west end of the YSRP, has undergone
significant periods of unrest over the
last decades (Figure  2-15). Leveling
surveys between 1923 and 1985
showed over 1 meter of uplift of the
caldera floor, the result of movement of
magma and/or hydrothermal fluids in
the crust [Pelton and Smith, 1982;
Dzurisin and Yamashita, 1987]. Level-
ing results [Dzurisin et al., 1994]
showing subsidence and GPS results
[Meertens, et al., 1991] showing sub-
sidence and contraction point toward a
loss of volume at depth. 

Figure 2-14. Interpolated (red) and observed (blue) horizontal
velocity vectors for the Yellowstone, Snake River Plain and
Basin and Range from campaign and a number of permanent
station networks (see also the Basin and Range section below).
Also shown are fault (gray), the outline of the Yellowstone
caldera (yellow), and tectonic boundaries (green).

Snake River Plain

Yellowstone

Basin and Range

Wasatch
Fault

Figure 2-15. Seismicity and deformation timehistory of the Yel-
lowstone caldera.
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 The subsidence and contraction con-
tinued through 1995 and was centered
on the central caldera axis. This sub-
sidence reversed again to uplift
between 1995 and 2000, this time cen-
tered on the Norris area in the north-
central caldera [Puskas, et al., 2002],
shown in Figure  2-16 and INSAR
results of Dzurisin, et al. [1999]. A
large earthquake swarm in the north-
west caldera in 1985 preceded the
reversal from uplift to subsidence
(Figure  2-15). Likewise, increased
seismicity in 1995 appears to have
accompanied the re-initiation of uplift.
Unlike previous episodes that were
caldera-wide, the new uplift (and
extension) zone is centered north of
the caldera (Figure  2-16). The earth-
quake swarms are associated with
hydrothermal/magmatic fluid move-
ment, as is the inflation/deflation of
the caldera, and it is expected that the
deformation and seismicity would be
correlated. The GPS data capture the
variations in the deformation pattern
that occurs over decadal time scale. 

Volumetric modeling  of the uplift and
subsidence in the Yellowstone caldera
indicates shallow deformation sources

at 0-6 km depths [Puskas, et al., 2002]. When constrained by the GPS data, the models found
deformation centered on the caldera axis for the 1923-1977 uplift period and 1987-1995 subsid-
ence period, with the center of volume change shifting to the north-central caldera for 1995-2000.
The shallow depths of volume change imply that the source is likely the shallow hydrothermal
system, rather than deeper faults or magma.

In the Hebgen Lake fault zone, campaign GPS data have measured continuing extension
across the Hebgen Lake fault following the 1959 M7.5 earthquake. USGS trilateration data had
previously measured extension rates of 4 mm/yr [Savage et al., 1993]. GPS baselines across the
fault had ~4 mm/yr extension. The high extension rates across the fault are attributed to viscoelas-
tic relaxation of the crust after the 1959 earthquake.

The velocity field from GPS processing [Puskas, et al., 2002] shows general southwest motion
of the YSRP with respect to stable North America (Figure  2-14). The 1995-2000 campaign data
show an average southwest velocity of about 2 mm/yr in the Snake River Plain and 5 mm/yr in the

Figure 2-16. (Upper) Interpolated velocity field and (Lower) strain
rates of the Yellowstone region for two time intervals.

1987-1995                             1995-2000
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western caldera. The corresponding velocities for CGPS stations in the SRP and western caldera
are about 2 mm/yr and 4 mm/yr, respectively. It is apparent that Yellowstone is a center of exten-
sion in the regional velocity field.

2.3 Plate Boundary Zones

GPS is an ideal tool for studying the deformation that can occur over thousands of kilometers
in diffuse plate boundaries. GPS is providing new insight and understanding on the extent and
temporal behavior of many major plate boundary zones around the world. Using GPS, seismic
and geologic data, it is now possible to construct detailed global models that account for both
plate motion and plate boundary deformation. The first of these models is shown in Figure  2-17.

Facility Contributions to Yellowstone Projects

The University of Utah's Yellowstone Hotspot project is a multifaceted one that utilizes many of
the resources offered by the UNAVCO Facility. Initially a large campaign network, the scope of
the project has evolved significantly over the last few years with the addition of permanent sta-
tions across the Yellowstone caldera and 500 km wide Yellowstone-Snake River Plain system.

Permanent station support. The Facility arranged the purchase of GPS receivers under special
UNAVCO pricing and tested them before shipment to the field. UNAVCO engineers participated
in the design and construction of the stations and provided training to the Utah field engineer.
Network engineers at the UNAVCO Facility provide on-going technical support and remotely
manage, upgrade, and maintain the data collection computers and receivers that are scattered
over four states. UNAVCO's manufacturer-certified technicians repair receivers when problems
occur. The Facility Data Management and Archiving Group (DMAG), after establishing the flow of
data into the UNAVCO database and permanent station data handling system, produces hourly
and daily RINEX files. These files are distributed via ftp to the U. of Utah processing center, and
to other archives such as the Scripps Orbit and Permanent Array Center (SOPAC) and the
National Geodetic Survey's Continuously Operating Reference Stations (CORS) network that
serves the data to local, state and federal surveyors.

UNAVCO Facility-U.Utah- USGS Cooperative GPS/Seismic Sites. To reduce communication, sit-
ing, and power costs, five GPS stations are co-located with USGS National Seismic Network
(NSN). The GPS/Seismic system, co-developed by the USGS, UNAVCO and U. of Utah, employs
a VSAT communications network with a hub in Golden, Colorado.

Campaign Support. In 2000, after training from
UNAVCO field engineers, students and professionals
from the U. of Utah, Brigham Young University, the
Idaho National Energy and Environmental Laborato-
ries and UNAVCO surveyed 140 monuments across
the YSRP. Immediately upon return from the field
DMAG archived the data and logsheets and pro-
vided the PI with RINEX files to process. 

Geyser Studies. Recently, UNAVCO has also provided GPS receivers and organized high-rate
data collection from permanent sites to support Lamont-Doherty’s combined GPS and absolute
gravity experiment to study the fluid dynamics of Old Faithful geyser.
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An idealized form of the plate boundary zone was generated for UNAVCO’s last proposal
(Figure  2-18), and shows the extent of plate boundary zones that make up 15% of the earth’s sur-
face. The boundary zones are the most tectonically active portions of the earth and, as a result,
also the areas of greatest seismic hazard and potential impact on local populations. This figure
was synthesised from seismicity, topography, and other evidence of faulting. As a result of
progress made by UNAVCO investigators in boundary zone studies, the science has moved
beyond idealized models, to full global models (such as Figure  2-17). 

This section highlights accomplishments from representative plate boundary zone investiga-
tions in the Basin and Range in western North America, the Tien Shan in Central Asia, the Medi-
terranean, and western South America.

2.3.1 Basin and Range

GPS observations conducted over the last 10 years in and around the Basin and Range have
indisputably demonstrated the power of a technique that combines high accuracy with relatively
dense spatial coverage spanning ~1000 km.  Notwithstanding the low deformation rates involved
(it was known from prior VLBI studies that the total integrated rate across the Basin and Range
was ~10 mm/yr [Dixon et al., 1995], these studies have answered a number of longstanding ques-
tions about this important region while, predictably, raising a number of new fundamental ques-
tions.

Figure 2-17. (Right) The global model of Kreemer, et al. [2000] contains rigid plate motions (blue arrows) and
uses a finite element model (tan grid) to allow for plate boundary zone strain. A GPS data set of 2933 observa-
tions (purple vectors) are a combination of global (GPSVEL) and 48 regional plate boundary zone projects
(see also the Global Geodesy section of this proposal).
Figure 2-18. (Left) Idealized rigid plate map with broad boundary zones (red) implied by seismicity, topogra-
phy, or other evidence of faulting (Figure by T. Shoberg and P. Stoddard, after Gordon and Stein, 1992). Blue
boxes indicate areas highlighted in this section and the green box shows the extent of the proposed Earth-
Scope/PBO network.
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Campaign [Thatcher
et al., 1999] and continu-
ous [Bennett et al. 1998]
GPS measurements reveal
the eastern Basin and
Range to be a region with
east-west extension, tran-
sitioning westward to
right-lateral shear
approaching the Sierra
Nevada block (Figure  2-
19). The transition from
pure extension to a region
of shear begins at the
Central Nevada Seismic
Zone, but no models have
yet explained the relation-
ship between this
observed transition and
the observed seismicity.
Therefore, one major
question yet to be
addressed is whether this
correlation is real and, if
real, whether the relation-
ship is due to a transition
in forcing from the mantle
or due to a zone of crustal
weakness.  Flesch et al.
[2000] have shown that
the deformation patterns in the Basin and Range, inferred from the GPS data of Bennett et al.
[1999] and Thatcher et al. [1999], results from a combination of gravitational potential energy dif-
ferences plus the influence Pacific-North American plate interaction. There is some evidence that
the strain (and, maybe the seismicity too) may migrate with time. Wernicke et al. [2000] also
hypothesized, for example, that observed GPS strain variations may be evidence of an east-propa-
gating deformation pulse generated by the 1915 Pleasant Valley and 1954 Dixie Valley and Fair-
view Peak earthquakes.  Given the number of possible causes for such variations, it may be some
time before the GPS velocity field can conclusively address this issue.

Early in the period of GPS studies [e.g., Feigl et al., 1993; Dixon et al., 1991], the mystery of
the "missing" San Andreas motion---attendant to an estimated Pacific-North American relative
plate motion of 56 mm/yr---was resolved.  Recent GPS studies place the motion accommodated
by the San Andreas system at 37-40 (+/- 2) mm/yr [e.g., Freymeuller et al., 1999].  Recent recon-
structions [Bennett et al., 2003] include significant motion of the Sierra Nevada-Great Valley
(SNGV) block relative to the Basin and Range and within the Eastern California Shear Zone.

Figure 2-19. Shaded relief map of a transect across northern Great Basin show-
ing seismicity, traces of selected fault zones, and GPS velocity vectors (with
95% confidence ellipses) from continuous sites from 1996 to 1999 (Bennett et
al., 1999). Historic seismicity from Council of the National Seismic System.
Historic earthquakes in central Nevada seismic belt (CNSB): DVF-Dixie Valley
(1954); FPF-Fairview Peak (1954); PVF-Pleasant Valley (1915). Faults (in
pink): CVF-Crescent Valley fault; DVF-Dixie Valley fault; FPF-Fairview Peak
fault; HLF-Honey Lake fault; PVF-Pleasant Valley fault; WFZ-Wasatch fault
Zone. IGS-International GPS service. ISB-Intermountain seismic belt. B: North
components of velocity as a function of longitude, with 1 sigma error bars. C:
West components of velocity as a function of longitude, from BARGEN contin-
uous GPS data (red, from Bennett et al., 1999); and campaign GPS data (green,
from Thatcher et al., 1999).
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Rigid-body motion of the SNGV block was inferred from GPS observations by Dixon et al.
[2000].

Within the Walker Lane/Eastern California Shear Zone, GPS determinations in the north indi-
cate that the area is dominated by right-lateral shear [e.g., Dixon, 1995; Bennett et al., 1998]. Far-
ther south, a more complicated motion is observed that may be associated with the narrowness of
the Basin and Range (i.e., the region between presumably stable North America, and the Walker
Lane/Eastern California Shear Zone).  Even farther south, right-lateral strike-slip motion on
nearly northward trending faults has been observed [e.g., Savage and Lisowsksi, 1995; Bennett et
al. 1997; Gan et al., 2000; McClusky et al., 2001], although some interesting compressive features
of amplitude ~2 mm/yr appear in a regional velocity map constructed from GPS data [Bennett el
al., 2003].  Whether these features are the result of a secular effect, a postseismic effect, or has
some other origin has yet to be determined.

In the northeast, the Basin and Range is bounded by the Wasatch fault system, across which
the observed deformation is 2-3 mm/yr [e.g., Martinez et al., 1998].  The Colorado Plateau
appears stable at the level of 0.3 mm/yr [Bennett et al., 2003].  One interesting feature of the GPS
data from this part of the Basin and Range is the observed combined crustal loading signatures of
Great Salt Lake [Elósegui et al., 2003] as well as that associated with snow in the nearby Wasatch
mountains.  Although these signals, are very small (~2 mm/yr vertical amplitude), they are evi-
dent in the continuous GPS time series.

Facility Contributions to the Basin and Range Project

The contribution of the UNAVCO Facility to BARGEN began well
before BARGEN was conceptualized. As part of its on-going facil-
ity mission, UNAVCO leads the community in the development
and testing of equipment and techniques for the extension of
GPS-geodesy into new areas of geophysical applications. In the
case of BARGEN, prior R&D efforts by UNAVCO enabled the
project to successfully, quickly, and inexpensively overcome sev-
eral never-before encountered challenges for GPS-geodesy posed
by the remoteness of the BARGEN GPS sites. Prior to the initia-
tion of BARGEN, UNAVCO had developed or tested low-cost, reliable power and communication
systems for remote use, without which the BARGEN network could not have been attempted.

Having developed this expertise and a familiarity with the required systems, UNAVCO facilitated
the acquisition of the myriad of commercially available electronic components required for the
BARGEN installations (from solar panels, radio modems, power supplies, and lightning isolators, to
RF filters and cables) and performed the assembly into boxes designed to withstand the elements.
UNAVCO also facilitated the purchase of the GPS receivers and antennas at prices that reflected
the combined purchasing power of the entire scientific community.

In the construction phase, UNAVCO engineers participated in the installation and initial testing of
the electronics at the BARGEN sites, a process that served to effect a transfer of the technology to
the investigators. In the current operational phase, UNAVCO engineers participate in site repairs
when appropriate, and act as advisors when developing strategies for site maintenance and
upgrade. UNAVCO is the primary archive for the ~140 Mbytes of BARGEN (RINEX) data files pro-
duced daily. Throughout the project, UNAVCO has worked with the BARGEN PIs to develop
approaches that take maximum advantage of PI and Facility capabilities, minimize costs to NSF,
and provide a superior data product to the community in a timely manner.

UNAVCO also provided 15 receivers and two field engineers to the 2002 Basin and Range and
Death Valley Campaigns. Field engineers conducted training and participated in observations. Over
80 stations were surveyed in the Basin and Range and 14 in Death Valley. Engineers submitted
data to the UNAVCO archive immediately after the fieldwork was completed.



2.3.2 Central Asia

The Tien Shan of Central Asia is a premier example of contemporary intracontinental moun-
tain building. Spanning 2500 km in length, with a maximum width of ~400 km at it's western
extent, the Tien Shan is a system of east-west trending ranges and intermontane basins passing
through China, Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, and Tajikistan.

A large network in the Tien Shan has demonstrated that convergence at a rate of about 20 mm
yr-1 occurs across this large structure. The Tien Shan, bounded to the north by the Kazakh shield
and to the south and east by the Tarim basin, is notable both for some of the highest elevations
(>7000  m) outside of the Himalaya-Karakorum belt, and some of the most active seismicity (the
only historic great earthquakes in a continental setting). Apparently the Tien Shan has developed
largely in response to collision of the Indian subcontinent with the southern margin of Eurasia,
although its location, some 1000-3000 km from the Himalaya "plate boundary," and its young age
(see below) are puzzling.

Since 1992, an international consor-
tium including investigators from MIT,
IU and IVTRAN (Geodynamical Poli-
gon of the Institute for High Tempera-
ture Physics of the Russian Academy of
Science) have been measuring deforma-
tion in the Tien Shan. The total number
of repeatedly observed stations in the
region has grown to over 500. Velocities
for a combined solution in a Eurasian
reference frame are shown in Figure  2-
20.  In the longitude range 76° E - 78° E,
motions relative to Eurasia are directed
primarily to the north, and decrease
across the Tien Shan from > 20 mm/yr
in the Tarim Basin to essentially zero for
sites on the Kazakh platform, compati-
ble with the historic rate of moment
release in great earthquakes there [Mol-
nar and Ghose, 2000]. At this rate, the
entire Kyrgyz Tien Shan would have
formed in ~ 5 My. However, the timing
of basin formation led Abdrakhmatov et al. [2002] to infer that the current episode of shortening
in that part of the range began ~12 Ma. Thus, shortening rates have accelerated since mid-
Miocene time. Motions in the NE part of the network are directed to the NE, with substantial con-
vergence in the Dzungarian Range.  In the NW part of the network, velocity vectors rotate
counter-clockwise towards the west.  At latitudes < 39° N, there is relatively little motion between
the Pamir and the Tarim.

The velocities (with 95% confidence ellipses) in the region covering a geologic transect are
shown in more detail in Figure  2-21. Thompson et al. [2002] estimated a geologic convergence

Figure 2-20. GPS velocities in the Tien Shan region, plotted
relative to stable Eurasia. Black arrows [Herring et al., in
preparation, 2003] are velocities, obtained under support
from NSF, NASA, and IVTRAN. The blue vectors (Reigber
et al., 2001) and green vectors [Wang et al., 2001] are
recently published vectors, rotated into our reference frame.
Error ellipses show 95% confidence level. The maximum
velocity of YOPU, our furthest site south in the Tarim basin,
is 20 +/- 1 mm/yr.
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rate of 9-13 mm/yr across the Kyrgyz part of the range. Work by Continental Dynamics project
geologists in China indicates that an additional 3-9 mm/yr convergence occurs on the structures
between the southernmost site (YOPU) and the border [Jie et al., 2000; Chen et al., 2002; Bur-
bank, e-mail communication, 2002]. Thus the geodetic and geologic estimates of total conver-
gence are not resolvably different.

Figure  2-21 also allows comparison between geologic and geodetic estimates of convergence
on individual structures. a profile of the northern component of velocity as a function of distance
is shown for sites within 50 km of the geologic profile.  There are a number of important features.
First, there are steps in the observed velocity that are visible at the locations of the 5 fault zones
identified by the geologists as most active. Second, reasonable matches to the observed GPS
velocities can be obtained using standard simple elastic dislocation models [e.g., Savage and Bur-
ford, 1973], modified to account for dipping faults  [Okada, 1985]. The dip of all thrust faults is
chosen to be 45°, consistent with focal mechanisms from the Harvard CMT catalog and from the

Figure 2-21. Velocities along a north-south transect across the Tien Shan. At right is a profile of the
north component of the velocity (1 sigma error bars). All stations within 50 km of the profile line
are included. The black curve shows predictions for faults locked to 20 km depth; the red curve
shows the predictions for the same velocities and dips, but assuming a locking depth of 5 km.
26



detailed study of the aftershocks associated with the 1992 Suusamyr earthquake [Mellors et al.,
1997]. In the central part of the range the three northernmost faults dip to the south while the
southernmost pair are north dipping.) The slip rates and locations of the faults, chosen by forward
modeling to provide a reasonable fit to the GPS observations, are within the geologic bounds for
each structure. 

Although this discussion follows the common practice of inferring fault slip rates from geo-
detic data by using simple models of dislocations in an elastic halfspace, the actual rheological
structure of Earth's interior is not so simple.  More realistic models include the effects of vis-
coelastic relaxation in the lower crust and upper mantle. Savage [1990] carried out a comprehen-
sive analysis of interseismic deformation (in a strike-slip environment) using a more realistic
rheological structure comprised of an elastic layer overlying a viscoelastic halfspace. He showed
that the effective locking depth and slip rate inferred using the mathematical formulation for an
elastic halfspace model provides important information about the viscosity of the viscoelastic
region; whether or not the geodetic inference of "elastic locking depth" and slip rate differ sub-
stantially from the geologic average depends on the viscosity of the interior.  The close correspon-
dence of geologic and geodetic estimates in this region is suggestive of a relatively high viscosity
in the interior, consistent with the tens of km of relief on the Moho inferred from seismological
studies [Oreshin et al., 2002].

2.3.3 Mediterranean Deformation

The Mediterranean is a region where the Eurasian, African, and Arabian plates meet and inter-
act. This region is characterized by a wide variety of tectonic and magmatic processes including a
young continent-continent collision (Bitlis-Zagros), ocean subduction and associated back-arc
spreading (Hellenic and Cyprus trenches, Aegean Sea), continental-scale strike slip faults (North
Anatolian, East Anatolian, Dead Sea), active mountain building (Caucasus, Zagros), regional-
scale extension (Gulf of Corinth, western Turkey), and large-scale tectonic "escape" (Anatolia).

Geodetic investigations have provided quantitative constraints on the present-day motions of
the African, Arabian, and Eurasian plates (McClusky et al., 2002), regional deformation within
the collision zone (e.g., Reilinger et al., 1997a, b; McClusky et al., 2000, Kahle et al., 2000), and

Facility Contributions to the Central Asia Project

The Central Asia project is managed collaboratively by MIT and
IVTRAN and receives NASA SENH funding and project support
from UNAVCO. The project continues to benefit from the formal
training at UNAVCO of an IVTRAN engineer who manages the per-
manent station network and organizes campaign surveys. Having
a capable local engineer has allowed UNAVCO to support mainte-
nance and upgrades remotely. There are nine continuous stations
(that were funded by NASA/SENH and NSF) including two IGS/
GGN stations (POL2 and SELE). Data from the regional permanent
stations is pushed to UNAVCO where it is converted to RINEX and
made available via ftp as well as to the NASA Goddard Crustal
Dynamics Data Information System (CDDIS). Local surveyors also
conduct yearly campaign measurements on a remarkably large network throughout Kazkhstan
and Kyrgyzstan. All campaign data are sent to UNAVCO for archiving.
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constraints on slip rates for major faults [McClusky et al., 2000] (Figure  2-22).  Overall, present-
day deformation is consistent in sense and magnitude with estimates based on geologic observa-
tions covering the past 5 Ma, suggesting that the geodetic results can help constrain dynamic pro-
cesses that have operated in this region during the most recent geologic period.  Kinematically,
the deformation field has been interpreted in terms of a plate-, and block-like response of the con-
tinental lithosphere including the westward "escape" of continental material away from the Ara-
bia-Eurasia collision zone and towards the "free boundary" of the Hellenic trench [McClusky et
al., 2000; Meade et al., 2002].  This behavior is facilitated by the apparent foundering of the sub-
ducting African plate along the Hellenic trench and by the presence of relatively strong ocean
lithosphere beneath the Black and Caspian Seas that deflects impinging continental lithosphere.
The geodetic data have been used to constrain dynamic models for regional deformation [e.g.,
Meijer and Wortel, 1997; Lundgren et al., 1998] and crustal/upper mantle rheology [Hearn et al.,
2002b].  This new geodetic information is helping define the basic principles that control defor-
mation of the continental lithosphere. 

   GPS studies in the Mediterranean are
also providing a picture of a complete
earthquake cycle that includes the 1999
Izmit earthquake in NW Turkey. The 1999
Izmit (M=7.5) and Duzce (M=7.1) earth-
quake sequence on the western North Ana-
tolian fault is providing a wealth of
information on the mechanics of strike-slip
faulting, the physical nature of the earth-
quake deformation cycle, and the rheology
of the lower crust/upper mantle in NW Tur-
key.  The earthquakes occurred within a
seismic gap [Toksoz et al., 1979; Stein et
al., 1997] that was being intensely moni-
tored prior to the events by a network of
continuously recording and survey-mode
GPS as well as seismic observations.  Figure  2-23(a-d) show geodetic estimates of pre-seismic,
co-seismic (Izmit), early post-seismic (first 3 months), and late post-seismic (after 3 years)
motions around the Marmara Sea/Izmit earthquake area.  The "velocities" shown for the latest
postseismic period (Figure  2-23 d) are instantaneous velocities 3 years after the earthquake in a
Eurasia-fixed frame (determined by fitting an exponential to the GPS time series).  This data set is
remarkable in that it provides a detailed and rather complete picture of the earthquake cycle. The
observed deformation has been interpreted in terms of aseismic fault slip at depth (pre-seismic)
loading the seismogenic fault (i.e., above about 20 km), catastrophic failure within the seis-
mogenic zone (coseismic) initiating on a velocity strengthening patch of the fault (i.e., a region of
reduced dynamic rupture), and accelerated aseismic fault slip following the earthquake concen-
trated below fault patches with high coseismic slip and on shallower patches that experienced
reduced coseismic slip [e.g., Reilinger, et al., 2000; Ergintav et al., 2002].  In addition, the early
phase of postseismic afterslip is a plausible mechanism that helped trigger the Duzce earthquake
that occurred approximately 3 months after the Izmit earthquake [Burgmann et al., 2002; Hearn et
al., 2002a].

Figure 2-22. Eastern Mediterranean regional GPS
velocity field.
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.Comparison of Figure  2-23(a-d) indi-
cates significant differences between the
pattern of strain accumulation observed
before and after (3 years) the 1999 earth-
quake sequence (i.e., late in the earthquake
cycle vs. early in the earthquake cycle).
This change in the pattern of strain accumu-
lation is well illustrated by the fault-normal
velocity profiles crossing the cosesimic rup-
ture shown in Figure  2-24.  In this figure,
the horizontal lines through 0 and -23 mm/
yr represent the steady state motion of Eur-
asia and Anatolia respectively. Rapid strain
accumulation rates early in the earthquake
deformation cycle are apparent.  In terms of
the physical processes involved, this behav-
ior can be modeled as due to continuing deep afterslip and/or relaxation in the lower crust and
upper mantle of stresses induced by sudden coseismic slip within the seismogenic layer [e.g., Li
and Rice, 1987].  Within the framework of this model, the observed spatial and temporal character
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Figure 2-23. (a-d) Maps of the greater Marmara/Istanbul area showing velocities measured during dif-
ferent stages of the earthquake cycle. The red lines indicate the rupture zones of the Izmit (large red
star) and Ducze (small red star) earthquakes. Note the differences in scale.
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Figure 2-24. Velocity profiles across the Izmit coseismic
fault break showing pre- (blue) and post-earthquake
(red) strain accumulation.
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of strain accumulation following the earthquake (i.e., early in the earthquake cycle) can provide
constraints on models of crustal and upper mantle rheology. In addition to the implications for the
physical characteristics of the crust and upper mantle, quantifying temporal variations in the rate
of strain accumulation has a direct influence on estimates of earthquake repeat times with clear
implications for earthquake hazard estimation for this and similar faults such as the San Andreas
in California [e.g., Stein, 1999; USGS, 1999; Parsos et al., 2000].

2.3.4 South America: Nazca-South America Plate Boundary Deformation

The growth of the Andes is the primary feature of the geologic evolution of continental South
America in the past 25 Ma. The GPS data are revealing how the process occurs at present, and are
combined with other data to explore its evolution.

Horizontal velocities from survey (episodic) GPS data collected over the period 1994-1996
(Figure  2-25) and permanent GPS sites show the distribution of motion within the boundary zone
extending from the stable interior of the oceanic Nazca plate, across the Peru-Chile trench to the
coastal forearc, across the high Altiplano and SubAndean foreland thrust belt, and into the stable
interior of the South American continent [Norabuena et al., 1998]. The site velocities are relative
to stable South America, and so would be zero if the South American plate were rigid and all
motion occurred at the trench plate boundary. However, the site velocities are highest near the

Facility Contributions to Mediterranean and Middle East Projects

UNAVCO has provided support for Mediterranean and Middle East GPS investigations since the
initial projects in 1988. These projects are under the direction of MIT and involve collaboration
with Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory of Columbia University (LDGO), Indiana University, Cor-
nell University, the University of California, Berkeley, Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophys-
ics, and Scripps Institute of Oceanography in the US, the BKG, Frankfurt, Germany, and the ETH-
Zurich, Switzerland, and host-country partners.

Over the last several years, UNAVCO helped to install and operate permanent stations and sup-
port campaign surveys to NASA/SENH- and NSF-funded
regional geodynamic projects and the NASA GGN (station
NSSP in Armenia). In addition to providing network support to
existing stations in Turkey, Egypt, Morocco, Ukraine, and
Armenia, UNAVCO field engineers installed new stations in
Saudi Arabia, Lebanon, Syria, and Morocco. GGN stations
receive back-up downloading and the data from the remainder
of the stations are managed by UNAVCO and are archived at
the Facility. Data from selected stations are pushed to NASA
Goddard CDDIS. As permanent stations in much of this area
are sparse and logistics are complicated, UNAVCO is working
with the investigators, local collaborators and JPL to convert
stations with reliable data communications over to be managed as part of the NASA/JPL GGN
network. The photo at right shows the new station (HALY) installed in 2002 near the Red Sea by
UNAVCO and the King Abdulaziz City for Science and Technology as part of a network of 5 per-
manent GPS stations that will be established around Saudi Arabia.

During the period 2000-2002, the Facility also provided training, 22 GPS receiver loans, and han-
dled shipping logistics for support to Mediterranean campaign projects in Armenia, Bulgaria,
Georgia, Lebanon, Morocco, and Syria. Project data are archived at the Facility.
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coast and decrease relatively smoothly from the interior of the Nazca plate to the interior of South
America.

In Liu et al.'s [2002] model about half of the
plate convergence (30-40 mm/yr) is locked
at the subduction interface, causing elastic
strain of the overriding plate that will be
released in large interplate thrust earth-
quakes. Another 18-30 mm/yr of the plate
motion occurs by stable sliding at the trench,
which does not deform the overriding plate.
The rest, about 14 ± 7 mm/yr, occurs across
the SubAndean foreland fold-and-thrust belt,
causing permanent shortening and mountain
building. The overall view of the conver-
gence process is robust, although the precise
GPS site velocities depend on the time span
of data and modeling assumption used.
Bevis et al. [2001] and Kendrick et al. [2001]
derive somewhat different values using these
data along with a longer span of other data.

GPS data and earthquake moment tensors
(Figure  2-26) derived by Klosko et al.,
2002, show that present shortening is faster
in the foreland thrust belt than in the Altipl-
ano. These GPS observations and the geo-
logical data are in general accord with the
idea that crustal shortening uplifts a plateau
to an equilibrium height, after which the pla-
teau grows outward [Molnar and Lyon-Caen,
1988]. The fact that the geodetic rates are
approximately an order of magnitude higher
than the seismic rates implies that most of

the deformation occurs aseismically [Klosko et al., 2002], as previously inferred from comparison
of seismically and geologically inferred rates [Suarez et al., 1983].

The GPS data show that the present rate of Nazca-South America convergence [Norabuena et
al., 1998; 1999; Angermann et al., 1999; Sella et al., 2002] is significantly slower than the 3 mil-
lion year average rate predicted by the NUVEL-1A model [DeMets et al., 1994]. Moreover, the
inferred deceleration rate is consistent with a longer term trend extending back to at least 20 Ma
implied by paleomagnetic data [Pardo-Casas and Molnar, 1987; Somoza, 1998]. Paleomagnetic
reconstructions, 3-Ma plate model, and GPS data show the same trend, despite their different
uncertainties. This trend seems related to the last deformational phase in the Andes, where defor-
mation in the Altiplano plateau ceased and migrated eastward.

Figure 2-25. South American GPS monuments in the
UNAVCO archive, GPS velocities, and strain rates from
the Global Strain Rate Map. Blue box indicates data con-
tributed from the SNAPP campaigns and the region mod-
eled and investigated in more detail by Kloso et al.,
[2002]. Work in Chile is being completed and new studies
in Equador and Peru are being proposed to contribute to
the South American plate boundary study.
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Figure 2-26. Comparison of strain tensors inferred from (a) GPS velocity field, (b) Geologic strain rates, and (c)
earthquake moment tensors. [Klosko et al., 2002]. Geodetic strain rates are similar in orientation but much
greater than seismic rates, implying that most deformation is aseismic.

(a)                                                    (b)                                                         (c)

Facility Contributions to South American, Projects

Since the mid-1990s, the UNAVCO Facility has been heavily involved in the installation, mainte-
nance, and operation of permanent stations in Central and South America. The permanent sta-
tion support also includes collaborator negotiation, site reconnaissance, system configuration,
data communication, testing and implementation, on-site training, and network engineering.
The installation of these permanent GPS stations in Central and South America are in support
of both NSF and NASA funded initiatives, and some of these stations are part of the Interna-
tional GPS Service (IGS) network. Some examples of the various types of permanent station
support are Bogota, Colombia (BOGT), Riobamba, Ecuador
(RIOP), Cordoba, Argentina (CORD), Costa Rica (MOIN, INDI)
Easter Island, Chile (EISL), Santiago, Chile (SANT), San Jose
dos Campos, Brazil (CHPI), Arequipa, Peru (AREQ), and the Dar-
win Research Station, Galapagos, Ecuador (GALA and GAL2,
installed in 2002,see photo).

UNAVCO has also supported study of volcanoes in Central Amer-
ica, South America, and the Caribbean, using both single and
dual frequency GPS receivers. One of the earliest examples of
UNAVCO Facility support for a permanent GPS network on a vol-
cano was the installation of dual frequency receivers near the
Arenal Volcano in 1995. Dual frequency GPS networks were later
installed on the Irazu Volcano in Costa Rica and the Monserrat
Volcano in the Caribbean. In 1996, the UNAVCO Facility was
involved in the installation of two permanent stations on the
Popocatepetl Volcano in Mexico. More recently, a jointly funded
(NSF, NASA) volcano deformation initiative supported by the
UNAVCO Facility in 2002 was the installation of a combined network of single and dual fre-
quency receivers on the Sierra Negra Volcano on Isabella Island, Ecuador and two single fre-
quency receivers in Cotopaxi near Quito.

The UNAVCO Facility has also been involved in earthquake response in South America. Shortly
after the completion of the first SNAPP project in 1994, a very large (Magnitude 8.3) struck
northern Bolivia at a depth of 636 km.   In May 1995, the UNAVCO Facility collaborated with the
Instituto Geografico Militar (IGM) in Bolivia to make repeat measurements of the SNAPP-Bolivia
sites. 
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2.4 Geodesy at a Global Scale

This section highlights the most recent and most accurate of a series of global reference
frames, and describes efforts to develop a picture of the velocity and strain fields for the entire
planet. Improved understanding of global geophysical processes through global scale geodesy
(plate tectonics, postglacial rebound, gravity, Earth Rotation, surface mass loading) has broad sci-
entific implications. In addition, precise regional geodetic results rely on the global International
GPS Service (IGS) orbits and the International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF).  Regional
studies also benefit from the understanding of global processes obtained from global geodesy.
Improvements in the ITRF, for example by incorporating seasonal effects on the geocenter and
site locations, the NNR condition, and new GPS data, come about through the work of many
detailed analysis projects such as the Global Strain Rate Map (GSRM) and the Global GPS Veloc-
ity (GPSVEL). Global geodesy is therefore the backbone of the Global Positioning System.

The recent models REVEL-2000 [Sella, et al., 2002], GPSVEL [Lavallee et al., 2001], and
GSRM [Kreemer et al., 2000, 2003] are examples of ongoing efforts to refine geodetically-
derived plate tectonic models and to investigate differences between geodetic models and geolog-
ical models based on motions over the last 3 million years (Figure  2-27).  

The most recent international reference frame (ITRF-2000), the community velocity densifi-
cation project (GPSVEL), and the Global Strain Rate Map project are described below.

2.4.1 Reference Frame/ITRF 2000

Space geodetic techniques have enabled development of a global reference frame. Before sat-
ellite geodesy, astronomic methods were used to determine relative positions globally. High preci-

Figure 2-27. REVEL-2000, a new, rigorously-determined, 14-plate global velocity
model based on more than 2x105 station days of data collected at approximately 140
sites (mostly GPS) solid vectors, omitting sites near deforming plate boundaries
(open vectors), [Sella, et al., 2002].
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sion reference frames were restricted to single continents. It is now possible to define a single
global reference frame that is precise at the millimeter level. Such a reference frame is obviously
needed for global studies of plate motion and deformation.  However, even for local GPS studies,
there are advantages to a global reference frame: 1) it is required for accurate GPS orbit and clock
knowledge and thus produces improved precision in local positions; and, 2) it allows easy com-
parison and combination of different local solutions even when they are produced by different
investigators or software.

One of the main tasks of modern geodesy is to define and maintain global reference frames.
Two coordinate frames are commonly used: terrestrial, a rotating system fixed to the Earth's sur-
face; and celestial, an essentially inertial system fixed to the stars. The establishment of the Inter-
national Earth Rotation Service (IERS) in 1988 shifted the responsibility for establishing and
maintaining both frames to a single international authority. This was the genesis of the Interna-
tional Terrestrial Reference frame (ITRF). The ITRF forms a basis for nearly all applications of
geodetic techniques to solid earth science problems. In addition it provides earth-referenced orbits
for satellite missions studying sea-level rise, gravity, climate, and ice sheet mass.

The ITRF is realized through the global Cartesian coordinates and linear velocities of a global
set of sites equipped with various space geodetic observing systems including GPS, VLBI and
SLR. It is assembled by combining sets of results from independent techniques as analyzed by a
number of separate groups organized under the IERS and cooperating services.  The ITRF incor-
porates the relative motions of sites on the Earth's surface, due to plate tectonics, plate deforma-
tion, and local effects.

ITFR2000 was released in March of 2001 [Altamimi et al., 2001]. GPS makes a large contri-
bution in controlling the velocities of stations.  The scale of ITFR2000 was established by a com-
bination of VLBI and SLR results. The orientation of the frame has been aligned with  the
geological tectonic model NNR-NUVEL1A [Argus and Gordon, 1991]. For the ITRF, the origin
is the center of mass of the Earth, which is determined by the mass distribution of the solid Earth,
the oceans, and the atmosphere. ITRF2000 uses SLR tracing of the Lageos spacecraft to deter-
mine the translational origin of the reference frame. ITRF2000 considers only the linear evolution
of the geocenter, but future realizations may include periodic variations as well. 

Facility Contributions to Global Geodesy

The UNAVCO Facility provides daily permanent station monitoring support and data archiving
activities on behalf of NASA and in particular the GPS Global Network (GGN). These activities
directly impact the realization of the ITRF because stations supported by the Facility on behalf of
the GGN represent over 25% of the 236 stations that make up the IGS permanent station global
network. UNAVCO provides daily monitoring support for 67 NASA permanent GPS stations, nine
of which are part of the Low Earth Orbit (LEO) sub-network, three are part of the Deep Space
Network (DSN), five are stations that support ionosphere scintillation projects, and 21 are real-
time 1Hz global stations. In turn, UNAVCO provides data backup and distribution support to the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) for 50 GGN stations, a number expected to grow in 2003-2004.
In addition to monitoring activities, Facility Field engineers installed 23 new permanent GPS sta-
tions on behalf of NASA during the last grant period.   Finally, the Facility continues to provide
daily monitoring of data flow, in-field station support, maintenance, and troubleshooting for the
22 permanent GPS stations previously installed under specific Solid Earth and Natural Hazards
(SENH) investigator projects.
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2.4.2 GPSVEL

The GPS velocity project (GPSVEL), was organized in 2000 and has been developed at the
University of Nevada, Reno, by Geoff Blewitt and David Lavallee. The goal of the  GPSVEL is to
synthesize velocity vectors worldwide from GPS campaigns and permanent networks into a con-
sistent global frame. The project allows consistent interpretation of results between analysis
groups, preserves well-documented electronic solutions in the UNAVCO archive, and provides
high-quality velocity products for geophysical interpretation. The project is producing benchmark
GPS solutions that provide key reference frame input to the Global Strain Rate Model (GSRM). 

The current solution, GPSVEL 0.2, contains 122 global velocities, 57 IGS RNAAC velocities,
65 velocities from the Central Greece campaign network [Clarke et al., 1998] and 264 velocities
from the Western U.S. Cordillera solution [Bennett et al., 2001], 443 site locations in all. Initial
results from GPSVEL 0.0 suggested: that the South America-Nazca pole of rotation was located
south of the NUVEL-1A pole, resulting in significantly slower convergence at Peru; that the
North America-Pacific relative velocity vector in California has a magnitude of 50 mm/yr, faster
than NUVEL-1A and is more nearly parallel to the northern San Andreas Fault trend than
NUVEL-1A predicts; that the North American plate is remarkably stable (with the exception of
the Basin and Range province), in contrast to Eurasia for example [Lavallee et al., 2001].

2.4.3 Global Strain

The Global Strain Rate Map (GSRM) is the first study to include plate boundary zones into
one self-consistent global model that quantifies the complete present-day surface kinematics. The
GSRM combines a total of 3000 space geodetic vectors consisting of GPS, VLBI, and DORIS
observations measured on both the rigid plates as well as within plate boundary zones [Kreemer et
al., 2000, 2003]. These vectors are interpolated in a finite-element type algorithm on a grid that
contains 24,500 deformable areas within the Earth's plate boundary zones. The rigid areas in the
global model mimic 25 independent plates and blocks. An unlimited number of geodetic studies
can be combined in the global model. The reference frame is solved upon fitting geodetic veloci-
ties to one self-consistent kinematic solution. The quantification of the complete velocity gradient
tensor field within plate boundary zones in the GSRM model enables an improved understanding
of the dynamics that govern plate boundary deformation, and lithosphere-mantle coupling [Flesch
et al., 2001; 2002]. The GSRM has also led to a new no-net-rotation model of surface motions

Facility Contributions to the GPSVEL Effort

GPS velocity vectors are often used by investigators other than those who acquired the original
data. In addition to its traditional role in archiving raw and RINEX GPS data, UNAVCO also distrib-
utes data products such as velocity vectors. (www.unavco.org/research_science/products/prod-
ucts.html). 

The UNAVCO GPS Site Motion Vector/Crustal Velocity Archive provides and archive of site velocity
vectors and related information (e.g., errors, reference frame, and analysis results including pub-
lications) on the UNAVCO Web site. Some investigators place such information on their own sites,
so in these cases only links and some additional solution information are provided. Also at the
Archive, UNAVCO maintains a Web site for GPSVEL that contains the global and regional velocity
results (in GMT ASCII format and SINEX solution exchange formats), critical site offset informa-
tion, and that presents results via an interactive map tool.
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[Kreemer and Holt, 2001]. The GSRM has enabled a quantification of the global moment rate dis-
tribution within plate boundary zones [Kreemer et al., 2002]. This global tectonic moment rate is
7.0 x 1021 N m yr-1, of which 63% is accommodated along subduction zones, 19% along oceanic
ridges and transforms, 14% in continental areas, and 4% within zones of diffuse oceanic deforma-
tion. The GSRM has led to an improved understanding of seismic hazards by quantifying a global
correlation between seismicity rates and tecontic moment rates along subduction zones and within
zones of continental deformation [Kreemer et al., 2002].

Figure 2-28. Contours of the absolute magnitude of the strain rate obtained by a least squares fit to 2933
geodetic velocities and strain rates inferred from fault slip rates in Asia. For all other areas where fault
slip rate data are not used, the style and direction of the model strain rate field are constrained using the
seismic moment tensors of all shallow events in the CMT catalog. Red: 3162 nanostrain yr-1; Yellow:
31 nanostrain yr-1; Blue: 0 nanostrain yr-1; logarithmic scale. [Kreemer et al., 2002]. (also:
www.unavco.org/research_science/products/products.html)

Facility contributions to the Global Strain Rate Map Project

UNAVCO supports the GSRM project by providing an
archive of global and regional investigator’s strain rate
data sets and models. UNAVCO helped to design, and
continues to host the GSRM Web site. UNAVCO has also
implemented interactive mapping support for the GSRM
model via a custom version of it's Jules Verne Voyager
map tool. Whereas publications provide only a selected
and static view of model results, this interactive map
allows the user to view the complete set of input obser-
vations, the tectonic plate and finite element plate
boundary zone model itself, and a range of model output
views such as principal strain rate crosses, observed and
model velocities, model stress directions displayed as
focal mechanisms, and plate boundaries. Users can zoom
into any region of the Earth and examine the model and
results in detail, and make comparisons with other data
such as Harvard CMT focal mechanisms and the ILP
World Stress Map. Users can select from some 21 frames
of reference, allowing a visual representation of both
'absolute' plate motion and relative motion along all of
the world's plate boundaries. Presented in interactive map form, the results have added value
to the scientific research community and to education and outreach audiences.



2.5 Vertical Motions

Improvement in the ability of GPS to directly observe vertical motion in a global geometric
framework is enabling scientists to examine vertical change over features that could never have
been studied when vertical measurements required a leveling crew to walk from one point to
another. The two studies highlighted here document the impact that GPS is having on the investi-
gation of global change. The Mississippi Delta is a large area in the southeastern United States at
risk to changes in relative sea level (RSL). In the Mississippi Delta, study, centimeter-level GPS
field surveying techniques could be used to determine elevations of holocene sea-level indicators.
In contrast, precisions of 1-mm or better are needed to measure the response of the crust to Green-
land ice mass changes and long running permanent GPS stations are required.

2.5.1 Mississippi Delta

There is increasing consensus among scien-
tists that an accelerated rate of relative sea-
level (RSL) rise due to greenhouse warming
is likely to become one of Earth's premier
environmental problems in the next century.
The most recent report of the Intergovern-
mental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) pre-
dicts a 48-cm-rise (central value) of global
average sea level over 1990 to 2100, with a
range of uncertainty of 9 to 88 cm (Church et
al., 2001). Coastal lowlands can therefore
expect major environmental change during
that period. Particularly in deltaic settings,
where tectonic subsidence and compaction
rates are relatively high, problems due to
RSL rise are potentially severe. The Missis-
sippi Delta is a well-known example of such
a threatened area, where wetlands are also
suffering from direct human impacts, like the
construction of artificial levees, dredging of

oil and gas canals, and land reclamation. As a consequence, huge areas have been isolated from
sediment input from the Mississippi River, resulting in severe wetland deterioration due to water-
logging and salinity increase. Rates of wetland loss have increased to 50 to 100 km2 yr-1 over the
latter half of the last century (Gagliano et al., 1981). This has serious consequences for biodiver-
sity and productivity, including fish and wildlife habitat. Coastal wetlands are valuable natural
ecosystems from an economic perspective as well, with  a total  value estimated  at $10,000 to
$20,000 ha-1 yr-1 (Costanza et al., 1997). Because the Mississippi Delta contains 40% of the
coastal wetlands of the United States, this is a problem of national significance, as reflected by
recent pleas for extensive federal support to counter the potentially devastating consequences of
future accelerated RSL rise (Bourne, 2000).

Törnqvist and González [2002]  studied sea-level rise in the Mississippi Delta using basal peat
as an indicator of sea level. This technique required acurate determinations of the altitude (using

 

Figure 2-29. New RSL curve for the eastern Mississippi
Delta based on 29 sea-level index points, derived from
basal-peat samples with a thickness of 2 to 6 cm (mostly 3
or 4 cm). Closed circles concern sea-level index points
with indicators of brackish to saline conditions. Solid line
is an exponential curve calculated by least-squares regres-
sion analysis.
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cm-accuracy differential GPS) and age of the basal peat layers. Results from a 20 km2 study area
in the eastern Mississippi Delta (Figure  2-29) provided conclusive evidence that RSL change in
this area was characterized by a smooth and gradually decreasing rate of RSL rise for the time
interval 8000 to 3000 calendar years before present (BP), thus invalidating the occurrence of
major RSL stillstands suggested in previous studies (e.g. Penland, et al., 1991). An exponential
regression line through the data points yielded an r2 of 0.994, underscoring the remarkable consis-
tency of the basal-peat data.

Assuming that the smooth trend curve represented by the regression continued throughout the
last three millennia, Törnqvist and González [2002] calculated values of 0.5 to 0.6 mm yr-1 for the
natural, “background” RSL rise. These values could be added to the rates of eustatic sea-level rise
as predicted for the next century by IPCC investigations, to obtain a plausible scenario of local
RSL rise for this area. Background values are an order of magnitude lower than eustatic green-
house rates, owing to its location relatively far inland where tectonic subsidence rates are compar-
atively low. However, closer to the coast it can be expected that background rates of RSL rise
increase rapidly, and thus, become more significant.

2.5.2 Greenland 

The present-day mass imbalance of the Greenland ice sheet has important implications for
global change: providing evidence of climate variability in the past, and clues about how the cli-
mate and its diagnostic variables (sea-level, for example) might change in the future. Yet this
mass imbalance is not yet well understood. Altimetry offers what is probably the most promising
method for constraining this problem. Measurements from satellite radar altimeters and airborne
laser altimeters have already led to estimates of the mass imbalance over portions of the ice sheet.
And in the future, NASA's ICESat laser altimeter satellite and the European Space Agency's
CRYOSAT radar altimeter mission will greatly increase this coverage.

Facility Contributions to the Mississippi Delta Project

GPS was used as a precise and efficient tool to obtain sea-level elevations for correlation to sedi-
ment cores used to study Holocene sea level change. The Facility provided com-
plete GPS campaign support from the initial survey planning to data product
output of survey-grade vertical positions with formal error analysis. Campaign
pool receivers and a field engineer were provided for each of two seasons.
UNAVCO engineers helped plan the surveys, trained other field team members on
GPS survey setups, and participated in the field work including an optical survey
tie to a benchmark not reachable with GPS. After the field season, the GPS data
were archived and processed at UNAVCO using a combination of commercial sur-
vey software and the NASA JPL Auto-GIPSY on-line data processing service. Geo-
detic results were converted to NAD83 as a common reference frame. Local
leveling benchmarks provided vertical control, and the GEOID-99 model was used to determine
sea-level elevations for each GPS survey point. The photo shows a survey of a vertical control
benchmark that has been partially submerged by tropical storm Allison. This level of support
allowed the principal investigators, who were not skilled in GPS, to focus on the scientific investi-
gations. In this study, extremely high precision GPS was not required. So direct scientific involve-
ment in the GPS measurements was not necessary.
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Altimeter observations, however, detect changes only in ice sheet elevations, not mass imbal-
ance which requires knowledge of the density profile throughout the upper layers of the snow col-
umn. The measurement of vertical uplift rates using GPS, provides a means of estimating ice
mass variability that is independent of the snow density variations in the snow column. An
increase in ice mass over a region causes subsidence of the underlying crust. If this subsidence
can be determined from GPS observations, it can be used to constrain the mass variability.

One difficulty is that vertical motion can be caused by other processes, as well. The most trou-
blesome for this application is ongoing viscoelastic flow within the solid earth caused by any ice
mass variability that might have occurred during the last few thousand years. GPS uplift rates,
alone, cannot separate this viscoelastic uplift from the earth's response to present-day ice mass
variability. This problem can be solved by simultaneously monitoring both uplift and time-vari-
able gravity. 

To constrain changes in polar ice mass, the University of Colorado (CU) and NOAA initiated
an observational campaign to simultaneously measure vertical motions with permanent GPS, and
time-dependent gravity with absolute gravimeter surveys, at two locations on the edges of the
Greenland ice sheet. There are not yet enough gravity data to be useful, but the GPS measure-
ments, by themselves, have provided interesting and unanticipated results. Especially notable is a
secular uplift rate of -5.8+/-1.0 mm/yr inferred from the GPS data at Kellyville (Figure  2-30).
This negative trend is opposite to the uplift that would be expected for the Earth's viscoelastic
response to the late Pleistocene removal of ice. Viscoelastic models forced with the ICE-3G late
Pleistocene ice model [Tushingham and Peltier, 1991], for example, predict 2.0+/- 3.5 mm/yr of
uplift at Kellyville. Removing this predicted viscoelastic uplift rate from the GPS estimate, gives

Facility Contributions in Greenland

University of Colorado (CU) and NOAA staff initially installed and oper-
ated the stations at Kangerlussuaq (KELY) and Kulusuk (KULU), with
UNAVCO proving consultation on monument and station design as well
as archiving the data. Due to their geographically unique locations,
these stations are of great interest to both the operational and scien-
tific needs of NASA and NSF programs. After the initial installations,
UNAVCO has provided expanded support including field engineering
visits, station upgrades, and data management.

Synergism with NASA mission support requirements and recent improved hardware resulted in a
substantial upgrade of station KELY in southwest Greenland by UNAVCO in 2001. Field engineers
installed a new receiver, computer, and JPL data streaming software resulting in full NASA/GGN
compatibility similar to that at GGN station THUL at Thule Air Base in northwest Greenland. To
maximize the efficient use of staff and travel resources, the KELY upgrade was scheduled
together with a GGN maintenance visit to station THUL and an upgrade to station KULU in east-
ern Greenland (described below). GPS station KELY is now managed by UNAVCO/JPL and is used
to support new NASA GPS applications such as real-time ionospheric scintillation monitoring, and
real-time global differential corrections for dynamic positioning (RTNT). 

Station KULU in the more remote east Greenland has received similar upgrades and improve-
ments resulting from expanded UNAVCO support. Since 1996, data flow from this site was
achieved by periodic downloads to data disks that were posted to UNAVCO, and a latency of
more than a month was not uncommon. In 2001 KULU was upgraded with a new computer, a
telephone modem connection to a local ISP and the Internet, and data management software to
allow robust daily data transfer to the UNAVCO archive.
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an unexplained, residual Kellyville uplift rate of -7.8 +/- 3.6 mm/yr. Crustal uplift, rather than the
subsidence observed by GPS, is also suggested in geologic evidence. The geologic rates are, how-
ever, considerably faster than those predicted by the viscoelastic models - roughly 20 mm/yr
between ~9000 and 4000 years ago [Weidick, 1993], the time of the Greenland deglaciation as
represented in ICE-3G. Wahr [2001a] hypothesizes that the subsidence at Kellyville and the sur-
rounding region reflects the Earth's continuing viscoelastic response to a previously proposed re-
advance of the western ice sheet margin that may have begun 3000-4000 years ago (Figure  2-31).

2.6 Other GPS Applications

Although UNAVCO was originally organized to support GPS investigations in tectonics, seis-
mology and volcanology, other applications in Earth sciences represent significant activities for
UNAVCO. With support from NSF's Office of Polar Programs, UNAVCO supports research
projects at both poles of the Earth. UNAVCO also provides support for the application of GPS to
atmospheric and meterological research.

2.6.1 Polar Regions

UNAVCO provides year round support for scientific applications of the GPS to the NSF
Office of Polar Programs (OPP). Although this support is funded separately as a supplement to
the core NSF-EAR-IF grant, it is included here to note both the diversity and depth of UNAVCO's
contribution to polar research. Support is provided to over 30 Antarctic and Arctic research
projects every year, in a variety of disciplines including geophysics, geology, glaciology, volca-
nology, and biology. The UNAVCO Polar Programs Web page (www.unavco.ucar.edu/

Figure 2-30. (Above) Daily GPS values for the vertical
position at Kellyville. The mean has been removed 

Figure 2-31. (Right) The predicted present-day uplift
rate (in mm/yr) caused by the proposed re-advance of the
western Greenland ice margin. The solid strip running
primarily from north to south near Kellyville is the total
region assumed covered by the ice re-advance. At Kelly-
ville the predicted rates are within the observed -7.8+/-
3.6 mm/yr bound for the residual GPS uplift rate.
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project_support/polar/polar.html) provides comprehensive and historical information related to
UNAVCO support to NSF-OPP.

Descriptions of few representative projects with substantial GPS support from UNAVCO fol-
low. The U.S. component of the International Trans-Antarctic Scientific Expedition (Paul May-
ewski, University of New Hampshire) is a multidisciplinary program integrating remote sensing,
meteorology, ice coring, surface glaciology, and geophysics with the broad aim to develop an
understanding of the last 200 years of west Antarctic climate and environmental change. Bernard
Hallet, (University of Washington) is studying the stability of ground ice and land surfaces in the
McMurdo Dry Valleys to provide a more complete understanding of past climatic and environ-
mental conditions. W. Berry Lyons (Ohio State University) carries out an interdisciplinary study
of aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems in an extreme cold and dry desert region of Antarctica. Fred-
erick Nelson (University of Delaware) examines the depth of thawing of the soils in northern
Alaska, as climate change is increasing the depth of thaw and eroding permafrost with concomi-
tant impacts on vegetation, the hydrological balances, and human structures. Philip Kyle and
Richard Aster (New Mexico Institute of Mining & Technology) employ a combination of seismic
studies and gas emission rate measurements,  in addition to tilt and GPS methods, to study Mount
Erebus. This project is highlighted below since it is an interdisiplinary study that includes an
extensive geodetic GPS component. Erebus is one of the few volcanoes on Earth with nearly con-
tinuous, small explosive activity and continuous internal earthquake (seismic) activity. As such, it
provides the ideal natural laboratory to elucidate the nature and dynamics of the magmatic plumb-
ing system, and to study eruptions and degassing from the lava lake.

Facility Contributions to Polar Research Projects

UNAVCO provides year round support for scientific applications of GPS to the NSF Office of Polar Pro-
grams (NSF/OPP). Support is provided to a wide range of disciplines, including glaciology, geophys-
ics, geology, volcanology, and biology. The applications of GPS range from crustal deformation and
ice dynamics surveys to mapping and GIS applications.

This support includes pre-season planning, field support, and post-
season follow-up, as well as development work for supporting new
applications. UNAVCO maintains a “satellite” facility at McMurdo Sta-
tion, Antarctica during the austral summer research season.
UNAVCO provides a full range of support services including GPS
equipment, training, project planning, field support, technical con-
sultation, data processing, and data archiving.

UNAVCO supports typically 30 polar projects per year. Documented here is the Mount Erebus vol-
cano monitoring project. Philip Kyle initially requested UNAVCO support to design, install, and sur-
vey annually a nine-monument campaign GPS deformation network on Mount Erebus. This project
rapidly evolved to include the installation, maintenance, and operation of eight permanent stations
to achieve better temporal resolution of the volcano deformation. Support was also provided to the
recently funded Major Research Infrastructure (MRI) project to install five permanent, integrated
dual-frequency GPS and broadband seismometers on the volcano. UNAVCO support to the MRI
project included GPS receiver selection and purchasing, GPS specific development support, and GPS
data management and archiving. UNAVCO has also provided GPS support to track helicopter flight
profiles during plume emission sampling flights.
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2.6.2  SuomiNet

SuomiNet, a university-based, real-time, national GPS network, has been developed for atmo-
spheric research and education with funding from the NSF Major Research Equipment (MRE)
program and with cost share from collaborating universities (Figure  2-32). The network, named
to honor meteorological satellite pioneer Verner Suomi, exploits the ability of ground-based GPS
receivers to make thousands of accurate upper- and lower-atmospheric water vapor measurements
per day (Figure  2-33). Phase delays induced in GPS signals by the ionosphere and neutral atmo-
sphere are measured with high precision simultaneously along a dozen or so GPS ray paths in the
field of view [Emardson et al., 1998]. These delays are converted into integrated water vapor (if
surface pressure data or estimates are available) and total electron content (TEC) along each GPS
ray path. Emardson [1998] showed that water vapor estimates from GPS agreed with independent
radiometer estimates at the 1-2 kg m-2 level.

Continuous, accurate, all-weather, real-time GPS moisture data resulting from SuomiNet will
help advance university research in mesoscale modeling and data assimilation, severe weather,
precipitation, cloud dynamics, regional climate, and hydrology. Similarly, continuous, accurate,
all-weather, real-time TEC data have applications in modeling and prediction of severe terrestrial
and space weather, detection and forecasting of low-altitude ionospheric scintillation activity and
geomagnetic storm effects at ionospheric midlatitudes, and detection of ionospheric effects
induced by a variety of geophysical events. SuomiNet data also have potential applications in
coastal meteorology, providing ground truth for satellite radiometry, and detection of scintillation

Figure 2-32. (Left) Current SuomiNet network. Stations shown in red have geodetic monuments and the sta-
tion data are archived at UNAVCO. Stations shown in yellow contribute to the atmospheric data products but
are not archived as geodetic data. An additional four stations are located outside the U.S. (not shown).

Figure 2-33. (Right) An example precipitable water vapor (PWV) map estimated from GPS measurements, as
posted every 30 min. [Rocken et al., 1997, www.gst.ucar.edu/gpsrg/realtime.html] by UCAR. GPS site loca-
tions are represented by white squares and dots and include SuomiNet and NOAA stations.

SuomiNet GPS Network
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associated with atmospheric turbulence in the lower troposphere. SuomiNet makes a large volume
of spatially and temporally dense GPS-sensed atmospheric data widely available in real time, for
academic research and education.

Facility Contributions to SuomiNet

The UNAVCO Facility support to the SuomiNet project includes system development, integration,
deployment, and technical support for the 75 station continuous GPS network (Figure  2-32).
This effort was supported with NSF-Atmospheric Sciences Divi-
sion (ATM) funding, and is benefiting both the atmospheric and
geodetic research communities. The design and development
included developing specific GPS technical capabilities to meet
the unique real-time data streaming needs of the system. The
facility conducted an extensive test of several new receivers
and antennas to evaluate performance and suitability for the
project and provide new equipment comparisons to the geo-
detic community (“GPS Receiver and Antenna Testing Report
for SuomiNet"). UNAVCO developed GPS data streaming soft-
ware "JStream" and implemented the UCAR/Unidata Local
Data Management (LDM) software to deliver hourly files from the host institutions to the UCAR
central data management and processing center. Real-time precipitable water vapor data prod-
ucts are available on-line at www.suominet.ucar.edu, and data from over 30 geodetic SuomiNet
stations (ones with adequate monumentation) are available from the UNAVCO archive. The photo
shows the combined geodetic/atmospheric site at Friday Harbor in the Pacific Northwest (see also
inset in Figure  2-5).
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3.0    Operations and Proposed Activities

3.1 Overview

With the support of the UNAVCO community members and sponsors over the last two years,
UNAVCO, Inc. is now positioned to take a leadership role in the independent operation of the
UNAVCO Facility and in the conduct of a wide range of community scientific initiatives, includ-
ing the prospective Plate Boundary Observatory (PBO). The necessary leadership and business
systems have been put in place for UNAVCO, Inc. to transition from a nascent state into a real and
effective partnership with organizations like the Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismol-
ogy (IRIS) and Stanford University to conduct EarthScope. In the meantime, UNAVCO, Inc. must
also stay focused on its primary mission of providing support to GPS investigators via the
UNAVCO Facility. This proposal addresses that need and makes the case for the necessary
resources to continue that fundamental mission.

A note is warranted about UNAVCO, Inc.’s relation to EarthScope. As this proposal is written,
Congress has not made a decision about funding EarthScope. Nor have any decisions been made
on how EarthScope facilities would be constructed if they are approved by Congress. UNAVCO,
Inc. has to be in a position to both proceed vigorously with the implementation of PBO if called
upon, and not assume that any awards associated with EarthScope/PBO will necessarily be made
to UNAVCO, Inc. Accordingly, all decisions related to future operations of UNAVCO, Inc.,
including filling key staff positions, take both possibilities into account and result in a cost-effec-
tive organization structure under either scenario. Any subsequent discussions in this proposal
regarding a possible role for UNAVCO, Inc. in EarthScope/PBO are simply to show how
UNAVCO, Inc. is addressing that possibility and in no way presumes any a priori status
regarding any subsequent awards by NSF related to EarthScope.

A further note is required regarding the good working relationship between UNAVCO, Inc.
and the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR), the current administrative
host of the UCAR/UNAVCO Facility. UCAR fully supports the will of the UNAVCO community
and sponsors in the transition of the UNAVCO Facility to UNAVCO, Inc. management.
UNAVCO, Inc. and UCAR have established a joint committee that has, and will continue to, over-
see all aspects of the transition process from change in employment status for staff to transfer of
equipment title. A major issue is staff concern about potential relocation or loss of benefits. These
concerns are being addressed through a philosophy of "no-loss, no-gain" related to overall com-
pensation and quality of the workplace.

For the first time in UNAVCO history, this proposal and associated budgets combine elements
of the traditional support role to NSF investigators and the more programmatically driven NASA
mission. These two roles are highly complementary and reflect a significant cost-saving opportu-
nity for both sponsors. The NASA global GPS infrastructure supported by the UNAVCO Facility
is essential to all precise GPS research applications, as well as contributing to operational support
of NASA missions and real-time positioning applications. The technical capability of the Facility
made possible through NSF funding likewise feeds back into critical capability needed to fulfill
the NASA mission. UNAVCO also supports combined NSF and NASA-funded PI-level Earth sci-
ences research projects, leading to increased efficiency and cost-effectiveness of those projects.
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Finally, the joint sponsorship of UNAVCO activities by NSF and NASA makes for a more cost-
effective organization for both sponsors and allows a joint review of proposed activities through a
consolidated peer and Panel review process.

For purposes of discussion in the following sections, UNAVCO activities can be divided into
three major thrusts. First, there are the enabling activities of the UNAVCO, Inc. headquarters that
give the community and sponsors the ability to engage high-quality staff and conduct the business
aspects of operation of the Facility and projects like the PBO. Second, is a range of community-
based activities including annual science meetings and the governance process manifested
through the UNAVCO, Inc. Board of Directors. Third, and most crucial, is the work of the
UNAVCO Facility to support the community with GPS equipment, engineering and data manage-
ment support. The following sections provide highlights of past activities, capabilities, and future
emphasis within these three areas.

3.2 UNAVCO, Inc. Headquarters

A primary goal in the community creation of UNAVCO, Inc. was to meet the leadership, orga-
nizational, and business needs of the community and sponsors with a minimal bureaucracy and
cost. During the period from the first UNAVCO, Inc. award issued by the NSF on April 26, 2002
until the present, UNAVCO, Inc. has met this challenge by accomplishing the following mile-
stones:

• Established priorities and an operating plan for future UNAVCO Facility and community 
activities as discussed in this proposal and others being concurrently submitted, based on the 
scientific needs of the university GPS research community and NASA sponsors

• Fulfilled the key leadership responsibility for the PBO community in the planning of Earth-
Scope, including development of the EarthScope facilities management plan and PBO budget 
and proposal

• Managed planning workshops related to Canada/Mexico participation in PBO and PBO Vol-
canic Processes, and a major subcontract to Stanford University related to PBO simulation 
studies

• Supported the NSF Earth Sciences Division (EAR) in the internal review by the National Sci-
ence Board (NSB) of the programmatic decision to support the creation of UNAVCO, Inc. that 
was subsequently reviewed favorably

• Qualified for non-profit research [501(c)(3)] status by the Internal Revenue Service

• Played a key role in development of the EarthScope Education and Outreach (E&O) Plan by 
planning and hosting major workshops and creating on-line E&O tools and materials

• Administered an NSF grant for operations of the UNAVCO, Inc. headquarters and conduct of 
community workshops and subcontracts

• Received notification of NSF-EAR/IF award for an equipment purchase grant to upgrade the 
community pool of GPS equipment
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• Implemented a Declaration of Intent between the UNAVCO, Inc. Board and the IRIS Execu-
tive Committee outlining joint goals for institutional collaboration in the Earth sciences 
including EarthScope

• Established a headquarters/business office in proximity to the Facility with full business capa-
bility

• Aggressively recruited Dr. William Prescott to serve as UNAVCO, Inc. President, Chief Exec-
utive Officer, and scientific leader

• Audited under the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular No. A-133 standards 

• Collaborating with the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR) in the 
cooperative transfer of the UCAR/UNAVCO Facility to UNAVCO, Inc. management

UNAVCO, Inc. achieved these milestones in a short time period through the dedicated efforts
of Dr. James Davis (first UNAVCO, Inc. President), and then by the efforts of Dr. William Pres-
cott as the current President. Dr. Prescott has provided leadership in keys areas of planning and
provided a focal point to UNAVCO sponsors as UNAVCO's leadership role in EarthScope and
PBO has developed. UNAVCO, Inc. also recruited Mr. Wayne Shiver, former UCAR/UNAVCO
Facility Manager for eight years, as Executive Director to establish the business office in proxim-
ity to the UNAVCO Facility to include capability for grants administration, contracting, financial
management, accounting, and human resources.

By establishing the headquarter’s operation in a building adjacent to the UNAVCO Facility,
significant efficiencies and synergies between the corporate offices and Facility have been estab-
lished. UNAVCO, Inc. will lease the building currently occupied by the UCAR/UNAVCO Facil-
ity thereby avoiding a costly relocation of the Facility. To complete the capability essential to
fulfilling corporate responsibilities, UNAVCO, Inc. filled two more positions in 2003, those of
Finance Manager and Executive Assistant/Office Manager. With these critical staff in place,
UNAVCO, Inc. has the full business capability required for management of the Facility and the
start-up phase of PBO. A more detailed discussion of these positions is contained in the budget
justification.

In early 2003, the focus of the headquarters turned from EarthScope planning and establishing
an initial business capability to the transition of approximately 25 Facility staff into UNAVCO,
Inc. on October 1, 2003. These activities include developing plans for meeting Internet and com-
munications infrastructure needs of the Facility, establishing large-scale benefits plans for both
Facility and anticipated PBO staff, and starting the early phase of PBO implementation related to
site reconnaissance and equipment procurements based on anticipated late-summer funding of
EarthScope by the NSF. The priorities of the corporation through the requested four-year grant
period will remain:

• Provide the required leadership for planning and operational implementation of the UNAVCO 
Facility, the PBO component of EarthScope, and other community initiatives that may arise

• Coordinate the activities of EarthScope and other community initiatives with groups like 
IRIS, the strain and InSAR research communities, and NSF and NASA sponsors
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• Meet the business and organization needs of the sponsors, community, Facility and Earth-
Scope/PBO

• Meet NSF and NASA grants administration, accounting and audit requirements

• Manage a range of community subcontracts related to the PBO component of EarthScope and 
support to existing western U.S. GPS networks

• Ensure an effective community governance and oversight process that is responsive to the 
UNAVCO members, community, and sponsors

• Conduct science and topic-specific workshops that are responsive to the planning needs of the 
community and sponsors

• Ensure a well-managed, supportive workplace for UNAVCO, Inc. staff and scientific visitors

The corporation will achieve these goals through an emphasis on close and effective commu-
nications with all elements of the research community and NSF and NASA sponsors. In addition,
UNAVCO, Inc. will play a central role in the already-established management and governance
structure for EarthScope.

3.3 Community Activities

UNAVCO, Inc. exists to support the scientific goals of its constituent community and spon-
sors.  This role is fulfilled through advocacy, organization of community events, and management
of a Facility and projects that promote scientific accomplishment.  The community governs
through a prescribed process of elected representatives, appointed committees, and regular forums
for sharing research and technology and conducting community-wide business.  The discussion
below addresses each of these components of community activity in more detail.

3.3.1 Board of Directors

A primary responsibility
of the university-based GPS
research community is meet-
ing the governance responsi-
bilities for the corporation.
The first step in this process
is taken when an institution
chooses to become a member
and is accepted for member-
ship. Member institutions
must be an educational or
non-profit institution char-
tered in the U.S. with a con-
tinuing commitment to
scholarly research involving
the application of high preci-
sion geodetic and strain techniques to Earth science or other related fields of study. Each member

Figure 3-1. UNAVCO, Inc. governance and management structure.
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institution votes in the election of a seven-member Board of Directors that includes five institu-
tional Directors and two at-large Directors. According to the UNAVCO, Inc. bylaws, the "busi-
ness and affairs of the Corporation shall be managed by its Board of Directors". The UNAVCO,
Inc. Board fulfills this responsibility by the selection of a President and establishment of a corpo-
rate headquarters and capability. Accordingly, the current UNAVCO, Inc. governance and man-
agement structure is as shown in .

The Board normally meets three times per year at the Boulder headquarters and once in asso-
ciation with the UNAVCO Annual Community Meeting. The Board reviews operating plans, bud-
gets, and proposals developed by the President and corporate offices and plays a leading role in
establishing priorities for community and corporate activities. The Board represents the critical
link between the corporate and operational components of the organization and the member insti-
tutions, with a primary focus on ensuring UNAVCO is meeting the needs of the GPS research
community and sponsors and capitalizing on emerging opportunities such as PBO.

3.3.2 Advisory Committees

The corporation has established an independent body, the PBO Standing Committee, reporting
to the President to provide scientific and technical input into the planning for PBO. In addition,
one or several visiting committees including a Visiting/Facility Standing Committee, also report-
ing to the President, will be implemented in 2003 to support the President's responsibility to
ensure that UNAVCO remains responsive and a technology-leader in supporting the research
applications of GPS in the Earth sciences. The work of the PBO Standing Committee will be
funded through the PBO budget. The visiting Facility Standing Committee will be supported
through this proposal.

3.3.3 Annual Community Meeting

The UNAVCO community has a long history of very successful Annual Community Meeting
that focuses on research results, technology developments. The annual meetings include an
annual business meeting of the members as required by the Corporation Bylaws. In 2002, the
meeting was attended by over 60 scientists presenting more than 30 posters in Colorado Springs,
CO with a focus on research opportunities for PBO. The meeting was also the venue for work-
shops on borehole strainmeter installation, operation and data management, and GPS data pro-
cessing with the MIT-developed GAMIT software. These meetings are always well-attended and
eagerly anticipated and represent a rare forum where both the technology and science applications
of space-based geodesy come together at one place and one point in time. The 2003 annual meet-
ing will be held near Yosemite National Park in collaboration with the IRIS annual meeting and
will emphasize EarthScope research opportunities and implementation. Annual meetings will be
supported through this proposal.

3.3.4 Community Sub-awards

This proposal represents a departure from previous community and facility proposals.
UNAVCO has in the past bundled other community initiatives within this Community and Facil-
ity Activities proposal. This has made review of these activities problematic in the context of such
a large proposal, since there has not been space to properly describe these initiatives. Further-
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more, it has resulted in dilution of the primary focus of the organization on community gover-
nance and the UNAVCO Facility. With one exception, this proposal does not include sub-awards.
The exception is support for a sub-award to the Scripps Orbit and Permanent Array Center
(SOPAC) for continued archiving of global continuous GPS data. This activity is deemed a core
UNAVCO function that must be supported on behalf of the research community. The details of
SOPAC's role are discussed below.

3.3.4.1   SOPAC Sub-award

SOPAC archives and analyzes continuous GPS data for over 800 continuous GPS stations,
including the global tracking network and arrays in western North America and other plate
boundaries. Continuous GPS data are routinely sampled and archived at a 30-second interval
allowing all data in the archive (since 1990) to be available online and immediately to the public.
Retrieval of GPS data via ftp and http averaged about 1.2 M transfers per month in 2002. SOPAC
has implemented an Oracle relational database management system (RDBMS) to organize, inte-
grate, and automate all data collection, archiving and analysis operations. SOPAC also maintains
a heavily accessed Web Site (sopac.ucsd.edu/) with many user applications and utilities.

SOPAC will perform the following functions for UNAVCO under a $50,000 sub-award:

1. Perform general maintenance and improvements for the on-line short-term and long-term
archive/database of regional continuous GPS data, including data from continuous GPS arrays
in western North America, the 250-station Southern California Integrated GPS Network
(SCIGN), the U.S. and California Continuously Operating Reference Stations (CORS) from
the National Geodetic Survey, regional data from NOAA's Forecast Systems Laboratory
(FSL), and global data from the International GPS Service (IGS) (trinity.ucsd.edu/maps/).

2. Enhance the SOPAC Site Information Manager (SIM) to be able to seamlessly incorporate
data from GPS campaign surveys as well as high-rate, low-latency data, to meet the needs of
UNAVCO investigators (sopac-devel.ucsd.edu/scripts/SIMpl_launch.cgi).

3. Convert GPS data, metadata, and products to XML format, and integrate with SOPAC's
RDBMS. SOPAC will distribute draft XML formats of various data types to other groups and
play a lead role in obtaining a community consensus (trinity.ucsd.edu/projects/xml/).

4. Upgrade the analysis and display of GPS position time series. SOPAC analyzes daily posi-
tions for over 600 stations, including all sites in western North America. SOPAC is implement-
ing a new tool for displaying and analyzing continuous GPS time (trinity.ucsd.edu/cgi-bin/
nikoRerunTimeseries.cgi).

These functions will be performed under the general supervision of Dr. Yehuda Bock, SOPAC
Director and subcontract PI. Dr. Bock will coordinate SOPAC's archiving efforts for UNAVCO,
Inc. with related work for the SCIGN project, the California Spatial Reference Center (CSRC),
the IGS, and FSL to optimize the use of community resources. SOPAC and the UNAVCO Facility
will continue their close working relationship to ensure that the archiving needs of the UNAVCO
community are met in an integrated and cost-effective manner. This will include direct and regu-
lar contacts between the SOPAC and Facility staff.
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3.4 UNAVCO Facility

The UNAVCO Facility has an exemplary 18-year history of helping university investigators
conduct GPS-based research projects across the globe. From the early days of a handful of GPS
receivers to the current explosion in GPS equipment and research applications, the Facility has
steadily maintained a leadership role in every aspect of GPS project support including campaigns,
permanent stations, network operations, data management, and data archiving. The UNAVCO
Facility is recognized worldwide as a leader in precise GPS research technology and applications.

The Facility's relationship with the community it supports is highly interactive. Facility engi-
neers deployed on projects learn a great deal working with the leading scientific practitioners of
precise GPS and are thereby able to transfer that knowledge and capability to other investigators.
For example, many equipment and monument designs and techniques developed by community
members are prominently featured on the UNAVCO Facility Web site for use by the broader com-
munity. UNAVCO is uniquely positioned to disseminate emerging “best-practices” to the entire
community. The Facility's current capability on behalf of the NSF and NASA GPS research com-
munities include:

• Consulting expertise to recommend data collection methodologies and associated budgets to 
meet specific investigator research needs during development of NSF and NASA GPS-based 
research proposals

• An extensive pool of over 50 GPS receivers and ancillary equipment required for campaign-
style, episodic GPS measurements, and field engineering support for campaign survey train-
ing, survey design, field support, and data processing

• Capability to design, fabricate, install and maintain permanently-installed, continuously oper-
ating GPS stations on a global basis with a variety of data communications methodologies and 
stable monuments

• Daily monitoring and technical/maintenance support for over 280 continuously operating 
GPS stations worldwide

• A robust archive of campaign and continuous GPS data for over 400 projects worldwide 

• Capability to test and evaluate new-generation GPS and ancillary equipment for existing and 
emerging community research applications

• A secure project and operations database that is used for project requests and planning, track-
ing thousands of pieces of project equipment, providing permanent station site information 
and maintenance logs, and for organizing UNAVCO community information and providing 
meeting support

Because this proposal is for both NSF and NASA support, a note about synergy between the
NSF and NASA programs is in order. GPS studies benefit directly from UNAVCO’s multi-agency
funding which significantly increases the capability of the Facility and community and lowers
costs to NSF and NASA. One demanding task for the Facility, for example, is providing GPS sup-
port for the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory's (NASA/JPL) role in various international Low
Earth Orbit (LEO) satellite missions, missions that require high data rates with extremely low data
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latency and loss. Such advanced applications of the global GPS network benefit all GPS-based
research by providing both improved orbits and reference frames and valuable data for regional
and global tectonic studies. Similar synergy, via joint planning and implementation, applies to
research projects that have both NSF and NASA funding such as in the western U.S., the Philip-
pines, Central Asia, Costa Rica, the Mediterranean, the Pacific Northwest, China, and South
America. Technology development activities also benefit from joint support. Software tools for
data communications have been designed by UNAVCO for general application by the community.
Development of the Seamless Archive with NSF support has benefitted from the participation of
NASA's Crustal Dynamics Data Information Service (CDDIS). These joint benefits accrue to the
sponsors, the community, and the Facility alike, and should be preserved and expanded in the
future.

UNAVCO’s mission is first and foremost to provide support to NSF and NASA peer reviewed
research projects, and to the NASA GPS Global Network operations (Figure  3-2). In the follow-
ing sections, a more detailed explanation of the capability, current activities and future plans for
the Facility are presented. Table  3-1 provides a top-level summary of projects supported by the
Facility during the previous grant period. The following discussion is organized into sections dis-
cussing campaign project support, permanent station support, data management and archiving,
GPS technology support and future development, and E & O activities. While there is an approxi-
mate corresponding alignment of these functions with Facility’s internal structure, groups share
among each other and depend upon Facility Operations and Infrastructure to accomplish their
tasks.

Figure 3-2. UNAVCO Facility support.
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Table 3-1: Summary of UNAVCO Support for FY2000-FY2002

3.4.1 Campaign Support

 UNAVCO was originally
formed in 1984 around the con-
cept of sharing a small number of
scarce and very expensive GPS
receivers. Even though the price
of receivers has decreased ten to
twenty-fold in the meantime, the
UNAVCO centralized pool
remains a very popular resource
for the high precision GPS
research community, and receiver
demand has increased more than
50% since 1999 (Figure  3-3).
The state-of-the-art receivers in
the UNAVCO pool offer the best
geodetic data quality, are rugged for traditional campaign field surveys, and feature low power/
large memory for semi-permanent applications. Many institutions and PIs using GPS have neither
the technical ability nor the desire to maintain equipment for the occasional field or teaching
application, and they look to the UNAVCO Facility for access to equipment and associated tech-
nical support. Overall, the community continues to look to UNAVCO for hardware and software
technical support, equipment recommendations, discounted equipment purchasing, and assistance
with data processing and archiving. This support is provided by telephone, email, and web-based
documentation, and is often required on very short notice due to project logistics and field
urgency. 

For the projects that do require assistance from a field engineer, the support requested is often
of a high-level nature including survey design to achieve science objectives, power/communica-
tions engineering for semi-permanent applications, and post-project data processing support.
Engineer supported projects are often conducted by PIs who are relatively inexperienced with
GPS and view GPS geodesy as merely a convenient tool to further their scientific research.
Knowledgeable technical support for campaign projects remains a critical UNAVCO support
function, covering a range of GPS surveying methodologies including campaign measurements;

            Type of Support FY2000 FY2001 FY2002      Details in This 
         Document

Campaigns Supported 24 40 32 Appendix A, Table A-1

Campaigns Archived 58 39 93 Appendix B, Table B-1

Permanent Stations Installed 31 21 22 Appendix A, Table A-2

Permanent Stations Monitored 232 256 287 Appendix A, Table A-2

Permanent Stations Archived 164 177 217 Appendix B, Table B-2

Figure 3-3. UNAVCO pool receiver use 1997-2002.
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kinematic, rapid static, and real time kinematic (RTK) application; and semi-permanent applica-
tions. This type of support makes retaining staff well versed in geodetic GPS surveys as important
now as ever in UNAVCO's history.

Low power and high memory receivers in the
UNAVCO pool now provide the community with the
ability to utilize semi-permanent stations for sub-centi-
meter application, where continuous data are desired
but there is no need to retrieve the data in real-time.
Pool receivers may be set out for over a year before
requiring data download (Figure  3-4). Examples of
applications where this is important include measuring
post-earthquake response and volcano monitoring. 

Benefits to the GPS Community

 To maximize access to UNAVCO support and to
provide effective information dissemination, the
UNAVCO Facility Web page features a single compre-
hensive support request form and supporting documen-
tation to complement training and equipment received
from UNAVCO. Equipment testing and maintenance
procedures are also made available on-line as a
resource for GPS users maintaining their own equip-
ment or in need of emergency field repair instructions. The following campaign services are avail-
able, and support is tailored to the individual investigator's requirements and experience level:

Equipment Loan - A centralized pool of GPS receivers and ancillary equipment such as tri-
pods, tribrachs, batteries, and solar panels is available for community use. By maintaining a stan-
dardized pool of receivers provided by multiple sponsors, UNAVCO achieves economy of scale
both in procurement discounts and technical support efficiency. Supporting multiple agencies
with different field seasons keeps the equipment pool in year-round use. Equipment loans can be
requested directly from the on-line support request form at www.unavco.net/support.asp.

Training - Training by a field engineer on GPS surveying, equipment operation, data manage-
ment, and data processing is available by request. Training is typically provided for one science
group at a time, since the course material is often adjusted to an individual group's needs. Training
courses may be held at the Facility, the investigator's institution, or in the field immediately prior
to project commencement. The UNAVCO training course outline is available on-line at
www.unavco.ucar.edu/project_support/campaign/training_outline.html.

Field engineering - Investigators may request expert in-field GPS technical support for all or
part of their project. Field engineers are available to assist with training, survey design, in-field
support, and data processing. This support is especially useful for new investigators using GPS in
the field for the first time, and for seasoned GPS researchers with large-scale campaigns where
professional assistance with project management and logistics is required. Field engineering sup-
port can be requested using the on-line support request form at www.unavco.net/support.asp.

Figure 3-4. Low power, high memory portable
GPS system set up as a semi-permanent station
on Mt. Erebus, Antarctica. Left unattended for
nine months, it collected continuous data for
over a year until it was replaced with a perma-
nent GPS and broadband seismic station with
telemetry to McMurdo Station and the Internet.
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Data processing - New GPS users with relatively small GPS campaign projects may receive
survey data processing support from UNAVCO. This service extends the utility of the UNAVCO
pool to non-GPS scientists who simply use GPS as a surveying tool, and would otherwise not
have the expertise to use this community resource. UNAVCO will also train new investigators
with recurring GPS data processing needs, and make data processing software available on loan.
Several data processing resources are available on-line at www.unavco.ucar.edu/project_support/
campaign/training/processing.html.

Discount receiver purchasing - UNAVCO negotiates community pricing on GPS equipment
from the major manufacturers. Discount pricing is provided both due to quantity discounts on
pooled purchases, and also because the UNAVCO Facility, rather than the manufacturer, handles
the technical support issues from the end users. UNAVCO also has the leverage to negotiate for
the community's unique requirements, such as the recent power modification to the Trimble 5700
receiver that allows stable DC site operation. Equipment purchasing can be requested directly
from the on-line support request form at www.unavco.net/support.asp.

GPS Receiver Technology Advancements

GPS technology for geodetic applications has improved dramati-
cally through two generations of new equipment since the Trim-
ble 4000 SSi receiver was introduced in 1995. Current generation
GPS receivers have several improved features such as improved
data quality, reduced power consumption, smaller size, and
increased memory that make them desirable to the GPS research
community. Eleven new generation Trimble 5700 receivers
(Figure  3-5) are already in the pool, contributed though the
UNAVCO support to the NSF Office of Polar Programs (OPP).
Thirty additional state-of-the-art receivers will be procured under
the recently approved proposal Acquisition of New GPS Equip-
ment for the UNAVCO Community Pool in Support of Current
and Emerging Solid-Earth Sciences Research Applications and
will ensure the UNAVCO Facility’s continued leadership in geo-
detic GPS technology for campaign applications. The process to
identify, test, purchase and maintain these receivers is an excel-

lent precursor activity to support PBO which requires a 100-receiver campaign pool. The older
GPS receivers in the pool will be placed into permanent installations resulting in a significant cost
savings to the EAR-IF program.

Multi-Agency Support

Table  3-2 provides an overview of the multi-agency campaign support provided to investiga-
tors funded by the core UNAVCO sponsors: NSF-EAR, NASA, and NSF-OPP. Community
projects that do not fall under a sponsor are occasionally supported when the research objectives
are of interest to the UNAVCO community, as technology development/demonstration projects
deemed strategically important to the community, or as pilot projects to pursue new programmatic
funding sources. For example, GPS support to the NSF-OPP Arctic Sciences Section is emerging
as a sponsored agreement similar to the well-established support to the U.S. Antarctic Program.

Figure 3-5. Campaign pool Trim-
ble 5700 geodetic survey system
features low (2.5W) power con-
sumption, removable compact
flashcard memory for more than a
year of continuous logging, and a
compact design that fits in a single
transport case.
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GPS campaign equipment, engineers, and technicians at UNAVCO are shared between sepa-
rately funded NSF-EAR, NASA, and NSF-OPP programs. There is considerable synergy between
these programs optimizing the use of resources and strengthening the overall quality, diversity,
and depth of GPS support. EAR funded investigators benefit from newer pool equipment contrib-
uted by OPP and technically well-rounded field engineers. NASA benefits from the availability of
complete campaign services to meet the needs of very few projects.Polar investigators benefit
from access to all the resources and expertise of UNAVCO, including year-round technical sup-
port, permanent station and network operations, and data management and archiving services.
The unique requirements of polar research projects also adds to the overall technical expertise
provided by UNAVCO, as equipment and staff are regularly deployed in the extreme Antarctic
environment. For example, the unique power requirements of polar regions are driving
UNAVCO's wind power development efforts, and UNAVCO is currently involved in telemetering
GPS coordinates from Antarctica using the ARGOS satellite system which can also be used to
deliver system status information from remote permanent GPS stations.

3.4.2 Permanent Station Support

Permanently installed, continuous GPS stations have played a growing role in solid-Earth sci-
ence studies over the past decade. Although permanent installations are more expensive than epi-
sodic campaign surveys, they provide site motions at the highest precision and are especially
suited to observing volcanic, postseismic, or other deformation transients. Geodetically deter-
mined slow slip events are only possible with continuously operated stations and daily or sub-
daily solutions. 

The Facility provides a complete range of permanent station support, network operations, and
data management. Network operations support includes complete permanent station support for
NSF and NASA sponsors focusing on proposal and budget preparation, site reconnaissance,
installation and operation of stations, and ongoing maintenance including daily monitoring of net-
work performance. Data management efforts concentrate on providing consistent station meta-
data, data quality checking, and archiving. The service provided by the Facility is scalable and can
be quickly tailored to individual PI needs. Unique services provided by the Facility include single

Table 3-2:  Summary of Multi-Agency Campaign Support FY2000-FY2003

FY2000 FY2001 FY2002 FY2003*

NSF-EAR Projects 15 20 17 7

NSF-OPP Projects 3 5 9 7

NASA Projects 1 2 1 2

Other Community Projects 5 13 5 1

Total Projects 24 40 32 17*

Total Number Receivers Provided 119 147 126 128*

*Requests received as of 1 January 2003.
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points of contact for both NSF and NASA permanent station assistance through NSF and NASA
Network Engineers (Figure  3-6).

The NSF Network Engineer oversees NSF-based permanent station support by providing
individual investigators with proposal budgets, station installation support, post-installation trou-
bleshooting, and data flow accounting reports. NSF support requires one-on-one collaboration
between the Facility and numerous NSF investigators to support heterogeneous networks world-
wide.

On the NASA side, prior to each fiscal year, the NASA GGN Program Element Manager
(PEM), in coordination with Facility pesonnel, lists all ongoing and new tasks to be accomplished
in the upcoming year. The Facility responds with a detailed Scope of Work (SOW) and budget
that is further discussed and approved by the PEM. This SOW is the template for all NASA sup-
port activities undertaken in the new year.  Once a month, the PEM and Facility personnel meet to
discuss year-to-date accomplishments and update the SOW.  Both network engineers utilize a
Facility developed permanent station database which includes station reconnaissance and installa-
tion reports, communications and data flow diagrams, and purchase tracking services for project
equipment. Network engineers provide individualized weekly network status reports which are
emailed to PIs and collaborators, and work closely with the UNAVCO data archive to actively
push data files to investigators via anonymous ftp.  Permanent station support provided by the
Facility during the last performance period is listed in Appendix A, Table A-2.

Network Installation, Operation, and Maintenance

The global distribution of permanent stations supported by UNAVCO are shown in Figure  3-
7. Support requirements for permanent GPS stations vary tremendously depending on the scale
and location of the network, the availability of power, communications, and bedrock for monu-
mentation.  The UNAVCO Facility has substantial expertise in permanent GPS stations and can
provide a range of support services, from consulting to complete installation. Permanent station
installations present technical challenges quite different from those in campaign measurements.
These include high-stability monuments, permanent antenna installations, robust power systems
that may require solar, wind or other alternative sources of power, and reliable data communica-

Figure 3-6.  Schematic diagram network of UNAVCO Facility support to both NSF and
NASA communities. In both cases, the engineer is dedicated to tailoring service for the
respective community and finding common opportunities for cost savings.
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tions. Remote communications links can be extremely complex and require solutions unique to

each station. For example, data may flow from GPS receiver, to radio modem, to repeater radio
modem, to download site phone modem, to Internet connection, to the Facility, to the archive, and
then to the investigator.  Management of the data flow is a major task, that is often divided
between individual investigators and the Facility. For example, data from station BEAT in the
BARGEN network are transferred from the station via radio modem to a master computer
(Figure  3-8).  The data are downloaded nightly by staff at the Harvard Smithsonian and for-
warded to the Facility archive for long-term access and storage.  Routine monitoring of station
operation is the most reliable way to detect problems rapidly and avoid data losses.

For Facility-supported projects, UNAVCO provides “cradle to grave” support for the installa-
tion and operation of robust stations providing low-latency, high-quality data. Permanent station
support starts with the investigator filling out an on-line project request form, part of UNAVCO’s
Project and Operations Database (www.unavco.net/support.asp).  This form provides a first order
assessment of PI needs, and allows the Facility to track the progress of a project. Once this form is
filled out, the project is assigned to one of the network engineers.  If the project involves field-
work, a field engineer is assigned as well.  If a PI requests proposal preparation help, an engineer
is assigned to consult on the design and budget of the stations. Once the project is funded, a field
engineer works closely with the PI on the detailed planning and may conduct or consult on site
reconnaissance and selection. 

A detailed design including the technical specification of the monument, power requirements,
communication flow, and support and security infrastructure are developed in consultation with
the PI. Most aspects of station design can be taken from or adopted from stations installed by the
Facility or by other networks such as SCIGN, PANGA, and BARD. In this respect, the Facility
has become a community clearinghouse of permanent station hardware and software tools devel-

Figure 3-7. UNAVCO currently plays a role in site reconnaissance, site installation, site maintenance, data
download, data flow management, and/or archiving for over 287 global permanent stations. These include sta-
tions that are part of NASA’s SENH and GGN networks (green dots), and NSF-, USGS-, and DOE-supported
networks (magenta dots).
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oped both within the Facility and at other institutions.  For example, the Facility provides SCIGN
developed radomes and antenna mounts to the community for permanent station installations and
has invested in the maintenance and upgrade of the SHARC receiver scheduling and download
program originally developed for the SCIGN network.

Once a specific station has been
designed, the components are purchased,
the systems are fabricated, and software
and hardware integration and testing are
conducted. The installation includes the
monument (e.g., short drill-braced mon-
ument, Figure  3-9, Invar rod, concrete
pillar), power source (e.g., AC with bat-
tery backup, solar power, wind power),
communication hardware (e.g., tele-
phone modem, radio modem, satellite
telemetry), receiver and data communi-
cations equipment, and support infra-
structure (e.g., communication antenna
mount, concrete pad, fence). Many
investigators contract monument instal-
lation according to UNAVCO or SCIGN
specifications .

The station installation is the responsibility of the
field engineer, who often serves as local systems
administrator  to integrate the data download computer
with a new or pre-existing local area network. During
an initial monitoring period, a network engineer at the
Facility collaborates with the PI and field engineer to
ensure that the data flow is stable and are of data high
quality. The station is then declared operational and
daily data flow and monitoring begins.  The network
engineer works closely with the archive to ensure that
data continue to flow.  In 2002, the Facility started to
produce daily position estimates using the GAMIT
software package to look for any systematic instability
in new stations. UNAVCO is providing this service on
a trial basis in hopes that it improves the quality of
installations.

 

Figure 3-8. Example data flow
diagram for station BEAT in the
BARGEN network.

Figure 3-9. Example of a SCIGN devel-
oped short drill-braced monument
installed by UNAVCO as part of the NSF-
funded Nisqually Earthquake response.
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NASA Permanent Station Support

  The service and support pro-
vided by the Facility are identical for
both NASA and NSF with the
exception that UNAVCO responds
directly to the needs of the NASA
Program Element Manager (PEM) at
the NASA Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory.  The NASA Network Engineer
monitors and maintains a subset of
NASA's GPS Global Network
(GGN), a subset that comprises a
significant component of the Inter-
national GPS Service (IGS), provid-
ing fiducial stations, orbits, and
clock estimates for GPS users
worldwide. UNAVCO also provides
backup downloading capability for
NASA, and assists with the operation of the IGS Central Bureau, including participation on pro-
gram committees. This NASA-funded work benefits NSF investigators in multiple ways. First,
reliable operation of the IGS network is critical for all present GPS investigations because of the
need for precise orbits and clocks, the need for a well-defined and stable reference frame, and the
necessity of incorporating data from regional permanent stations in campaign solutions. Second,
NASA-funded activity allows the Facility to maintain a larger pool of skilled field engineers and
support staff, which enhances the Facility's ability to meet the wide range of support required by
NSF investigators. NSF-funded permanent stations often contribute to the global GPS infrastruc-
ture. Third, the steady operational requirements allow for more efficient utilization of staff.  In a
number of cases, substantial costs savings have resulted due to combining field visits for both
NASA and NSF investigators.  Finally, UNAVCO's data management scheme for handling NSF
and NASA permanent station data is based on software originally developed at NASA/JPL. 

Other Collaborations and Efforts

Permanent stations are often installed in collaboration with other institutions. UNAVCO col-
laborates with IRIS to collocate GPS receivers with the Global Seismic Network (GSN). The
Facility supported the installation of three NASA-provided receivers at GSN sites in Siberia by
preparing and shipping the receivers, and consulting on hardware, installation techniques, and
download software. UNAVCO staff work with IRIS on satellite communications to retrieve data
from remote locations including Brazil, Gabon, Galapagos Islands, and Uganda (Figure  3-10).
These stations have seismic, GPS, and meteorological instruments, as well as improved frequency
standards, benefiting several major Earth science investigations. In particular, the Gabon and
Uganda sites, together with one in the Ivory Coast help address the dearth of permanent stations in
Africa.  UNAVCO collaborated with the SCIGN network and installed a VSAT system on Guada-
lupe Island, 200 km off the coast of Mexico.  Guadalupe is unique in that it is one of the few sta-
ble islands firmly rooted on the Pacific plate allowing resolution of the far field North America -
Pacific plate motion (Figure  3-11).

 

Figure 3-10. Installation of the monument for the GGN site at
Mbarra, Uganda. Photo on the left shows the excavated base of the
monument. Photo on the right shows installation crew driving the
rebar cage to refusal.
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3.4.3 Data Management and Archiving 

A major role played by UNAVCO is the maintenance of a secure long-term archive of GPS
data and ancillary information (metadata).  These data are critical for high-precision processing
needed to obtain vectors and time series of positions. The Archive holds data from 167 investiga-
tors at 102 institutions worldwide. Figure  3-12 shows the 6400+ monuments for which the
Archive currently holds data.  These data form the basis of an investment by the community that
will allow for future reprocessing, taking into account new and better methods of processing, and
data sets yet to be collected.  The UNAVCO Facility has primary responsibility for downloading,
archiving, and near real-time distribution of data from regional NASA- and NSF-supported per-
manent station networks, and the UNAVCO Archive has a unique responsibility as the sole
archive for over 400 campaigns. 

The Archive provides secure and accurate storage of data and metadata, simple-to-use mecha-
nisms for data discovery, and a range of methods for retrieving data and metadata. Project initia-

Figure 3-11. (Left) The station GUAX installed on Guadalupe Island by UNAVCO and SCIGN personnel.
Receiver and battery enclosures are on the left, VSAT telemetry is in the middle and the GPS monument
and antenna is on the right. (Right) Plot of north, east, and up components of the daily station solution. 

Figure 3-12. UNAVCO holds data for over 6400 sites world wide including 229 permanent stations and
420 campaigns, with data from 1986 to the present. Red sites are episodic (campaign-style) data; green
sites are permanent stations with UNAVCO participation; and blue sites are IGS permanent stations.
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tion has been simplified through a Web interface for investigators to submit project requests.
Procedures for data handling, communications with investigators, the archiving process itself, and
data retrieval have all been streamlined. The Archive remains flexible in handling the widest pos-
sible range of data management strategies to best accommodate the community’s needs. 

The UNAVCO Archive partners with the Scripps Orbit and Permanent Array Center (SOPAC)
in several ways. First, the SOPAC archive maintains mirror copies of UNAVCO's permanent sta-
tion data collection, and also provides access to data from many more sites worldwide that are not
under UNAVCO's data management responsibilities.  Second, SOPAC has produced a user-
friendly front end. Third, SOPAC-developed software is the foundation of the GPS Seamless
Archive Centers (GSAC). 

Overview of Archive Data Holdings

The Archive holds data from 422 campaigns and 282 permanent stations, 229 of which are
currently active. Table  3-3 shows a summary of the statistics for archive data holdings growth
over the past three years (FY2000 - FY2002), plus the beginning of FY2003, subdivided by the
data type (campaign or permanent station). Appendices B-1 and B-2 provide more detailed sum-
mary of permanent stations and campaigns archived. Figure  3-13 shows archive trends over the
past eleven years. Exponential annual growth continues in total archived permanent station data.
Although campaign archiving trends from year to year are not completely predictable, the
archiving of older campaigns remains a steady activity, along with the archiving of recent cam-
paigns. The total volume of GPS data in the UNAVCO Archive is  440 Gb.  The on-line ftp  area
holds 350 Gb of  GPS data in RINEX format.

Table 3-3: Boulder Archive Statistics FY2000 to FY2003

Permanent Stations Campaigns 

# Archived # Files GBytes # Archived # Files GBytes

FY2000 164 49,276 85.2 58 12,562 11.5
FY2001 177 53,508 97.3 39 9,679 12.7
FY2002 217 63,765 111.3 93 11,427
FY2003 (2.5 mo) 229 17,390 25.2 20 2,175 3.5
Total (includes pre FY2000) 282 w/data 220,661 367.9 422 68,997 73.6

Figure 3-13. UNAVCO data volume archived each fiscal year (Left) and by cumulative data volume (Right).
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Permanent Station Data Management and Archiving

Data management for permanent stations includes downloading site data at the remote site,
delivering the data to the archive, quality checking data integrity, and providing the data to the
end users.   Automated data handling ensures that files are archived within a few minutes of
arrival. All data are converted to RINEX at the time of archiving and made available in the anon-
ymous ftp pickup area. Figure  3-14 shows a generalized flow diagram for the automated perma-
nent station data management operations. Dataflow is managed using an extensive set of
hardware and software tools that facilitate the heterogeneous data formats and transfer styles
required by UNAVCO's community of investigators (Table  3-4). A high degree of coordination
between Archive personnel and the UNAVCO engineers responsible for installing and maintain-
ing NSF and NASA permanent stations allows for optimal throughput of data to the community.

Table 3-4: Permanent Station Data Handling Methods.

Data Flow Method Network (number of stations)
Local Data Manager-
Internet Data Distribu-
tion (LDM-IDD)

DiVE (1) 
DiVE L1 (1) 
Galapagos (2) 
Galapagos L1 (4) 

Antarctica (8)                            Suominet-C (3)
Mediterranean (1)                     Suominet-G (27)
Popocatapetl (2)                       Wasatch (5)
Popocatapetl L1 (4)                  Yellowstone (3)

secure copy (scp) GGN-UNAVCO (1) 
GGN-Backup (3)

Yellowstone Caldera (4)            Cotopaxi L1 (2)
Yellowstone Hotspot (1)            Mediterranean (2)

ftp pull Alaska (1) 
Costa Rica (1) 
DiVE (1) 
DiVE L1 (2) 
DSN/Other (6)
GGN-UNAVCO (1) 

GGN-Backup (50)                    SCIGN/USGS (1)
Hawaii (18)                               Taal L1 (11)
Hawaii L1 (13)                          UNAVCO (1)
Hayward Fault L1 (4)                Yellowstone Caldera (1)
Philippines (3)                            Yellowstone Hotspot (4)
Mediterranean (3)

Figure 3-14. Overview of permanent station data management and archiving at the Facility.
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Campaign data management and archiving

Campaign data management and archiving requires significant interaction between Archive
personnel and investigators. Since the implementation of the UNAVCO Project Database, with
the Web-based Project Support Request mechanism, the process of initiating campaign archiving
has become simpler. To support 100 percent digitally archived campaigns, the scanning of log
sheets, site descriptions, and any other information submitted by the investigators has become a
regular part of the archiving process. Figure  3-15 shows a generalized flow diagram for cam-
paign archiving operations. Beginning in FY2002, a number of projects have been packaged as
Web-exported campaigns. Exported campaigns allow for access to metadata via the Web with
links to data available via anonymous ftp.  Principal Investigators for these publicly-accessible
campaigns are asked to provide release notes, links to Web project reports, and any references that
should be cited by users of the data. The references and release notes are incorporated into the
comment lines of the RINEX files. The goal is to continue to make available, via the web, data
and metadata from all campaigns that are publicly-accessible under the UNAVCO data policy.

ftp push Alaska (5) 
BARGEN (50)
Central Asia (8) 
GGN-UNAVCO (2) 
Greenland (1) 

Guerrero Coast (1)                    Jalisco (1)
GULFNET (5)                          Mediterranean (4)
Indonesia (1)                             Mt. Washington (1)
Las Vegas (1)                            SAGE New Zealand (11)

email Mediterranean (1)
manual Arenal (2) 

Ethiopia (2) 
Nepal

Data Flow Method Network (number of stations)

Figure 3-15. Overview of campaign data management and archiving at the Boulder
Facility.
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Data management software development

UNAVCO continues to develop and
support the TEQC (GPS and GLO-
NASS Translation, Editing and Quality
Checking) software package. TEQC
remains the foundation of data input
and output for the Boulder Facility
Archive and is extensively used by the
GPS community. In early 2002, TEQC
entered its fifth year of availability. A
major release of TEQC occurred in
March, 2002. TEQC is now used
nationally at the SOPAC, SCIGN,
BARGEN, BARD, and PANGA data
centers, for new networks like Suomi-
Net, and internationally for major net-
works like NASA’s GGN and at many
sites for the IGS global network.
Table 3-5 shows the set of receiver for-
mats currently read by TEQC. A related
effort to develop a binary exchange for-
mat is described in section 3.4.4 below.

Data Management Infrastructure Activities

Data management and archiving activities
are heavily-dependent on computer-hardware
and internet connectivity. Outages of critical
computers due to hardware failure or exploita-
tion of security holes can cripple archive opera-
tions. To prevent such outages, the UNAVCO
Archive has adopted a strategy of having func-
tionally distinct operations running on separate
CPUs (or sets of CPUs), and providing hardware
backup systems in order to maintain workflow
even in instances of machine failure. Figure  3-
16 shows this infrastructure strategy. The Oracle
database, on which nearly all archiving activity
depends, has a dedicated system. The heavily
used permanent station data dropoff via ftp func-
tion has a dedicated machine, and so forth. Sepa-
rating functionality further aids in
implementation of security measures such as
keeping certain machines exposed and others
securely behind a firewall. Most of the features of the infrastructure depicted in Figure  3-16 are

Table 3-5: Formats Handled by TEQC
Receiver 

Manufacturer Format

Ashtech B/E/S downloads, RS-232, real-time
stream, R-file, U-file, BINEX (µZ)

AOA ConanBinary, TurboBinary

Canadian Marconi binary

Leica DS, LB2, MDB

Texas Instruments 4100-GESAR, 4100-ROM,
4100-BEPP/CORE

Rockwell Zodiac binary

Topcon TPS (under development)

Trimble dat/eph/ion/mes download,
RT-17 real-time stream, BINEX

(receiver-indepen-
dent)

RINEX OBS/NAV/MET, ARGO

Figure 3-16. Hardware infrastructure support for
data management and archiving.
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in place, with the remainder scheduled for the current fiscal year. The combination of RAID disk
array technology and DLT backup provide for secure long-term storage of data and metadata.

GPS Seamless Archive Centers Status

The GPS Seamless Archive Centers are a collection of GPS data archives that agree to
exchange information about data holdings in order that users need not contact each archive sepa-
rately to locate data. The seamless archive allows the user to view the holdings of all the partici-
pating data centers (“GSAC Wholesalers”) through a single point of access (“GSAC Retailer”).
The GSAC is now a working system for GPS data discovery and download. An overview and his-
tory of development of the GSAC can be found at  http://www.unavco.ucar.edu/data_support/
data/gsac/gsac.html. Figure  3-17 (Left) shows the GSAC organization and current holdings. A set
of software tools for achieving the wholesale and retail functions of the GSAC and two GSAC
search and retrieval clients have been developed by SOPAC. At the Fall 2002 AGU, the GSAC
web-client (GSAC Wizard) was demonstrated (Figure  3-17, Right).

UNAVCO Boulder has been producing Wholesaler information for the GSAC since 1999.
This operation occurs automatically in conjunction with data injection into the archive. During
FY2002, a system was purchased and dedicated to the GSAC Retailer database and Retailer web
service. GSAC Wholesaling and Retailing and beta-testing of GSAC software are an ongoing,
core activity of UNAVCO Boulder.

Though additional functionality is envisioned to build on the capabilities of the GSAC, the
existing framework and tools achieve the primary goal of “one-stop shopping” for users seeking
GPS data using command line or Web interfaces. Enhancements to the GSAC will be the subject
of a separate future proposal from Scripps and MIT.

GSAC Holdings:
•1.24 terabytes of GPS data accessible via GSAC
•3.2 M-record PostgreSQL Retailer database
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Figure 3-17. (Left) The GPS Seamless Archive Centers (GSAC) provide users access to an extensive, distrib-
uted source of GPS data. (Right) The retailer Web client with GSAC query and response was unveiled at the
2002 Fall AGU Meeting [Bock et al., 2002]. (gsac.ucsd.edu/cgi-bin/GSACWizard.cgi)
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3.4.4 GPS Technology Support and Future Developments

The Facility strives to improve GPS installation designs, survey process, and data manage-
ment techniques, and to reduce the cost and difficulty of conducting GPS research. One of the cru-
cial roles performed by the UNAVCO Facility is the identification and testing of new
technologies, troubleshooting and problem solving technical issues for UNAVCO investigators,
and highlighting and disseminating technological discoveries by the Facility and by members of
the UNAVCO community. Progress is made collaboratively by the Facility and the UNAVCO
community, as the scientific and logistical requirements of each project pushes GPS technology
forward. 

As highlighted in the Facility contributions to science “yellow boxes” and the sections above,
the Facility strives to help the investigators meet continual challenges in acquiring data and ensur-
ing the highest possible accuracies are achieved, while simultaneously minimizing the cost.
Whether the investigator’s question is “What happens to my accuracy if I place (or remove) a
radome over my antenna?” or “How can we get continuous data from a network on an island in
the middle of the Pacific Ocean?”, the answer typically requires careful review, or in some cases
new testing. The Facility maintains information on technical solutions at its Web site that is based
on contributions from the GPS research community and manufacturers or, when necessary, from
in-house testing and development (Table  3-6). UNAVCO’s testing resources are also available to
support investigators engaged in GPS technology development. In the following section, we
briefly discuss ongoing developments with respect to GPS receivers and antennas, power sys-
tems, monumentation, data communications and management, and software and datas.

Table 3-6: Testing Activities FY2000-FY2002.

Task Description
(www.unavco.ucar.edu/science.tech/dev_test/dev_test.html)

AMCS A project designed to develop an in-situ multipath calibration system

Antenna Rotation Determine the effect of antenna rotation on carrier phase observations

Receiver Mixing Analyze the effect of receiver replacement at a GPS site

SuomiNet Receiver Test 4 new GPS receivers in response to SuomiNet initiative

SCIGN Radome Test effects of installing SCIGN radome

Ashtech Receiver Test Ashtech MicroZ / Z-XII with Geodetic IV / Choke Ring Antenna testing

Choke Ring Test if Ashtech Choke Ring was compatible with Trimble GPS receivers

Receiver power Analyze the power requirements from new generation receivers

Wind Power Test viability of wind power for remote GPS stations

VSAT Test feasibility of using VSAT for remote GPS stations

Wireless Ethernet Test short and medium distance 802.11b wireless Internet communications 

Internet GPS receiver Preliminary test of direct Ethernet connectivity to GPS receiver

Serial to Ethernet Test serial-to-Ethernet devices for power use, performance, and security 

Globalstar Satellite Data Modem Test viability of modem for use in downloading permanent station data
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GPS Receivers and Antennas - The Facility continues to negotiate discount receiver and
antenna prices on behalf of the UNAVCO community. During the last performance period, the
Facility purchased over 200 receivers and antenna systems at a 40-60% price discount. The Facil-
ity lobbies manufacturers on behalf of the community to improve functionality, for example to
provide GPS receivers with Internet connectivity and lower power consumption. In addition,
alternatives to the IGS standard choke ring antenna are being considered to reduce antenna costs
that are currently 40% of the total system cost. Before these new systems can be deployed, how-
ever, the Facility evaluates system performance, quality, and reliability as well as data retrieval
methods and effects on precision and accuracy. As the research community pushes GPS require-
ments to ever higher precison, these types of tests are essential for making equipment decisions.
On a more distant horizon, the introduction of additional civil GPS frequencies will impact pre-
cise geodetic research, and UNAVCO will help to extend this exciting GPS upgrade to the com-
munity.

Data Communications Hardware - Robust low-power and low-maintenance data communi-
cation from a remote site to an archive and processing facility is a critical requirement for perma-
nent stations. Data transmission alternatives being tested and deployed by UNAVCO have
increased in the last decade and include direct Internet connectivity, radio modem, cellular phone
modem, satellite based Internet and other VSAT systems [e.g. Jackson et al., 2002], and short and
long range microwave networking.

 Monumentation - The deep drilled-braced monu-
ment [Wyatt, 2001], widely used in the SCIGN and
BARGN networks, have been shown to yield sub-mm
level RMS scatter at bedrock sites and mm-level at
non-bedrock sites. The high accuracy of this monu-
ment is recognized, but the cost of installation is high
(up to $10,000 each) and requires heavy machinery.
UNAVCO is working with the community to explore
lower-cost and easier to install options such as the
SCIGN developed short-drilled braced monument and
the NGS concrete pillar monument (Figure  3-18).

Extended campaign style surveys or “semi-perma-
nent” sites can also be improved by installing
improved monuments. A rapidly installed, fixed
height monument is being designed for semi-perma-
nent survey applications. The Facility will work with the community to support and provide off-
the-shelf GPS monumentation and simple fixed-height antenna mounts for project support.

Power Systems - One of the most difficult problems for permanent and semi-permanent cam-
paign installations is powering the GPS (2-9 Watts) and communications (up to 25 Watts) equip-
ment for extended periods of time in high latitudes where solar power is insufficient. In addition
to testing new lower power receivers, the Facility is investigating alternative power systems, such
as wind power (Figure  3-19).

 

Figure 3-18. Two pillar-type GPS monuments
installed in Pueblo, Colorado, by UNAVCO
and the U.S. Coast Guard.
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 Software - The Facility is building upon its experience with GPS
streaming software development (e.g. JStream developed for SuomiNet
and the single-frequency GPS system) and its NASA GGN RTNT sup-
port and will participate in a new IGS Real-Time Working Group effort
to develop a international standard real-time data management system.
The Facility is continuing to test and implement new manufacturer and
third-party software solutions for automated permanent station receiver
data retrieval and at hundreds of existing stations. UNAVCO has also
implemented LDM-IDD, developed by the atmospheric research com-
munity for handling large numbers and volumes of files. UNAVCO will
work with SOPAC to set up an LDM-IDD system to replace ftp and
more securely and efficiently mirror data between the two archives.
LDM-IDD is being proposed for handling the PBO data transfer
between data providers, archives and processing centers.

Data Formats - Facility software development is focused on improvements and upgrades to
the UNAVCO developed TEQC program and BINEX (Binary Independent Exchange format).
BINEX is an effort to promote a standard, robust, binary GPS data format. This is the first
instance in which the high precision geodetic community has been able to specify, control, and
implement a compact record type coming directly from a GPS receiver. This facilitates data
streaming, simplifies data handling, and allows integration of GPS data with other systems such
as seismic dataloggers. Currently adopted by two GPS manufacturers and deployed at all Suomi-
Net sites and the new Mt. Erebus GPS/Seismic sites, BINEX is also being proposed as a require-
ment for EarthScope/PBO GPS receivers (see: www.unavco.ucar.edu/data_support/software/
binex/binex.html).

Information Technology - UNAVCO plans to enhance its science product archive support
activity by implementing it into a relational database. UNAVCO will also explore new data
retrieval mechanisms such as IRIS’s “Data Handling Interface” model used for seismological
data. Under the cooperative agreement with IRIS, UNAVCO can build on IRIS’s experience to
facilitate entry of the GPS community into this new arena of simplified yet comprehensive utiliza-
tion of available data, data products, and analysis and visualization tools. This effort will comple-
ment and contribute to new Information Technology Research efforts, such as the GEON
(www.geon.org) being developed by the Earth science community, and help to facilitate extending
scientific results to E&O applications.

3.4.5 Summary of Proposed Facility Activities

The previous section summarized the capabilities and activities of the UNAVCO Facility in
supporting precise GPS-based research and technology. Projects and activities are also summa-
rized in Tables 3-1 and 3-2 and in the associated Appendices. Future resources requested for
Facility activities are approximately level, reflecting a combination of modest increases in Facil-
ity activities and increased efficiency. The Facility will continue to provide high quality support to
GPS field campaigns, and regional and global GPS networks, as well as archiving and data man-
agement services. There will also be a sustained effort to increase data collection efficiency at
lower cost, while improving data precision. Several highlights of new or accelerated areas of
emphasis are discussed below.

Figure 3-19. Wind genera-
tor tests in Colorado.
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Campaign Project Support. The Facility will continue to support the broad Earth-sciences com-
munity with state-of-the-art campaign GPS equipment, engineering, and technical support, both
in the field and from the Facility via direct communications and web resources. To be successful
requires an on-going effort to remain abreast of GPS survey product improvements in the com-
mercial sector and new GPS applications pursued by the research community. Both the Facility
and community participate in GPS technology development activities to further improve field sur-
vey hardware and field methodologies. The Facility will continue to serve as a clearinghouse for
testing and evaluating GPS technologies for research applications as featured on the UNAVCO
Facility campaign web-page (www.unavco.ucar.edu/project_support/campaign/campaign.html).

Permanent Station Support. Permanent station installations supported by the Facility continue
to increase on an annual basis. To keep ahead of the demand and reduce cost of operations, the
Facility must work with the community to reduce station power consumption and explore alterna-
tive sources of power, provide better and cheaper monument options, investigate new antenna
designs, and provide new, high-bandwidth data communications alternatives. As noted in the sci-
ence section on Active Magmatic Systems, the research community is also exploring ways to inte-
grate other geophysical instruments, such as seismometers, tiltmeters, gas and other sensors with
permanent GPS stations to reduce overall costs of operations and increase the scientific return on
multi-agency/sponsor investment in fixed infrastructure. The goal is to share communications,
power and other station capability and costs, and to generate essential interdisciplinary data
needed to better understand magmatic and other Earth processes.

Data Management and Archiving. The Facility will continue its core activities of data manage-
ment and archiving for permanent station network data for projects supported by the NSF and
NASA; the archiving of campaign data for the broader community including making publicly-
released campaign data and metadata available to anonymous users via the internet; and a major
role in the operational implementation of the GPS Seamless Archive. The Facility will continue
identifying, testing and implementing state-of-the-art data communications and transmission
technologies to foster the widest possible distribution of GPS data and products. Finally, plans are
under development to meet expected increases in data volumes as the number of permanent sta-
tions continues to increase. The automated data handling software jointly developed by the Facil-
ity and NASA/JPL to accommodate the heterogeneous data formats and transfer styles required
by the UNAVCO community of investigators will be overhauled to increase efficiency and to
allow transparent distributed processing for scalability. The Facility will also implement a data-
base-to-database communication link for moving archive-related metadata from a field engineer-
ing database to the Archive database when relevant metadata are updated, a critical capability for
station configuration management.
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3.5 Education and Outreach (E&O)

Education and Outreach activities are a vital part of the scientific research endeavor. They
provide a mechanism for disseminating research results beyond the confines of the small research
community; they provide an opportunity to enhance the visibility, and in turn, support for the sci-
entific research among the public; they provide a resource for educating Americans about the
value of scientific research in general, and geophysical research in particular; they provide a focal
point for interest and involvement in scientific activities by the next generation of geophysics stu-
dents, and thus are essential for maintaining the human infrastructure on which our science
depends.

UNAVCO Facility outreach activities have made Earth science accessible to a broader community
through:

• Field-based education activities including student training and participation in GLOBE

• Web-based education activities including mapping tools and educational tools

• Community activities including preparation for EarthScope E&O [Hamburger, et al., 2001; 
Meertens, et al., 2002; and Hall-Wallace, et al., 2002]

• Outreach in conjunction with field projects.

Each of the initiatives is briefly discussed below. A more detailed report on UNAVCO E&O
activities can be found at: www.unavco.org.

3.5.1 Current Education and Outreach Activities

GLOBE

UNAVCO helped to formulate and develop the GPS component of the GLOBE project (Glo-
bal Learning and Observations to Benefit the Environment) to support the three key GLOBE
experiment areas: (1) atmosphere and climate; (2) hydrology and water chemistry; and (3) and
biology and geology. UNAVCO provided a student-friendly GPS data collection system to enable
students to locate their “30 meter pixel” field study area based on the resolution of a Landsat
remote sensing image. UNAVCO helped develop the GPS experiment procedures and associated
materials and provided a pool of handheld GPS receivers that were used at teacher training work-
shops. Twenty thousand teachers have been trained under the GLOBE program and over a million
primary and secondary students have taken part in the program. The majority of the students
learned about or used GPS during their GLOBE activities. UNAVCO also developed an on-line
tool to explain and calculate the geoid gravity value from a global model in order to enable stu-
dents to correct their GPS elevations to the more commonly used, but gravity dependent, sea-level
elevation. This tool is still supported by UNAVCO.

Student Training in High-Precision GPS Surveying Techniques

Undergraduate and graduate students participate in the majority of GPS field campaign mea-
surements and subsequent processing and analysis. UNAVCO, through direct engineer-led train-
ing and web resources, provides necessary training for experiments ranging from millimeter-level
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tectonic and volcanic deformation investigations to decimeter-level mapping of uplifted marine
terraces and fault traces. Students are trained at the UNAVCO Facility, at their host institutions, or
in the field. UNAVCO has also taught GPS/GIS (Geographical Information Systems) classes at
the Geological Society of America meetings and supported the GSA's Earth and Space Science
Technological Education Project (ESSTEP) that provided educators (Grades 8 - 16) with training
and support for optimal classroom use of computer and information-based technologies in earth,
space, and environmental sciences.

Internet Mapping Tools

We have developed a set of interactive web-based map utilities that make geophysical results
accessible to a large number and variety of users. These tools provide access to pre-determined
map regions via an HTML/JavaScript interface and to user-selectable areas using a Java interface
to the Generic Mapping Tools (GMT) engine. The software design is flexible, allowing for con-
struction of special editions for different target audiences. Current editions include the "Jules
Verne Voyager" (JVV), the International Lithosphere Project's "Global Strain Rate Map", and
more user-friendly "Voyager Junior" editions. A portal to these map tools can be found at: http://
jules.unavco.ucar.edu. Many of the maps found in this proposal were generated using JVV. Pre-
sentations on this system and the following education Web resources have been made by Ham-
burger, et al. [2002] and Meertens, et al. [2002].

Facility Contribution to E&O in the Field

Barrow, Alaska Schoolyard Program

In conjunction with installation of GPS surveying system in Barrow, Alaska (the north-
ernmost town in the U.S.), UNAVCO staff participated in the Barrow Schoolyard pro-
gram - an NSF funded educational outreach activity to connect grade school students
with scientific visitors to Barrow. The UNAVCO seminar included a talk and demonstra-
tion of how GPS positioning works, a slideshow of GPS research from pole to pole, and
a hands-on GPS "easter egg hunt" using both handheld navigation receivers and an
RTK system.
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Education Web Resources

Web-based educational materials accom-
pany the map tools. UNAVCO's "Exploring
Our Dynamic Planet" is a front end to a set
of tools that enable scientists, educators and
students to better understand the relation-
ships between geophysical and geological
processes, structures and measurements
with high-precision GPS data. In addition to
providing a link to our on-line mapping
tools, Exploring Our Dynamic Planet
includes curriculum and background materi-
als. Currently, it contains a plate tectonic
module, and will be expanded with contri-
butions from UNAVCO community
researchers. For EarthScope, the map tool
itself will be used to provide a entry to additional resources and information including "Did You
Know" pages that focus on the primary study areas of the EarthScope project.

EarthScope

UNAVCO played a key role in developing an integrated Education and Outreach program for
the EarthScope initiative. UNAVCO took a lead role in organizing the first national workshop on
EarthScope Education and Outreach. The workshop, hosted by UNAVCO, was held at the NCAR
Conference Center in Boulder, January, 2002. This meeting was attended by some 60 representa-
tives of the academic research community, science educators, government agencies, professional
societies, and public school teachers. An outgrowth of the conference was the development of a
comprehensive E&O plan that is guiding EarthScope E&O plans.

Visiting Scientist

In 2001, UNAVCO supported a visiting scientist/educator (Michael Hamburger) to participate
in community EarthScope efforts to determine how facilities such as UNAVCO can better support
and contribute to broader E&O goals of the Earth science community. The research leave
included a range of collaborative research activities, as well as expansion of Education and Out-
reach activities for UNAVCO.

3.5.2 UNAVCO E&O Plans 

The formation of UNAVCO, Inc., in 2002, by the Earth science research community and the
prospect of EarthScope, are providing exciting new opportunities for an expanded UNAVCO Inc.
E&O program. UNAVCO plans to evolve its E&O efforts by building on its foundation of web-
based mapping, web-based educational resources, and field-based training. The proposed
UNAVCO, Inc. involvement in the Plate Boundary Observatory component of EarthScope and
connection with the EarthScope E&O will provide new community interactions, direction and
resources. 
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UNAVCO E&O Coordinator

UNAVCO is proposing to add an Education and Outreach Coordinator position. This position
will be located at the UNAVCO, Inc. headquarters and supported jointly by all UNAVCO activi-
ties. This new position will include responsibility for developing new education and outreach
materials. The position will also coordinate E&O efforts between the UNAVCO Facility, the asso-
ciated research community, and the EarthScope E&O.

Field-based activities

The success of UNAVCO's GPS support for GLOBE has led to the formulation of a new field-
based GPS concept that will allow students to move from meter-level coordinates of GLOBE to
millimeter-level surveys of the type made by the scientific community that we support. A related
concept is the development of a "Virtual Guide" that offers unique and exciting possibilities for
navigating and accessing information while in the field. GIS activities will be supported using
UNAVCO's recently developed web-based ARCIMS GIS map server.

UNAVCO Visiting Scientist

Based on the success of the sabbatical visit to UNAVCO by Michael Hamburger, UNAVCO
proposes to start a UNAVCO Visiting Scientist Program in cooperation with the University of
Colorado, Boulder. Under this annual program, UNAVCO will support a member of the
UNAVCO community to spend a summer or a semester visiting UNAVCO and the University of
Colorado.

UNAVCO Student Internship

UNAVCO is proposing to sponsor a new undergraduate student internship. The internship will
provide opportunities for a student or students to participate in the full range of Facility activities.
Selected interns from the UNAVCO community will be chosen for their strong interest in GPS or
related research.
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Appendix A: Project Support by the UNAVCO Facility
Table A-1: Project Support FY2000 - FY2003 .

Project Name Project PI

Qty. receivers 
(or other 

equipment) 
provided

Field 
Engineer(s) Funding Source

FY2000 Projects Supported:
Alaska Uplift 2000 J. Freymueller 10 NSF-EAR
Aleutians 2000 J. Oldow 3 NSF-EAR
Bulgaria 2000 C. Burchfiel 4 1, training NSF-EAR
Canyonlands 2000 S. Owen Solar panels NSF-EAR
Costa Rica 2000 T. Dixon, S. Schwartz 6 NSF-EAR
Dixie Valley 1999 Chapman 2 NSF-EAR
Dixie Valley 2000 Chapman 2 NSF-EAR
E. Med./Caucasus 2000 R. Reilinger 4 NSF-EAR
E. Med./Syria 2000 R. Reilinger 3 NSF-EAR
Irian Jaya 2001 R. McCaffrey 7 NSF-EAR
Jamaica 2000 C. DeMets 1 NSF-EAR
New Zealand 2000 B. Hager, P. Molnar 3 NSF-EAR
Oregon 2000 R. McCaffrey 4 NSF-EAR
Wasatch 1999 B. Smith, C. Meertens 0 1, training NSF-EAR
Yellowstone/Snake River 
2000

B. Smith, C. Meertens 10 4, campaign NSF-EAR

Antarctica 1999/2000 UNAVCO 23 2, field support NSF-OPP
Antarctica 2000/2001 UNAVCO 24 2, field support NSF-OPP
Bench Glacier 2000 R. Anderson 2 1, training NSF-OPP
Bolivia 2000 C. Rigsby 3 1, training NSF-OCE
Plum Island 2000 C. Hopkinson 2 1, training NSF-OCE
Texas Coast 2000 R. Gutierrez 1 NASA
Hungary 2000 J. Weber 2 PRF
Mt. Washington 2000 J. Davis, Elosegui Met pack, radio 

modems
Smithsonian

Wabash Valley 2000 M. Hamburger 3 USGS
FY2001 Projects Supported:
Alaska Uplift 2001 J. Freymueller 5 NSF-EAR
Bulgaria 2001 C. Burchfiel 4 NSF-EAR
Canape 2001 G. Mattioli 3 NSF-EAR
Central Asia 2001 B. Hager 2 NSF-EAR
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Gulf of Mexico 2001 G. Sella Ancillary equip-
ment

NSF-EAR

Hawaii 2001 P. Segall 4 NSF-EAR
Henry Mountains 2001 W. Unger Solar panels NSF-EAR
Iceberg Lake 2001 R. Anderson 2 1, training NSF-EAR
India 2001 R. Bilham Antennas NSF-EAR
Jalisco Block 2001 C. DeMets Solar panels NSF-EAR
Jamaica 2001 C. DeMets 1 NSF-EAR
Kenai 2001 J. Freymueller 3 NSF-EAR
Mammoth 2001 T. Dixon 6 NSF-EAR
Mississippi Delta 2001 T. Tornqvist 4 1, field support NSF-EAR
Morocco 2001 R. Reilinger 2 NSF-EAR
New Zealand 2001 B. Hager, P. Molnar 3 NSF-EAR
Oaxaca 2001 C. DeMets 1 NSF-EAR
Eastern Med - Syria 2000 R. Reilinger 3 NSF-EAR
Eastern Med - Syria 2001 R. Reilinger 4 NSF-EAR
Yellowstone/Snake River 
2001

R. Smith, C. Meertens Training 1, training NSF-EAR

Antarctica 2000 UNAVCO 24 2, field support NSF-OPP
Antarctica 2001 UNAVCO 27 2, field support NSF-OPP
Barrow 2001 F. Nelson 2 1, training NSF-OPP
Barrow Erosion 2001 A. Lynch 3 1, field support NSF-OPP
Iceland 2001 T. Dixon 4 NSF-OPP
El Salvador 2001 T. Dixon 3 NSF-OCE
Nicaragua 2001 T. Dixon 3 NSF-OCE
Plum Island 2001 C. Hopkinson 2 NSF-OCE
Mayon 2001 M. Hamburger Antennas 1, training NSF-ATM
Yucatan 2001 B. Dahlen 2 1, field support NSF-BCS
Snapp 2001 T. Dixon 10 NASA
Bolivia Lakes 2001 B. Bills 2 NASA-SENH
Alaska Volcano Observa-
tory 2001

J. Freymueller Tripods USGS

Cascadia 2001 R. McCaffrey 4 USGS
GST Low Elevation 2001 C. Rocken 2 ONR

Table A-1: Project Support FY2000 - FY2003 (Continued).

Project Name Project PI

Qty. receivers 
(or other 

equipment) 
provided

Field 
Engineer(s) Funding Source
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Mine Deformation 2001 Swanson 2 1, field support Other
Arapaho Glacier 2001 T. Pfeffer 3 1, field support PI internal
CU-Blume 2001 F. Blume Antennas PI internal
Denver Basin 2001 S. Gutman 4 PI internal
Platteville 2001 R. King 3 1, field support None
FY2002 Projects Supported:
American Samoa 2002 S. Hart 3

Aquifer Deformation 2002 G. Blewitt Project delayed

Basin/Range 2002 B. Wernicke 15 1, field support NSF-EAR
Canyonlands 2002 J. Crider Solar panels NSF-EAR
Caribbean 2002 C. DeMets Drill NSF-EAR
Eastern Med 2002 R. Reilinger 3 NSF-EAR
Galapagos 2002 D. Johnson 2 NSF-EAR
Iceberg Lake 2002 R. Anderson 2 1, training NSF-EAR
Irian Jaya 2002 R. McCaffrey 3 NSF-EAR
Kenai 2002 J. Freymueller 3 NSF-EAR
Lebanon 2002 Barazangi Equipment ship-

ping
1, training NSF-EAR

Mississippi Delta 2002 T. Tornqvist 3 1, field support NSF-EAR
Morocco 2002 R. Reilinger 1 NSF-EAR
Rio Grande 2002 D. McDonnell 3 1, field support NSF-EAR
Syria 2002 R. Reilinger Project can-

celled
NSF-EAR

Tibet 2002 R. Bendick 1 NSF-EAR
Antarctica 2001 UNAVCO 27 2, field support NSF-OPP
Antarctica 2002 UNAVCO 30 2, field support NSF-OPP
Barrow DGPS 2002 UNAVCO 2 2, field support NSF-OPP
Bench Glacier 2002 R. Anderson 6 1, field support NSF-OPP
Black Rapids 2002 K. Echelmeyer 1 NSF-OPP
ITASE 2002 G. Hamilton 2 NSF-OPP
Kuparuk 2002 F. Nelson 2 1, training NSF-OPP
Matanuska 2002 R. Alley 1 1, training NSF-OPP
Toolik Lake 2002 A. Balser 2 1, training NSF-OPP

Table A-1: Project Support FY2000 - FY2003 (Continued).
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Yucatan 2002 B. Dahlen 2 1, training NSF-BCS
Plum Island 2002 C. Hopkinson 2 NSF-OCE
Bolivia Lakes 2002 B. Bills 2 NASA
Ashtech Clock Offset 2002 K. Larson Antenna NRL
Iceland 2002 T. Dixon 3 PI Internal
MIT Field Camp 2002 T. Herring 2 PI Internal
Wabash 2002 M. Hamburger 3 USGS
FY2003 (support and requests as of 1 Jan 03):
Alaska Uplift 2003 J. Freymueller 6 NSF-EAR
Appenine 2003 R. Bennet 15 NSF-EAR
Bangladesh 2003 M. Steckler 4 1, training NSF-EAR
Cascadia 2003 R. McCaffrey 2 NSF-EAR
Denali Response 2002 J. Freymueller 6 2, field support NSF-EAR
New Zealand 2003 B. Hager/P. Molnar 3 NSF-EAR
Yellowstone 2002 A. Tikku 3 1, training NSF-EAR
Antarctica 2002 UNAVCO 30 2, field support NSF-OPP
Antarctica 2003 UNAVCO 30 2, field support NSF-OPP
Barrow DGPS UNAVCO 1, field support NSF-OPP
Bench Glacier 2003 T. Pfeffer 4 1, field support NSF-OPP
Breida 2003 E. Waddington 3 NSF-OPP
McCall Glacier M. Nolan 3 1, field support NSF-OPP
Taku Glacier 2003 M. Truffer 4 1, field support NSF-OPP
NICOES 2003 T. Dixon 6 NSF-OCE
Brasil 2003 J. Blair 4 NASA
Salmon Falls 2003 G. Thackray 5 1, field suppport NASA

Table A-1: Project Support FY2000 - FY2003 (Continued).

Project Name Project PI

Qty. receivers 
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Engineer(s) Funding Source
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Table A-2: UNAVCO Support of Permanent Stations for FY2000-FY2002.

Network Name PROJECT PI #Stations Field 
Visits

Field Work Done 
(recon R, maint M, 

Install I (#)
Funding

FY2000

Dual Frequency Networks

Alaska Freymueller 3 NSF

Arenal/Costa Rica Dixon, Schwartz 3 2 R, M, I (1) NASA, NSF

BARGEN Wernicke, Davis 50 9 R, M NASA, DOE

Central Asia Hager, Herring 9 NSF, NASA

DiVE Miller 2 2 M, I (2) NASA

Ethiopia Bilham 2 NSF

Greenland Wahr 1 1 M NASA

Guerrero Coast Larson 1 NSF

Hawaii Segall 12 1 I (2) NSF

Jalisco Stock, DeMets 1 NSF

Louisiana Dokka 4 NSF

Mediterranean Reilinger 8 4 R, M, I (4) NSF, NASA

Montserrat Mattioli 2 NSF

Nepal Bilham 6 NSF

Oregon McCaffrey 2 NSF

PANGA Miller 11 1 I (6) NSF

Popocatepetl Dixon 2 NASA

Puerto Rico Mattioli 1

SAGE New Zealand Molnar 8 1 R, I (7) NSF

Taal Philippines Hamburger, Meertens 3 1 M NSF

Wasatch Smith, Meertens 4 NSF

Yellowstone Caldera Smith, Meertens 3 1 R, M, I (1) NSF, USGS

Yellowstone Hotspot Smith, Meertens 6 1 R, M, I (1) NSF, USGS

Single Frequency Networks
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Antarctica Kyle 2 2 R, M, I (2) NSF

DiVE Miller 4 6 R, M, I (4) NASA

Hawaii Meertens 12 1 M NASA

Hayward Fault Murray 2 1 R NASA

Popocatepetl Dixon 5 NSF, NASA

Taal Philippines Hamburger, Meertens 12 1 M, I (1) NSF, NASA

Other Networks

GGN Stowers 51 3 R, M NASA

FY 2000 Totals 232 38 31 new installations

FY2001

Dual Frequency Networks

Alaska Freymueller 5 NSF

Antarctica Kyle 1 1 R, M, I (1) NSF

Arenal/Costa Rica Dixon, Schwartz 3 NSF, NASA

BARGEN Wernicke, Davis 50 NSF, DOE, 
NASA

Central Asia Hager, Herring 9 NSF, NASA

DIVE Miller 2 1 M NASA, NSF

Ethiopia Bilham 2 NASA

Greenland Wahr 1 NASA

Guererro Coast Larson 1 NSF

Guadalupe Island Hudnut, Jackson 1 2 R,M,I(1) NSF, SCIGN, 
USGS

Hawaii Segall 12 1 M(1) NSF

IRIS/PASSCAL Seismic 
Integration

Fowler, Jackson 1 3 R, I(1) NSF

Jalisco Stock, Demets 1 NSF

Louisiana Dokka, Sella 4 NSF

Mediterranean Reilinger 9 3 R, M(3), I(3) NSF, NASA

Table A-2: UNAVCO Support of Permanent Stations for FY2000-FY2002. (Continued)

Network Name PROJECT PI #Stations Field 
Visits

Field Work Done 
(recon R, maint M, 

Install I (#)
Funding
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Montserrat Mattioli 2 NSF

Nepal Bilham 6  NSF

Nisqually Earthquake 
Response

Miller 3 5 R, I(3) NSF

Oregon McCaffrey 2 NSF

PANGA Miller 12 1 R, M(2), I(1) NSF

Popocatepetl Dixon, Cabral 2 NASA

Puerto Rico Matiolli 1

SAGE New Zealand Molnar 8 NSF

Taal Philippines Hamburger, Meertens 3 3 M(3), I(1)

Wasatch Smith, Meertens 4 NSF

Yellowstone Caldera Smith, Meertens 3 2 M(3) NSF, USGS

Yellowstone Hotspot Smith, Meertens 7 8 M(7), I(1) NSF, USGS

Single Frequency Networks

Antarctica Kyle 3 1 R, M, I(1) NSF

DIVE Miller, Meertens 4 2 M(2) NASA, NSF

Hawaii Meertens, Lisowski 13 1 M(12), I(1) NASA, NSF

Philippines Volcano Hamburger, Meertens 11 3 R, I(1) NSF, NASA

Sierra Negra Volcano 2  NSF

Other Networks

GGN 54 7 R, M(4), I(3) NASA

Mine Deformation Swanson 4 1 development project NIOSH

SuomiNet 10 3 R, M, I(3) NSF

FY 2001 Totals 256 48 21 New Permanent 
Stations 

FY2002

Dual Frequency Networks

Alaska Freymueller 8 1 R, I(2) NSF

Table A-2: UNAVCO Support of Permanent Stations for FY2000-FY2002. (Continued)

Network Name PROJECT PI #Stations Field 
Visits

Field Work Done 
(recon R, maint M, 

Install I (#)
Funding
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Antarctica Kyle 1 NSF

Arenal/Costa Rica Dixon, Schwartz 3 NSF, NASA

BARGEN Wernicke, Davis 50 NSF, DOE, 
NASA

Carribean - Nevis/St. Kitts Mattioli 0  R NSF

Central Asia Hager, Herring 8 NSF, NASA

DIVE Miller 2 NASA, NSF

Ethiopia Bilham 2 NASA

Galapagos Geist 2 2 R,I(2) NSF

Greenland Wahr, Stowers 3 2 M(3) NASA, NSF

Guererro Coast Larson 1 NSF

Guadalupe Island Hudnut, Jackson 1 1 M(1) NSF, SCIGN, 
USGS

Hawaii Segall 12 NSF

IRIS/PASSCAL Seismic 
Integration

Fowler, Jackson 1 7 R, I(1) NSF

Jalisco Stock, DeMets 1 NSF

Louisiana Dokka, Sella 5 NSF

Mediterranean Reilinger 9 NSF, NASA

Montserrat Mattioli 2 NSF

Nepal Bilham 6  NSF

Nisqually Earthquake 
Response

Miller 8 1 M(8) NSF

Oregon McCaffrey 2 NSF

Oman Herring 6

PANGA Miller 17 1 M(17) NSF

Popocatepetl Dixon, Cabral 2 NASA

Puerto Rico Matiolli 1

Table A-2: UNAVCO Support of Permanent Stations for FY2000-FY2002. (Continued)

Network Name PROJECT PI #Stations Field 
Visits

Field Work Done 
(recon R, maint M, 

Install I (#)
Funding
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SAGE New Zealand Molnar 8 NSF

Saudi Arabia Reilinger 2 1 R,I(2) NASA

Taal Philippines Hamburger, Meertens 3 NSF

Wasatch Smith, Meertens 4 NSF

Yellowstone Caldera Smith, Meertens 5 NSF, USGS

Yellowstone Hotspot Smith, Meertens 8 2  M(1),I(2) NSF, USGS

Single Frequency Networks

Antarctica Kyle 3 NSF

DIVE Miller, Meertens 4 NASA, NSF

Hawaii Meertens, Lisowski 13 NASA, NSF

Hayward Fault Murray 4 2 R,I(4) NASA, NSF

Philippines Volcano Hamburger, Meertens 11 NSF, NASA

Popocatepetl Volcano Dixon 4 NSF, NASA

Sierra Negra Volcano Geist, Meertens 4 2 R,I(4) NSF, NASA

Other Networks

GGN Stowers 56 6 R, M(2), I(2) NASA

Coast Guard CORS Otteni 2 4 I(2)

SuomiNet Ware 3 2 R, I(1) NSF

FY 2002 Totals 287 34 22 New Permanent Stations 

Table A-2: UNAVCO Support of Permanent Stations for FY2000-FY2002. (Continued)

Network Name PROJECT PI #Stations Field 
Visits

Field Work Done 
(recon R, maint M, 

Install I (#)
Funding
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Appendix B:.  Status of Boulder Facility Archiving
Table B-1: Status of Permanent Station Data Archived at UNAVCO

Notes: Station names without dates do not have data in the archive yet. Retired stations show start and end dates 
in () after the station name. 

ID Network 
Name

Number of 
Stations 

Station Name (date 
of first data in 

archive) 
Institution Funding

G1617 Alaska 5 operating
1 retired

ATW2 (2000-10-27)
CLGO (1998-01-01) 
GRNR (1997-08-29) 
SELD (2000-10-24)
ATWC (1998-10-29 to 
2001-06-04)
AUGL (2000-09-)

U. Alaska NSF-EAR-
Geophysics
9706318, NSF- 
ARI

G1891 Antarctica L1 4 retired
3 planned

E1GP (2000-12-30 to 
2002-12-06)
HOOZ (1999-12-07 to 
2002-11-25)
NAUS (2000-12-30 to 
2002-12-06)
CONZ (1999-12-15 to 
2000-06-05)

UNAVCO NSF Polar

G1983 Antarctica 2 operating
5 planned

CONZ (2000-12-21)
ELHT (2002-01-21)
E1GP
HOOZ
NAUS

UNAVCO NSF Polar

G1369 Arenal  2 operating AROL (1995-05-07) 
LOLA (1995-05-04)

UCSC, 
U. Miami

NSF-EAR-
Geophysics 
9614687, 9615561
NASA-SENH

T1305 Caribbean 5 planned U. Puerto Rico NSF-EAR-IF
9628553
NSF-EAR-
Geophysics 
9807289

G1594 Central Asia  4 operating KAZA (1997-10-13) 
PODG (1998-05-21)
SUMK (1997-10-13) 
TALA (1998-08-31)

MIT NSF-EAR-
Continental 
Dynamics
9614302, NSF- 
EAR-IF 9708618
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G1594 Central Asia 4 operating
3 retired
1 no longer 
archived

CHUM (1997-07-10)
KMTR (2000-10-15)
KRTV (2000-09-07)
SELE (1997-05-08)
KUMT (1997-06-23 to 
2001-05-30)
POL2 (1995-05-25 to 
2001-11-12)
SHAS (1997-07-18 to  
2000-10-25)
TALG (1995-07-09 to 
1999-05-06)

MIT NASA

G1934 Costa Rica 1 operating IRZU (1999-12-08) NASA-SENH

G2274 Cotopaxi L1 2 operating CX01 (2002-06-12)
CX02 (2002-06-12)

UNAVCO None

G2333 Denali Fault 10 operating 299C
DNLC
DRMC
FRIG
HIWC
HURC
JANL
LOGC
MENT
PAXC

U. Alaska NSF-EAR

G1857 DIVE 2 operating SPW2 (1999-09-23)
TPW2 (2000-03-30)

Central 
Washington U.

NASA-SENH

G1888 DIVE L1 3 operating
1 retired

CCW1 (2000-07-09)
NPW1 (2000-09-01)
SPW1 (1999-10-27 to 
2002-07-21)
TPW1 (2000-03-31)

Central 
Washington U.

NASA-SENH

G1633 Ethiopia 2 operating ADD1 (1997-08-01)
REDG (1997-08-01)

U. Colorado NSF-EAR-
Geophysics 
9706356, NSF- 
ARI

G2269 Galapagos 2 operating GV01 (2002-05-27)
GV02 (2002-05-29)

U. Idaho, 
UNAVCO

NSF-EAR-
Geophysics-
004067,
NASA

Table B-1: Status of Permanent Station Data Archived at UNAVCO (Continued)

Notes: Station names without dates do not have data in the archive yet. Retired stations show start and end dates 
in () after the station name. 
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G2272 Galapagos L1 4 operating GV03 (2002-05-28) 
GV04 (2002-05-30) 
GV05 (2002-05-30) 
GV06 (2002-06-01)

U. Idaho, 
UNAVCO

NSF-EAR-
Geophysics-
004067,
NASA

G1729 GGN Backup 50 JPL NASA

G1895 GGN- 
UNAVCO

3  operating
1 retired
3 no longer 
archived 

CHP1 (2001-04-17)
KUNM (1998-06-12)
RIOP (1996-06-10)
SEY1 (1998-08-13 to 
2001-7-21)
CORD (1999-07-28 to 
2000-08-02)
GALA (1998-02-27 to 
1999-08-01)
INDI (1998-01-08 to
  1998-02-07)

JPL NASA

G1606 Greenland 1 operating KULU (1996-06-28) U. Colorado NASA/NOAA

G1608 Guerrero Coast 1 operating 
3 planned

CAYA (1997-01-09)
COYU
CPDP
SABA

U. Colorado Community

G1608 Guerrero Coast 6 operating ACAP (2001-03-25)
CAYA (1997-01-09)
IGUA (2001-01-01)
OAXA (2001-03-01)
PINO (2000-07-10)
YAIG (1999-02-18)
ZIHP (2000-12-12)

U. Nacional 
Aut. Mexico

CONACYT

G2005 GULFNET 5 operating
5 planned

HAMM ( 2001-02-12)
KJUN (2001-09-14)
LUMC (2001-05-29)
BVHS (2002-08-20)
MCNE (2002-08-21)

LSU, U. 
Miami

NSF-EAR-
Tectonics- 
9725330

Table B-1: Status of Permanent Station Data Archived at UNAVCO (Continued)
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G1824 Hawaii 18 operating AHUP (1999-05-30)
AINP (2002-10-08)
ELEP (2000-12-09)
GOPM (1999-05-30)
HALP (2000-02-14)
HOLE (1999-05-30)
KAEP (1999-05-30)
KOSM (2000-02-13) 
KTPM (1999-05-30)
MANE (1999-05-30)
MLPM (1999-05-30)
MLSP (2000-12-09)
MOKP (2000-12-09)
NUPM (1999-05-30)
PAT2 (2002-11-01)
STEP (2002-10-11)
UWEV (1999-05-30)
WAOP (2000-02-14)

Stanford, U. 
Hawaii

NSF-EAR-
Geophysics, 
USGS, NSF-ARI

G1826 Hawaii L1 13 operating HV01 (1999-07-10)
HV02 (1999-07-03)
HV03 (1999-07-09)
HV04 (1999-07-04)
HV05 (1999-07-08)
HV06 (1999-07-05)
HV07 (1999-07-08)
HV08 (1999-07-08)
HV09 (1999-07-07)
HV10 (1999-07-07)
HV11 (1999-07-07)
HV12 (1999-07-05)
HV14 (2001-03-31)

UNAVCO NASA/SENH

T1469 Hayward Fault 
L1

4 operating BDAM (2002-04-21)
GRIZ (2002-04-21)
VOLM (2002-04-21)
WLDC (2002-04-21)

U. Calif. 
Berkeley

NASA/SENH

G2313 Indonesia 1 operating NABI (2002-03-01 Rensselaer NSF

G1831 Jalisco 1 operating CRIP (1999-01-30) U. Wisconson NSF-EAR-
Geophysics-
9526419

G2302 Las Vegas 1 operating UNR1 (2002-10-10) U. Nevada, 
Reno

NASA

Table B-1: Status of Permanent Station Data Archived at UNAVCO (Continued)
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G2124 Long Valley 
L1

8 retired CAL1 (1998-10-27 to 
1999-08-22)
KNL1 (1998-10-27 to 
1999-08-22)
KRL1 (1998-10-27 to 
1999-08-22)
LIL1 (1998-10-27 to 
1999-08-22)
LTL1 (1998-10-27 to 
1999-06-05)
MGL1 (1998-10-27 to 
1999-08-22)
MWL1 (1998-10-27 to 
1999-08-22)
RDL1 (1998-10-27 to 
1999-08-22)

NASA-SENH

G1596 Mediterranean 5 operating
3 retired
2 planned

CRAO (2000-04-27)
DYR2 (2000-05-03)
MERS (2000-09-12)
RABT (2000-05-17)
DYAR (1997-10-22 to
 1998-08-01)
IAVH (1998-02-12 to
   1998-12-28)
NSSP (1996-09-02)
PHLW (2000-08-23 to 
2001-01-26)
HALY
NAMA

MIT NASA, NASA- 
SENH

G1596 Mediterranean 5 operating IFRN (2001-07-20)
LAUG (2002-11-18)
TUBI (2000-01-19)
UDMC (2001-05-23)
TETN (2000-05-22 )

MIT NSF

Table B-1: Status of Permanent Station Data Archived at UNAVCO (Continued)
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G1394 Montserrat  5 retired HARR (1995-10-06 to 
1997-06-09)
HERM  (1996-08-08 to 
1999-09-19)
MVO1 (1998-02-20 to 
1999-10-18)
REID (1996-08-09 to 
1999-09-10)
WTYD (1996-11-18 to 
1999-10-18)
BGPK 
SOUF
SPRI

U. Puerto Rico NASA-TCESS,
NASA-SENH,
NSF-HRD- 
MRCE-9353549, 
NSF-ARI

G22898 Mt. 
Washington

1 operating MTWO (2002-0-18) U. Colorado Community

G1604 Nepal 5 operating
2 retired 

BIRP (1996-12-09) 
NAGA (1995-11-24)
NAMC (1996-11-29 to 
1997-10-05)
NEPA (1996-11-04 to
  1998-06-17) 
NEPJ (1998-06-17)
SIMP (1997-02-25)
SKOT (1996-11-11)

U. Colorado NSF-EAR-
Geophysics-
9727652, NSF-
EAR-Geophysics-
9725563, NSF-
ARI

G1479 Northern Basin 
and Range

18 operating CAST (1997-03-26) 
CEDA (1996-07-14) 
COON (1996-07-13)
EGAN (1997-03-25)
ELKO (1997-10-22) 
FOOT (1997-03-25)
GARL (1996-07-21)
GOSH (1996-07-16)
HEBE (1996-07-12)
LEWI (1997-07-27)
MINE (1997-10-22)
NEWP (1997-10-30)
RUBY (1996-07-18) 
SHIN (1996-07-24) 
SLID (1997-07-24)
SMEL (1997-03-26)
TUNG (1996-07-20)
UPSA (1997-10-30)

Caltech, 
Harvard, SAO

NSF-EAR-
Continental 
Dynamics- 
9418784, 9725766,
NSF-ARI

Table B-1: Status of Permanent Station Data Archived at UNAVCO (Continued)
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G1611 Oregon 2 no longer 
archived

CORV (1997-11-20 to 
1997-12-29)
NEWP (1997-11-20 to 
1997-12-22)

Rensselaer, 
Oregon State 
U.

Community 
Support, USGS

G1682 PANGA 1 no longer 
archived 

PUPU (2001-06-14 to 
2002-06-27)

U. 
Washington, 
Central 
Washington 
U., CVO

NSF-EAR-
Geophysics- 
9614365, NSF-
EAR-IF- 9615640

T1291 Peru 2 planned MIST
URBI

U. Miami,
Indiana U.

NASA-SENH;
NSF-ARI

G1677 Philippines 3 operating
1 planned
1 retired

KAYT (1998-06-06)
SANT
TGYT (2001-03-12)
TVST (1998-06-05)
PINT (1998-06-05 to 
1999-12-10)

Indiana U. EAR-Petrology & 
Geochemistry- 
9726024

G1495 Popocatapetl 2 operating
1 retired

POSW (1996-04-25)
POPN (1996-05-29)
UIGF (1996-05-13 - 
1997-08-01)

NASA

G1893 Popocatapetl 
L1

1 operating
4 retired

PP01 (1999-04-21 to 
1999-11-25)
PP02 (1999-05-07)
PP03 (1999-04-20 to 
2001-12-24)
PP04 (1999-04-21 to 
2001-12-28)
PP05 (1999-05-26 to 
1999-05-29)

U. Miami, 
UNAM

NSF, NASA

G1941 Puerto Rico 1 retired GEOL (1996-09-15 to 
1999-10-21)

Table B-1: Status of Permanent Station Data Archived at UNAVCO (Continued)
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G1886 SAGE New 
Zealand

11  operating
1 retired
1 planned

CNCL (2000-02-03)
KARA (2000-02-01)
LEOC (2000-11-02)
MAKA (2000-02-02)
MTJO (2000-08-15)
NETT (2000-02-07)
PILK (2000-11-03)
QUAR (2000-01-31)
REDD (2000-02-03)
VEXA (2000-02-02)
WAKA (2000-11-02)
HORN

MIT NSF

T1296 Scotia Arc 7 planned U. Hawaii NSF-OPP-
Geology and 
Geophysics 
9530383

G1992 SCIGN/USGS 1 operating GUAX (2001-05-17) SCIGN/USGS USGS

Table B-1: Status of Permanent Station Data Archived at UNAVCO (Continued)
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G1734 Southern Basin 
and Range

 32 operating ALAM (1999-06-13)
APEX (1999-03-27)
ARGU (1999-03-23)
BEAT (1999-01-20)
BULL (1999-03-23)
BUST (1999-03-12) 
CHLO (1999-08-06) 
CRAT  (1999-03-23)
DYER (1999-05-29) 
ECHO (1999-05-29) 
FERN (1999-05-29) 
FRED (1999-05-29) 
GABB (1999-03-23)
JOHN (1999-04-05)
LIND (1999-09-22)
LITT (1999-01-27)
MERC (1999-03-28)
MONI (1999-03-16)
PERL (1999-03-23)
POIN (1999-04-05)
RAIL (1999-05-29) 
RELA (1999-03-23)
REPO (1999-03-23)
ROGE (1999-03-30) 
RYAN (1999-03-23)
SHOS (1999-03-23)
SKUL  (1999-03-23)
SMYC  (1999-03-23)
STRI  (1999-03-23)
TATE (1999-03-23)
TIVA (1999-03-23)
TONO (1999-03-23)

Caltech, 
Harvard, SAO

DOE

G1503 Southwest 
Pacific

3 planned KOUC
SANC
SUVC

U. Hawaii NSF-EAR-
Geophysics -
9419262
NSF-ARI

G2003 SuomiNet-C 3 operating
1 planned

SC00 (2001-03-31)
SC01 (2001-09-03)
SC02 (2001-11-10)
SC03

Various NSF

Table B-1: Status of Permanent Station Data Archived at UNAVCO (Continued)
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G2069 SuomiNet-G 27 operating
4 planned
1 retired

SG00
SG01 (2001-06-24)
.
.
SG21
SG22 (to 2002-11-20)
SG23
SG27
SG28
SG72

Various NSF-ATM

G1828 Taal L1 11 operating
4 retired

TV01 (1999-06-13)
TV02 (1999-06-13 to 
2000-05-16)
TV03 (1999-06-13)
TV04 (1999-06-13 to 
1999-07-14)
TV05 (1999-06-13)
TV06 (1999-06-13)
TV07 (1999-12-14)
TV08 (1999-06-13)
TV10 (1999-06-13)
TV11 (1999-06-13)
TV12 (1999-06-13)
TV13 (1999-12-12 to 
2001-03-14)
TV14 (2001-03-14)
TV15 (2001-03-14 to 
2001-09-11)

Indiana U. NSF-EAR, NASA/ 
SENH

G1459 UNAVCO 1 operating
1 retired

PAS1 (2001-11-13)
PLMM (1995-06-03 to 
1997-03-06)

UNAVCO NSF-IF, UNAVCO

G2131 University of 
Colorado

1 no longer 
archived

NIS5 (2001-10-09 to 
2001-11-14)

U. Colorado Naval Research 
Labs

G1547 Wasatch 5 operating
1 retired
1 planned

EOUT (1998-06-01)
LMUT (1997-11-15)
NAIU (1997-10-15)
RBUT (1997-02-24) 
SUR1 (1997-02-24 
   to 1998-08-08)
LTUT (2002-10-07)

U. Utah NSF-EAR-
Continental 
Dynamics- 
9725431, USGS
NSF-ARI

Table B-1: Status of Permanent Station Data Archived at UNAVCO (Continued)
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G1732 Yellowstone 
Caldera

5 operating HVWY (2001-07-01)
LKWY (1996-10-13)
MAWY (1999-02-27)
OFWY (1999-10-30)
WLWY (2001-07-01)

U. Utah
USGS

NSF-EAR-
Continental 
Dynamics- 
9725431, USGS
NSF-ARI

G1705 Yellowstone 
Hotspot

 7 operating
1 retired

AHID (2000-07-02)
BLWY (1999-10-23)
GTRG (1999-06-29)
HAMG (1998-10-30 to 
2001-11-04)
HLID (2000-05-03)
NOMT (2000-05-02)
TSWY (2001-06-08)
BBID (2002-09-25)

U. Utah NSF-EAR-
Continental 
Dynamics- 
9725431, USGS
NSF-ARI

Table B-2: Campaigns Archived in FY2000-FY2002

ID PROJECT NAME PI Funding

FY2000 Campaigns Archived:

1899 Adak 1999 Freymueller USGS

1165 Aegean 1992 Kastens NSF

1172 Alaska 1993-USGS Echelmeyer USGS

1909 Alaska Uplift 1999 Freymueller NSF

1901 Aniakchak 1999 Freymueller USGS

1563 Antarctica Support 1994/1995 data sets 3,4 Johns NSF-OPP

1738 Antarctica Support 1998/1999 - TAMDEF Whillans NSF-OPP

1882 Antarctica Support 1999/2000 Johns NSF-OPP

1925 Baja North 1998 Dixon U. Miami

1927 Baja South 1998 Dixon NSF

1109 CASA 1991 - Colombia/Panama Dixon/ 
Kellogg

NSF, NASA
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1853 Caribbean 1999 Jansma Venezuelan Science 
Foundation

1358 Central Asia 1995 Reilinger/ 
Hager/
Hamburger/
Molnar

NSF, NASA

1602 Central Asia 1996 ivt96 Reilinger/ 
Hager/
Hamburger/
Molnar

NSF, NASA

1565 Central Asia 1997 ds 7-11 Hager/
Herrring

NSF, NASA

1662 Central Asia 1998 Hager/
Herrring

NSF

1846 Channel Islands 1999 Pinter NSF

1839 Dixie Valley 1999 05 (May) Chapman NSF

1862 Dixie Valley 1999 10 (Oct) Chapman NSF

1947 Dixie Valley 2000 Chapman NSF

1798 Dutch 1997 (merged with Akutan 1997) Freymueller USGS

1945 ECSZ Mammoth/Mojave 1998 Dixon NSF

1741 East Africa 1997 Dokka/Sella NSF

1352 Eastern Mediterranean 1994 Reilinger/ 
King

NSF

1936 GULFNET 1999 Dokka NSF

1871 Hayward Fault 1998 Burgmann NSF, NASA

1873 Hayward Fault 1999 Burgmann NSF, NASA

1055 Iceland 1989 (archived except memtek data) Bilham NSF

1905 Iliamna 1999 Freymueller USGS

1044 Imperial Valley/Salton Trough 1989 (archived except 
TI4100)

Beavan/ 
Strange/ 
Reilinger/ 
Hudnut

NSF

Table B-2: Campaigns Archived in FY2000-FY2002 (Continued)
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1082 Imperial Valley/Salton Trough 1990 Beavan/ 
Strange/ 
Reilinger/ 
Hudnut

NSF

1226 Indonesia (APEX) 1993 Bock NSF

1855 Katalla Alaska 1999 Richards NSF

1903 Kenai 1999 Freymueller NSF

1842 Kilauea 1999 Segall USGS

1668 Ladakh Kinematic 1998 Bilham NSF

1875 Loma Prieta 1998 Burgmann USGS, NSF

1877 Loma Prieta 1999 Burgmann USGS, NSF

1879 Morocco 1999 Reilinger NSF

1949 Oregon 1996 McCaffrey none

1952 Oregon 1997 McCaffrey none

1954 Oregon 1998 McCaffrey none

1859 Oregon 1999 McCaffrey NSF

1956 Oregon 2000 McCaffrey NSF, USGS

1963 Papua New Guinea 1993 McCaffrey NSF

1965 Papua New Guinea 1994 McCaffrey NSF?

1844 Philippines 1999 Hamburger NSF

1918 Pribiloff 1999 Freymueller none

1921 St. Elias 1999 Freymueller none

1897 SuomiNet Testing 2000 Jackson NSF

1912 Valdez 1999 Freymueller USGS

1659 Wabash Valley 1998 Hamburger NSF

1961 Wabash Valley 2000 Hamburger USGS

1884 Wasatch Fault 1999 Smith/ 
Meertens

USGS

1914 Westdahl 1999 Freymueller USGS

1916 Yakutat 1999 Freymueller GSA Foundation

Table B-2: Campaigns Archived in FY2000-FY2002 (Continued)
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1958 Yellowstone/Snake River Plain 2000 Smith/ 
Meertens

NSF

1222 Yellowstone/Wasatch Fault 1993 (revisited) Smith/ 
Meertens

NSF

Total  FY 2000                                                                                                                                  58

FY 2001 Campaigns Archived:

1165 Aegean 1992 (revisited) Kastens, 
Reilinger

NSF

1978 Aleutian Arc Displacement 1998 Oldow NSF

1981 Aleutian Arc Displacement 1999 Oldow NSF

1987 Antarctica Support 2000/2001 various NSF-OPP

2074 Arapahoe Glacier 2001 Pfeffer Community

1996 Bench Glacier 2000 Anderson NSF-OPP

1967 Bulgaria 2000 Burchfiel NSF

1721 Calaveras 1997 (revisited) Burgmann USGS

1167 Caucasus 1991 Hamburger, 
Reilinger

NSF

2032 Caucasus 1997 Reilinger NSF

1358 Central Asia 1995 - ivt95 (revisited) Hamburger, 
Hager, Molnar

NSF, NASA

1662 Central Asia 1998 - loc98h, loc98i (revisited) Hager, Mol-
nar, Herring

NSF

1923 Central Asia 1999 Herring NSF

1989 Central Asia 2000 Herring NSF

1974 Central Asia Tie 2000 Herring NSF

1352 Eastern Mediterranean 1994 - Bulgaria, Caucasus, 
Israel

Reilinger NSF

1541 Eastern Mediterranean 1996 - Egypt, Israel, Russia 
(revisited)

Reilinger NSF, NASA

1653 Eastern Mediterranean 1998 - Azerbaijan, Egypt, 
Russia

Reilinger NSF

1976 Eastern Mediterranean 2000 - Azerbaijan, Georgia, 
Syria

Reilinger NSF

Table B-2: Campaigns Archived in FY2000-FY2002 (Continued)
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2001 Guerrero Coast 2000 Larson NSF

1994 Gujarat 2001 Bendick, 
Bilham, 
Molnar

NSF

1932 Honduras 2000 DeMets NSF

1125 Indonesia 1991 (revisited) Bock NSF

2085 Jalisco 1995 03 (Mar) DeMets, Stock NSF

2087 Jalisco 1995 10 (Oct) DeMets, Stock NSF

2089 Jalisco 1997 DeMets, Stock NSF

2092 Jalisco 1998 DeMets, Stock NSF

2094 Jalisco 1999 DeMets, Stock NSF

2081 Jamaica 1999 DeMets NSF

2067 Mine Deformation 2001 Swanson NIOSH

2106 Mississippi Delta 2001 Tornquist NSF

2052 Morocco 2001 Reilinger NSF

1985 Nepal 2000 Bilham NSF

2072 Platteville 2001 King Community

2104 Toba 2001 McCaffrey none

2056 UPRM 1995 Mattioli NSF

2058 UPRM 1996 Mattioli NSF

2061 UPRM 1997 Mattioli NSF

2098 Wasatch Fault 2001 Smith/ 
Meertens

USGS

Total   FY2001                                                                                                                                                           39

FY2002 Campaigns Archived:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

2254 AEIC/Barrow/IARC 2001 Freymueller none

1035 Aegean 1988 Reilinger NSF

2025 Aegean 1989 Reilinger NSF

2027 Aegean 1994 Reilinger NSF

2029 Aegean 1996 Reilinger NSF

Table B-2: Campaigns Archived in FY2000-FY2002 (Continued)
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2049 Aegean 1998 Reilinger NSF

2263 Akutan 2001 Freymueller USGS

2252 Amchitka 2001 Freymueller DOE

2209 Antarctica Support 2001/2002 Various NSF-OPP

2205 Arenal Volcano 2001 Dixon ?

2188 Baja California 1996 Miller NASA

2191 Baja California 1998 Miller NASA

2113 Barrow Erosion 2001 Lynch NSF-OPP

2115 Bulgaria 2001 Burchfiel NSF

2201 Brewster Tie 2001 Stowers NASA

2256 Cascadia 2001 Freymueller USGS

2214 CIB 2000 Freymueller none

2247 CIB 2001 Freymueller none

2173 CLEW 1998/1999 Miller NSF

2175 CLEW 2001 Miller NSF

2168 Columbia River Transect 1999 Miller NSF

2171 Columbia River Transect 2001 Miller NSF

2182 Cove Base 2000 Miller Central Washington 
U.

2184 Cove Base 2001 Miller Central Washington 
U.

2116 Denali 2000 Freymueller NSF

2157 Garlock 1997 Miller NASA

2159 Garlock 1998 06 (Jun) Miller NASA

2137 Garlock 1998/1999 Miller NASA

2162 Garlock 2000 Miller NASA

2164 Garlock 2001 03 (Mar) Miller NASA

2166 Garlock 2001 06 (Jun) Miller NASA

2151 Goldstone 1999 Miller NASA

Table B-2: Campaigns Archived in FY2000-FY2002 (Continued)
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2153 Goldstone 2000 Miller NASA

2155 Goldstone 2001 Miller NASA

2179 Hanford 2000 Miller Central Washington 
U.

2119 Iceland 2001 Dixon NSF-OPP

1057 Indonesia 1989 - Revisited Bock NSF

2218 ISZ 2000 Freymueller NSF

2245 ISZ 2001 Freymueller none

2193 Kamchatka 1999 Johnson USGS

2221 Katmai 2000 Freymueller NASA

2223 Kenai 2000 Freymueller NSF

2126 Kenai Peninsula 2001 Freymueller NSF

2199 Kuparuk 2001 Nelson NSF-OPP

2009 Ladakh 1997 Gaur Indian Govt.

2012 Ladakh 1998 Gaur Indian Govt.

2014 Ladakh 1999 Gaur Indian Govt.

2016 Ladakh 2000 Gaur Indian Govt.

2249 Limestone 2001 Freymueller none

2122 Mammoth 2001 Dixon NSF

2034 Marmara 1990 Reilinger NSF

2036 Marmara 1992 Reilinger NSF

2038 Marmara 1993 Reilinger NSF

2041 Marmara 1994 Reilinger NSF

2043 Marmara 1995 Reilinger NSF

2045 Marmara 1996 Reilinger NSF

2047 Marmara 1998 Reilinger NSF

2276 Mississippi Delta 2002 Tornquist NSF

2133 Mojave 1997 Miller NASA

2135 Mojave 1998 06 (Jun) Miller NASA

Table B-2: Campaigns Archived in FY2000-FY2002 (Continued)
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2144 Mojave 1998 12 (Dec) Miller NASA

2139 Mojave 1999 Miller NASA

2142 Mojave 2000 Miller NASA

2146 Mojave 2001 03 (Mar) Miller NASA

2148 Mojave 2001 06 (Jun) Miller NASA

2186 Mt Rainier 1999 Miller USGS

2207 Nicaragua 2000 Dixon NSF

2076 Nicaragua 2001 Dixon NSF-OCE

2197 Nisqually 2001 Miller USGS

2225 Okmok 2000 Freymueller Japanese Govt.

2258 Okmok 2001 Freymueller Japanese Govt.

2108 Pacific Northwest 2001 McCaffrey USGS

2007 Pakistan 2001 Bilham NSF

2227 Palmer 2000 Freymueller NSF

2100 Philippine Volcanoes - Mayon 2001 Hamburger NSF-ATM

2265 Redoubt 2001 Freymueller USGS

2229 San Andreas Fault 2000 Freymueller USGS

2232 Seldovia 2000 Freymueller NSF

2234 Soldot 2000 Freymueller NSF

2195 Three Sisters 2001 Miller USGS

2236 Tibet 2000 Freymueller NSF

2177 Toppenish Ridge 1998 Miller NSF

1136 Turkey 1991 Reilinger NSF

1116 Turkey 1994 Reilinger NSF

1132 Turkey 1996 Reilinger NSF

2021 Turkey 1998 Reilinger NSF

2023 Turkey 1999 Reilinger NSF

2238 Valdez 2000 Freymueller NSF-OPP

2203 Vostok 2000/2001 Bell NSF

Table B-2: Campaigns Archived in FY2000-FY2002 (Continued)
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Appendix of Acronyms
AKDA Alaska Deformation Array
AMCS Antenna and Multipath Calibration System
ASCII American Standard Code for Information Interchange
BARD Bay Area Regional Deformation
BARGEN Basin And Range Geodetic Network
BINEX Binary Independent Exchange Format
CDDIS Crustal Dynamics Data Information Service
CFA Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics
CPU Central Processing Unit
CSRC California Spatial Reference Center
CU University of Colorado
DMAG UNAVCO Data Management and Archiving Group
DOE Department of Energy
EAR NSF Division of Earth Sciences
EBRY Eastern Basin and Range/Yellowstone
EFEC EarthScope Facility Executive Committee
FE Field Engineer
GeoPBO Geological component of the Plate Boundary Observatory
GGN Global GPS Network
GLOBE Global Learning and Observations to Benefit the Environment
GPS Global Positioning System
GPSVEL GPS Velocity Project
GSRM Global Strain Rate Model
GSAC GPS Seamless Archive Centers
GWL Ground Water Level
HTTP Hyper Text Transfer Protocol
IDD Internet Data Distribution
IERS International Earth Rotation Service
IGPP Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics (
IGS International GPS Service
InSAR Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar
IRIS Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology
ITRF International Terrestrial Reference Frame
IU Indiana University
IVTRAN Institut vysokikh temperatur Rossiyskoy Akademii nauk 

(Institute for High Temperatures of Russian Academy of Sciences)
JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory
KACST King Abdulaziz City for Science and Technology
LDGO Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory
LDM Local Data Manager
LEO Low Earth Orbiter
LLR Lunar Laser Ranging
MHW Mean High Water

2241 Westdahl 2000 Freymueller USGS

2269 Westdahl 2001 Freymueller USGS

2243 Wrangell 2000 Freymueller USGS

2111 Yucatan 2001 Dahlin, Ardren NSF

Total   FY 2002                                                                                                                                 93
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MIT Massachusetts Institute of Technology
MREFC NSF’s Major Research Equipment and Facilities Construction
MSL Mean Sea Level
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Adminstration
NCEDC Northern California Earthquake Data Center
NGS National Geodetic Survey
NNR-NUVEL No-Net-Rotation Northwestern University plate VELocity Model 1
NOG UNAVCO Network Operations Group
NSF National Science Foundation
OPP NSF Office of Polar Programs
PANGA PAcific Northwest GPS Array
PBO Plate Boundary Observatory
PEM Project Element Manager
PI Principal Investigator
RAID Redundant Array of Independent (or Inexpensive) Disks
RINEX Receiver Independent Exchange Format
SAFOD San Andreas Fault Observatory at Depth
SCEC Southern California Earthquake Center
SCIGN Southern California Integrated GPS Network
SENH NASA’s Solid Earth and Natural Hazards Program
SINEX Solution Independent Exchange Format
SIO Scripps Institution of Oceanography
SIO Scripps Institute of Oceanography
SLR Satellite Laser Ranging
SOPAC Scripps Orbit and Permanent Array Center
SOW Statement of Work
TEQC Translate, Edit and Quality Check
UNAM National Autonomous University of Mexico
UNAVCO (A name, not an acronym)
USGS US Geological Survey
VLBI Very Long Baseline Interferometry
YSRP Yellowstone Snake River Plain
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